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I am writing this starting on 15th March 2020 from my rental apartment in Torremolinos, on Spain’s Costa del
Sol, which is where I eventually placed myself in self-isolation by order of the national government. I had
been in Spain since early January. This document includes a brief background to the virus, followed by a
diary of my changed lifestyle and experiences. It also provides, on the final pages, daily updates of key
infection and fatality statistics. Please note that it has been difficult to co-ordinate the various numbers and
receipt times from different sources - there might therefore, as a result, be some contradictions between daily
reports and the tables on the final pages.
In December 2019 this new virus was discovered in Wuhan in China and quickly spread throughout the
world. It arrived in Europe in January 2020 and took hold first in Italy and Spain, and then progressively to
other European countries. The number of infections worldwide soon reached almost 200,000 (over 80k in
China and the rest worldwide) and the number of related deaths in the thousands (As of mid March 2020
there had been 6,526 deaths worldwide). China led the way for introducing measures to contain the spread
of the virus and had it under control by mid March, although by then the rest of the world was being infected.
China reported its first zero new cases on 18th March 2020, but the country remained in lockdown after then,
to prevent cases being brought in by returning travellers.
On 31st January, the first 2 novel Coronavirus cases were reported in the UK, as were the first 2 cases in
Russia, the first case in Sweden and Spain were reported. Canada reported its 4th case.
In the second week of March 2020 many countries started to close their borders and introduced self-isolation
in an effort to reduce the spread of the virus amongst their populations, and to prevent new cases being
imported. The world economy was severely affected as airlines and other world business ground to a halt. In
Spain a 100% self-isolation of the population was ordered from 0800 on 16th March 2020, except for visits to
the supermarket, banks, pharmacies or other essential locations. Going to work was still permitted for those
in employment, although this was limited to those employed in essential services only at the end of March.
All bars, restaurants and other shops were required to close for the two weeks that the government order
was in place, although this short period was expected to be extended for as long as it was considered
necessary. My lifestyle was therefore in lockdown, as were many more millions of the Spanish population
and visiting tourists such as myself. The owner of my apartment is aware that I may have to remain in Spain
rd
longer than after 23 April when I currently have a ferry booked to return to the UK. Luckily he has no other
th
bookings for the apartment until 28 May and indicated that he would be happy for me to remain until then if
needed. His next tenants are from Germany, so if the Spanish lockdown continues beyond that date his
German tenants will be unable to travel, thus allowing me to remain even longer: The future was uncertain
and no plans could be made, but it gave me some comfort to know that I’m in a secure location for the
coming future.
And so, here is my diary for the lockdown period in Torremolinos:
th

Sunday 15 March 2020:
This was the final day before the lockdown and I went for a long walk along the beachfront. It had been
raining in the morning, but brightened for my final exercise before being confined to barracks! I’m thankful to
my family and friends from the UK and around the world who are keeping in regular touch with me (by
phone, email, WhatsApp, Messenger, Facebook and other means);
Monday 16th March 2020:
The lockdown commenced at 0800 and I didn’t leave the apartment all day. I had a small delivery from
Amazon (good to know that they are still working) in the morning. It was a bright and sunny day, but with a
strong wind from the northwest. Temperatures rose to only 17C in the afternoon. I spent much of the day
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updating my websites – the first time for some weeks! But I also watched a good movie on Netflix (“Sara’s
Notebook” was the true story of a Spanish lawyer from Madrid who sets off to Democratic Republic of Congo
(central Africa) after having seen a photo where Sara, her younger sister, appears alive after two years with
few clues about her location). I also watched the movie “Seberg” on the tragic life of the actress Jean Seberg
(another excellent movie). Finally it was good to have a group chat with my family (Anne my daughter, her
partner Jason, and my two granddaughters Jessica and Katie) late in the evening. It was good to know that
they were all well, but concerning that Jessica, who is a Producer at BBC Radio Derby, has had two
colleagues tested positive for the virus.
Tuesday 17th March 2020:
The number of deaths attributable to the COVID-19 (Coronavirus) has risen globally to 6,526. Here in Spain
there have been a total of 294 deaths, whilst in the UK only 35 (neither country reported any over the past 24
hours). The number of new cases in Spain and the UK is not known, because the testing of everyone
displaying symptoms is not being carried out (they are being told to self isolate and only call for assistance
only if their condition deteriorates).
I started my day doing a bundle of laundry and updating myself with the world news, currency exchange
rates and the weather forecasts. It was nice to chat this morning to my friend Terri from Eastbourne in the UK
(by WhatsApp), Jane from Shanghai, China (by WeChat) and Helena from Riga in Latvia (by WhatsApp). In
the afternoon I was persuaded by Terri that I should go shopping to get tonic water, which I did, along with
several other essential foodstuff for my continued survival. The supermarket shelves were generally well
stocked, although fresh pastries are no longer being baked and there was no Hellmann’s Mayonnaise! I
didn’t check for toilet rolls! In the evening I watched the movie “The Nightingale” – a good movie although
extremely violent (definitely not recommended for younger audiences;
Wednesday 18th March 2020:
The number of reported COVID-19 (Coronavirus) cases here in Spain jumped by over 2000 in the past 24
hours and those who have died from the virus has reached over 600, a rise of 90 in the past 24 hours. The
situation in the UK is not so severe, with a total of 2626 cases reported (an increase of 676 in 24 hours) and
a death toll up to 104. Italy has reported over 2500 deaths!
This morning I learnt from my family that my granddaughter Katie, her husband and two boys have been
self-isolated because of one of their boys (Ellis) developing a high temperature. As far as I know he is
showing no other symptoms of the COVID-19 (Coronavirus). Later in the day I was told that his fever was
controlled and he had no other potential COVID-19 (Coronavirus) symptoms.
This afternoon I walked the 1.7km to and from the supermarket (some welcome exercise) – the shelves were
well stocked and I was able to buy everything I wanted. In particular there was an abundance of fruit and
vegetables, which form the bulk of my regular diet.
It was nice to have the company of members of my family (Jason and Katie), and friends (Terri and Karen),
all on WhatsApp today – such regular contact is really very important and provided me with much needed
company and moral support in these lonely times - thank you one and all. With schools about to close and
the self employed suffering from lack of work, this crisis is going to become increasingly financially difficult for
everyone, including for many of my family and some friends;
Thursday 19th March 2020:
There have now been 220,229 reported COVID-19 (Coronavirus) cases reported worldwide (although there
is probably a huge number of unreported cases across the world), and the death toll as of this morning
stands at 8,981. Torremolinos where I am located is one of the towns in the Málaga Province of Spain – in
this province as of today there have been 333 reported cases of COVID-19 (Coronavirus) and 6 have sadly
died. All had pre-existing medical conditions, and the youngest was only aged 20. In Spain as a country
there have been a total of 15,014 cases reported and 640 deaths. China, where the virus first emerged,
reported no new cases yesterday, although there were 37 cases reported by people who had returned from
other countries. Spain has ordered all hotels closed as of next Tuesday and all land borders closed. Flights
taking mostly tourists away from the country are still taking off. In the UK as of 0900 this morning, 64,621
people have been tested for the virus, of which 61,352 were confirmed negative and 3,269 were confirmed
positive. As of early afternoon today 144 patients in the UK who tested positive for the Coronavirus had died.
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I am very fortunate to have the friendship and support of Juan, the owner of the apartment I am renting. He
is an extremely good host and has offered my help me if needed during the lockdown whilst I am selfnd
isolating. He has also accepted that I’ll probably not be able to leave the apartment on 22 April as originally
th
planned and will allow me to remain for as long as possible – but he has other guests booked from 28 May,
who anyway may not be able to travel from their location in Germany. Today he called asking if I needed
plastic gloves or facemasks, which I was happy to accept. He delivered them to the apartment late in the
afternoon. I may be alone and lonely, but with friends like Juan only a short call away I don’t feel as
vulnerable as I might otherwise be.
Today I spent a few more hours working to update my websites. It’s amazing how time flies when this work is
being done! I also watched the 2019 produced movie “Midway”, although in my opinion it wasn’t as good as
the 1976 version. Today I also had communications with my daughter Anne, my granddaughters Jessica and
Katie, and friends Steve from the UK and Anita from North Carolina in the United States. Friends and family
are my lifeline and provide much needed support and company. It’s interesting to understand the different
approached to Coronavirus in different countries. I was able to explain to Anita that the United States has not
really seen the worst of it yet, by a long shot. Their number of deaths per million of the population is only 34
compared with smaller countries such as Italy (679), Spain (372), Switzerland (456), Norway (324) and Iran
(219). In my opinion, I told her, that the United States (in the words of the late President Ronald Reagan)
“ain't seen nothing yet"!
Friday 20th March 2020:
The number of COVID-19 (Coronavirus) cases in the world continues to grow at an alarming rate - as of
today there have been over 10,000 deaths worldwide. The UK death toll has risen to 144. Here in Spain, in
the Andalusia Region there are 1008 reported cases of the infection amongst a population of 8.5 million.
Here in the immediate Málaga Province of which the Costa del Sol is part, there are 361 reported cases with
13 deaths. The effect on the Andalusia economy is catastrophic, with the loss of 8 million overseas visitors
resulting in 55,000 job losses in the tourist and tourist support business, and a €6 billion hit to the economy.
Today I was in touch with my family (daughter Anne, Granddaughter Jessica and Jono and Ross). I was also
in touch with friends, including Keith who is a former naval colleague living here in Spain. At this time of the
year I usually travel to see him and his wife Enid, but this year of course that may not be possible. I was also
in touch with my friends Terri from the UK, and Steve, who’s partner is pharmacist (and is therefore acting as
our medicinal advisor). My thanks to everyone who is keeping me in their thoughts, and providing me with
moral support and company during these difficult times.
My day was quiet – I spent much of the day working on my laptop tidying some of my image albums, and in
the process bringing back many memories. In particular today I was sorting pictures of cars that I have
owned into separate directories. They brought back memories of living in various places in the UK, and
Singapore and Hong Kong, and of the many places I’ve travelled by road both in the UK and Europe in my
lifetime.
Saturday21st March 2020:
At last the pubs, restaurants, theatres, sports centres and other leisure facilities in the UK have been closed
by order of government. It’s incredible that they have been permitted to continue to trade until now, in view of
their potential to spread the virus amongst customers and onto other members of the population. The death
toll continues to rise sharply around the world, particularly in Europe. Italy has now had the greatest number
of deaths worldwide (4,032) (compared with China: 3,255). In the UK the number of fatalities as of today is
177, here in Spain 1,093 and the USA 276. There have now been a total of 277,031 reported cases of
COVID-19 (Coronavirus) and 11,421 deaths worldwide.
There was heavy rain overnight last night but it turned into a bright day until early evening, when the heavy
rain returned. I only ventured outside the apartment to dispose of garbage, remaining inside for the
remaining hours of the day. I spent some time amusing myself in the forenoon getting my drone flying to
video me exercising! After editing I uploaded the video to YouTube, and posted a link to my family in our
WhatsApp group.
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Today I’ve been in touch with cousin Margaret in Tasmania, my family Katie, Anne, and Jay in the UK, my ex
wife Sue in the UK and an unknown subscriber to one of my YouTube channels who commented that he
liked my Exercise video.
Sunday 22nd March 2020:
Another day in lockdown at my Torremolinos rental apartment, with the COVID-19 (Coronavirus) situation
worldwide especially in Europe deteriorating day by day. I learnt this morning that my EasyJet flight from
London to Greece at the end of April had been cancelled, which means that I’ll definitely be getting in touch
with my apartment’s owner to remain at least until the end of May or June, possibly longer. I’ve not yet
rd
checked the situation with my ferry booking with Brittany Ferries on 23 April, but I shall definitely now be
postponing it for at least a month or two. There are also a number of other itinerary related bookings that I’ll
need to cancel or amend, which I intend doing over the next couple of days. My family reunion in York on
26th April has been cancelled.
I was in touch with my sailing friend Bruce this morning – traditionally we start our seasons together in
Greece on the same date and meet at Athens Airport after our individual flights from the UK. He has a
worrying medical history, having had a heart bypass operation and has respiratory problems. He is therefore
at high risk of COVID-19 (Coronavirus) infection and is self-isolating at his home in Brightlingsea in the UK.
We discussed new dates for our travel to Greece, but decided nothing. I also chatted with Sue, the British
owner of the apartment I usually rent in Málaga during autumn each year. I was also in touch with my family.
The big problem today was my laptop, which had a keyboard driver failure. Despite reinstalling Windows it
didn't fix. Eventually I logged onto the Lenovo website who had diagnostics for the laptop online, and I tried
that.
The weather here on the Costa del Sol has not been good today with unseasonably cold weather and
several heavy rain showers. There was snow on the Málaga Natural Mountains not far inland from the coast,
visible from my apartment.
Monday 23rd March 2020:
Very bad news today as COVID-19 (Coronavirus) infections worldwide rose to 358, 735 with 15,433 deaths.
Here in Spain the total of deaths rose by 434 over the past 24 hours with the total now standing at 2206. In
the UK there have now 289 deaths, an increase of 8 over the past 24 hours.
I ventured out today to shop at the local Mercadona supermarket - there was a long queue to enter the store
because they were limiting numbers inside and only allowing the same numbers of people to enter as were
leaving. The supermarket was well stocked and I got almost everything on my list. The Spanish people are
staying calm, not stripping the supermarket shelves, and are definitely not making a drama out of this crisis.
I spent hours today rearranging my future itinerary, based on leaving Spain on 24th June. Of course there
was no way of predicting whether or not it would be possible to travel at that time, but I thought it prudent to
at least make amendments to my ferry from Biboa to Portsmouth, hotels in the UK and flight back to Greece
bookings.
I also spent hours today attempting to fix the problem with the laptop keyboard, without success. I have tried
everything recommended online, but have got nowhere. This morning I sent a message to the company who
I purchased the device from, so am hoping that they can help.
I emailed my crew members who had signed up to sail with me in the summer confirming that it was probably
not going to happen. It's a shame because I had a good team lined up. This will also be the final year of a full
season sailing, as by next year with the Brexit Transition Period over, I'll be subject to the Schengen
Immigration Laws, which will restrict me to being in the EU for no longer than 90 days in any 180 days
period.
The weather here on the Costa del Sol was bad today, with prolonged heavy rain in the afternoon and early
evening. The temperate outside didn't rise above 11°C. I was lucky to have made my trip to the supermarket
in the morning, whilst there were only a few drops of rain.
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Tuesday 24th March 2020:
The UK finally got round to ordering a total lockdown if the population, which will take effect next Monday. In
my opinion, and in view of the widespread disregard of keeping a safe distance between people, the
lockdown is well overdue. If the UK develops into an Italian like worst case scenario, it is the government's
dithering and population that must shoulder the blame. Numbers this morning are: worldwide cases 386,406, worldwide deaths - 16,747, Spanish cases - 35,212, Spanish deaths - 2,316, UK cases - 6,650, UK
deaths - 335. This information is obtained from The World Health Organization (WHO).
I have just started day eight in lockdown in my rental apartment in Torremolinos and have everything I need.
I'm feeling fit and healthy although would welcome the opportunity for more exercise in the fresh air outside
the apartment. Apart from the occasional visit to the supermarket I am not being exposed to COVID-19
(Coronavirus).
Today I was in touch with my friend Peter, who is an ex naval colleague and windsurfing buddy who now
lives partly in the USA and at other times aboard his boat in the Cayman Islands. His wife is Sharon, an ex
potential crew member of mine, who I have never met. It was by way of my contacts with Sharon that she
met and married Peter! Nice happy story!
This afternoon I pulled my laptop to bits, because someone on the internet advised that disconnecting the
battery and reconnecting it after a few minutes would solve the keyboard problem (it hasn’t worked for the
past two days). Unlike my old Dell laptop, to get at the battery of the Lenovo, the back has to be pulled off.
Anyway, that was an easy task and the procedure worked, leaving me with a fully functional laptop. I enjoyed
a chocolate covered doughnut in celebration!
Also this afternoon I spent time chatting to members of my family on WhatsApp – a good team today
(Jessica, Katie and Jason) and great company for me. It was also nice to interact with friends on Facebook,
which I do daily. Today it was with Linda from Nova Scotia, who has sailed with me twice (once in the
Caribbean and once in Greece), and my sailing buddy Bruce from Brightlingsea in the UK. Thanks for your
company everyone.
Wednesday 25th March 2020:
COVID-19 (Coronavirus) cases and fatality numbers this morning are staggering and continue to rise sharply
worldwide, and in the UK, Spain and other countries. Latest statistics are included in the table on the last
page of this document. The numbers are of great concern leading me to confirm that not only shall I observe
social distancing and other advice religiously, but shall not venture outside my apartment any more than is
absolutely necessary. Thanks in particular to friends Karen and Steve for passing on important safety
information to me, which I have copied on to my family and other friends.
I spent my day as usual, partly working on my laptop (including writing this daily diary and creating a USB
recovery device for the laptop), partly in communications with family and friends, and partly eating, drinking
and watching television (including news broadcasts and Prime Minister’s Question Time), and watching a
movie or two. I also downloaded four new movies for future viewing.
Thursday 26th March 2020:
The number of deaths from COVID-19 (Coronavirus) here in Spain is reaching huge proportions, now only
second in numbers to Italy, and way ahead of China. See the table on the final page of this document. I
remained in the apartment all day in total isolation and only had contact with family (Jessica and Jason) and
friends (Steve living aboard his canal barge with Julie, and Karen from Sheffield, both from the UK, Lotti from
South Africa, Scott from Dallas, Texas and Pam and Sonja both from Baltimore in Maryland in the United
States, and from some Facebook friends after I posted a picture of myself (taken this morning on the
balcony!).
It was a beautifully sunny and warm day on the Costa del Sol today, with temperatures reaching 24℃ mid
afternoon. I took the opportunity in the morning, before losing the sun from the balcony, to capture some
Vitamin D from the strong sunlight (there was no wind and it was 27℃ in the sun, feeling very warm). I also
cleaned and dried a bundle or laundry. Later in the morning I few my drone in the apartment, trying to create
a lighthearted video of me popping up in different locations around the apartment, confirming that I had
plenty of my own company whilst in total lockdown! After copious editing I achieved a final result, but wasn’t
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really happy with it! The smoothness of my flying is still far from satisfactory – I need a great deal more
practice to coordinate upwards, downwards, forward, backward, sideways, clockwise and counterclockwise
motions, using my left and right fingers on the flying controls. Control actions need to be spontaneous as if
driving a car (although the drone can of course maneuver in three dimensions rather than only two when
driving a car) without having to look at the controls and taking my eyes off the drone as it maneuvers from
room to room around the restricted confines of the relatively small apartment. Helicopter pilots would
probably find this easy!
Friday 27th March 2020:
The blue skies of yesterday were history this morning, with the recent unseasonable weather returning with a
grey and overcast sky, black rain clouds in every direction and strong winds. The rain wasn’t forecast until
afternoon so I did a round trip walk to the SuperSol and Mercadona supermarkets, leaving the apartment
before 0900 and in the process clocking up 1.7km of essential exercise. It was a chilly walk in the strong
winds, especially on the return leg along the seafront. The temperature never climbed above 15℃ all day
and there was heavy rain for most of the afternoon.
The numbers of people in the world affected by this terrible COVID-19 (Coronavirus) continues to climb
sharply, although there is some optimism here in Spain that the 12 day old lockdown of the population is
having positive results – the number of fatalities has, for the past two days, increased by less each day! It’s
too early to predict whether or not a peak in new case and fatalities is nigh, but everyone is praying that it is.
Meanwhile in the UK numbers continue to increase steeply, and today, with breaking news that Prime
Minister Boris Johnson, Health Secretary Matt Hancock and the Chief Medical Officer to the government
Professor Chris Whitty have all tested positive for COVID-19 (Coronavirus) (with mild symptoms). All have
commenced self-isolation, but of course remain functional and continue to undertake their crucial roles.
I was in touch with Juan, the owner of the apartment, today and he confirmed that I could continue to remain
in the apartment until at least 23rd June, when I would have to leave to catch the ferry I have booked for the
following day. He is aware and is happy to confirm that I may need to stay longer, and so is Brittany Ferries
(Thanks for your understanding Gill).
I received a bundle of post from the UK today (pdf documents sent by email by my daughter) giving me a full
afternoon sorting it out. It’s a busy time of the year (the financial year ends soon)!
Saturday 28th March 2020:
A dreary sight welcomed me this morning when I looked out at Spain from my 9th floor apartment balcony –
the skies were grey, there was heavy rain and the temperature was just 13℃, although during the afternoon
it became brighter with a high of 17℃. And the COVID-19 (Coronavirus) new infection and fatality statistics
were also very depressing – the numbers continued to climb remorselessly as the pandemic wreaked its
deadly havoc throughout the world. And here in Spain the numbers of daily deaths had risen again, putting
paid to the optimism of the past couple of days! See the table on the final page of this document for the latest
statistics.
I watched a movie in the afternoon (“Military Wives” was a recent release), and later walked to ditch garbage
in the bins close to the apartment. I also went to my car and ran the engine for 15 minutes (good for the
battery, but not so good for the catalytic converter!). I was in touch with my family later in the afternoon – it
was good to chat to Katie, Jessica, Anne and Jason.
Sunday 29th March 2020:
It was a fine morning with bright sunshine all day today – I took the opportunity to sit on the balcony to top up
Vitamin D in the morning, and also to do a bundle of laundry. The church bells were ringing, albeit that the
places of worship were closed by order of the lockdown! A lone apartment dweller, presumably under
lockdown, serenaded his neighbours with some hearty singing from his balcony over lunchtime! It was two
weeks ago today that I had my final long daily walk.
The number of Coronavirus infections and fatalities continued to grow Worldwide this morning including in
the UK and Spain, despite the lockdowns in place. In Spain the daily increase in cases and the percentage
of fatalities has been decreasing slightly over the past few days, giving some cause for optimism that the
statistics were reaching a peak. Nevertheless the government has decided to extend and strengthen the
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lockdown as of tomorrow by including all workers in non-essential employment, who must now self-isolate at
home. The latest statistics are provided on the final page of this document.
Toady was much the same as most others whilst in lockdown. I spent time working on my laptop and staying
in touch with family and friends using WhatsApp. I did some physical exercise (mainly running on the spot,
but some stretching and toe touching) and walked to the local garbage collection point just outside the gates
of the apartment block area. I also watched a movie (Robinson Crusoe – the 1996 version starring Piers
Brosnan) and some YouTube videos.
Monday 30th March 2020:
Another day locked down in Paradise, with the outside world continuing to suffer from the relentless
onslaught of the Coronavirus pandemic. Numbers of infections and fatalities continue to rise dramatically
with no end in sight, albeit in China, where the numbers are very low. I woke late this morning well after the
sun had risen over the Mediterranean, then spending over an hour taking full advantage of the strong
sunlight to top up my reserves of Vitamin D, before the sun disappeared from my balcony. Today marks the
start of the third week of the Spanish lockdown.
Whilst on the balcony I listened to the first 5 episodes of the BBC Radio 4 podcasts “Britain at Sea (The
Royal Navy in the 20th Century”), narrated by the former First Sea Lord, Admiral the Lord Alan West (Baron
of Spithead). This was a good distraction “Britain at Sea” (History of the Royal Navy in the 20th Century) from
my boring lifestyle, but didn’t really bust any myths for me.
I was in touch today with my relative Jennifer in Edinburgh, my granddaughter Jessica, and friends Leticia
from California in the United States and Steve aboard his canal barge in the UK. Thank you all for your
valuable company and support.
Late in the afternoon I walked to the Mercadona supermarket to buy supplies, because I was running short
and the weather forecast is not too good for the next two days – a lot of rain! Walking to the supermarket
gives me some much needed exercise, although at only 1.3km today, it wasn’t a big deal. Although 17℃, it
felt chilly in the strong southwesterly wind. The supermarket was almost empty of people, although the
shelves were, as always, fully stocked. I got everything I wanted and was back in the apartment within 45
minutes. I wore gloves and a face mask all the time for my journey and used the provided sanitizer at the
entrance to the supermarket. Fully washing my hands before and after, I don’t see that I could have done
anything more to protect myself?
Tuesday 31st March 2020:
The rain came back with a vengeance today, as forecast. It rained heavily for most of the day only stopping
and brightening in the early evening, with the temperature never rising above 15℃. The wind was strong
from the southeast on the morning and the sea looked grey, rough and totally uninviting. What a difference a
day makes?
The worldwide, Spanish and UK COVID-19 (Coronavirus) infection and fatality statistics made for grim
reading again this morning, but despite the Spanish government announcing that there were some
indications that the pandemic has peaked in the country, the number of fatalities grew at an alarming rate
today. The same has come from the press in the UK, but the government is remaining tight-lipped for the
time being but the sharply increased numbers today speak for themselves.
During my many days in lockdown, I became impressed by the huge amount of videos available on
YouTube, from expert advice, to live news, to history, to travel programmes, to music, and so on ad-infinitum.
As a source of live news it was irreplaceable for me – Sky News was my lifeline with the rest of the world and
I am was most impressed by the quality and range of their news reporting. I have watched many music
videos during my imprisonment, including those of Andrea Bocelli’s performances around the world (his
Portofino concert was stunning – that would have been a fantastic event to attend). But there were also
performances by artists such as Chris Botti, the internationally renowned cellist Hauser, Diana Panton, Nieka
Moss, Chantel Chamberland and Nicki Parrot that I enjoyed watching. On a daily basis YouTube has made
my life tolerable during these times of isolation!
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Today’s big challenge followed receipt of an email from EasySpace, the company who host my websites,
who advised that my website was being migrated to a new Windows Server (from 2008 to 2016). In the email
I was instructed that I should make some changes to my websites, including updating the host site in my
Windows System 32 directory and updating the DNS values for all website functions on the EasySpace
Control Panel. I followed the instructions the company provided carefully and succeeded in the process (I
hope). It would be up to 24 hours before I could be certain that I had not made any mistake, and will check if
all is well tomorrow morning.
Thank you to my friends Sheila from Hartlepool, Terri in the South of England and Karen in Sheffield, all in
the UK, for staying in touch today. You are my lifeline.
Wednesday 1st April 2020:
Some 46,062 people in the world have, as of today, died of the COVID-19 (Coronavirus) pandemic, and the
numbers still climb relentlessly. Where is all this leading? It will change our world forever! Some 9,053
people have now died in Spain after being diagnosed with COVID-19 (Coronavirus), but the overall rise in
case numbers is slowing, confirming that Spain reached the peak of infection last week. Spain crossed the
100,000 infection mark today, a threshold that has only been crossed by the two countries most affected by
the COVID-19 (Coronavirus) pandemic, the United States and Italy. The number of those tested positive in
Spain reached 102,136, after 7,719 new cases were reported today.
It was a pleasant day here in Torremolinos today, with a lot less cloud than of late, temperatures up to 20℃
in the afternoon, and no rain. It would have been a great day to go for a long walk along the seafront or drive
into the mountains and “White Villages” of Andalusia not far away to the north. I spent all morning on my
laptop, and the afternoon after lunch watching a movie (the three hour long epic “Ryan’s Daughter”).
Unfortunately the sun didn’t appear until late in the morning after it had disappeared from my balcony, so no
Vitamin D for me today!
Thank you to my sailing buddy Bruce for being in touch today – it was good to catch up on your latest news,
and know that you are fit and well there in Brightlingsea, a coastal resort on the shores of the Thames
Estuary in the UK. Steve aboard his canal barge in the UK also kept in touch, as did members of my family,
daughter Anne and granddaughters Jessica and Katie. Thank you all for your concern, support and
company.
Thursday 2nd April 2020:
A very dismal start the day – there was no water in the taps for a couple of hours (faucets to my American
readers) (late shower for me this morning), the sky was black, it was raining heavily and the temperature was
only 9℃ when I ventured from my bed to face the world this morning! But miraculously within an hour the sky
had cleared, the rain had stopped and the temperature (in the sun) on my balcony was up to 18℃. I took the
opportunity of an hour to top up Vitamin D, before the sun disappeared, moving towards the other side of the
apartment block! It remained fairly bright for the rest of the day with some heavy rain clouds in the distance.
Whilst sitting in the glorious sunshine I listened to a further three episodes of Radio 4’s podcast narrated by
Admiral Alan West, “Britain at Sea”.
But today I reached a point where I couldn’t think of much to do, other than eat, drink, exercise, listen to
music and watch movies and television! I had no contacts today with family or friends!
Friday 3rd April 2020:
A bright, sunny and warm start to the day outside, but another grim day for humanity, as the number of
victims of the COVID-19 (Coronavirus) continues its relentless spread around the world. Here in Spain
official figures released today by the Spanish Health Ministry showed that there were 932 deaths from the
Coronavirus in the last 24 hours, thankfully the first fall in fatalities recorded this week. In the UK another 684
people have died after contracting the Coronavirus, bringing the total number of deaths to 3,605. This marks
the largest increase so far, with the yesterday recording 569 people.
I took advantage of the warmth during the morning to catch up on some more Vitamin D, whilst listening to
further episodes of the Radio 4 podcast “Britain at Sea”. Apart from eating, drinking, exercising, reading,
watching television news and movies and listening to music I did little else, except briefly walking to the
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nearest garbage bins to dump rubbish. It was another long boring day locked away in the apartment for the
18th day.
Saturday 4th April 2020:
The Spanish Health Ministry announced today that a total of 809 people in the country had died from the
Coronavirus in the last 24 hours, a significant drop on the 932 fatalities recorded on Friday, and the lowest
number of daily deaths seen in seven days. The news came shortly before the Spanish government
announced that the lockdown would probably be extended until April 26. This of course is good news for the
population, but not so good that the lockdown is to be extended for a further period. At least we now know
that it is working and saving lives, so it must continue.
It was a rather grey day on the south coast of Spain today, with the outside temperature not climbing above
17℃. I of course remained locked away in the apartment, using my time as best as I could to keep occupied.
I spent time on my laptop updating my websites, communicating with family (my daughter Anne and
granddaughters Jessica and Katie) and friends (Jane from Shanghai, China, Terri from the south of England
and Steve aboard his canal barge, also in the UK). It’s difficult for my family in the UK, as it probably is for
most other families during the lockdown there. Fortunately most of them still have employment and are
working, although my granddaughter’s husband Ross is soon to be furloughed from his job, but will
fortunately receive 80% of his salary paid by the government. He is hoping that his company still exists after
this crisis is over.
Today I received a WhatsApp message from a friend (not mentioned above) in which she spread racists
propaganda that suggested that China was using the Coronavirus as a means of conducting biological
warfare on the west! I refuted this in the most strongly worded reply and implored her to stop spreading such
inaccurate and inflammatory lies. China is actually helping the west by sending medical teams and
equipment to Italy and elsewhere. Today 300 ventilators and protective clothing was received by the UK from
China.
Sunday 5th April 2020:
The church bells rung again this Sunday morning for the second week in a row, marking tomorrow’s end of
the third week of the Coronavirus lockdown here in Spain. The downward trend of daily deaths from the
Coronavirus continued on today, with the latest number falling to 674, according to official figures supplied by
the Health Ministry. This marks a fall of 135 compared to yesterday, which saw 809. Today’s figure is the
lowest seen in 10 days - the highest total so far was reported on 2nd April when there were 950 fatalities
over the 24-hour period. Meanwhile Spanish Prime Minister Pedro Sánchez confirmed that the government
intended to extend the total lockdown until April 26.
It was a pleasant day here on the Costa del Sol today, with light winds and temperatures reaching over 20℃
mid afternoon under a clear sky. I spent the day in lockdown for the 20th day in a row, but was able to enjoy
the sunshine on my balcony in the morning, whilst soaking up some Vitamin D. I finished the BBC Radio 4
“Britain at Sea” podcast, but also listened to two others (The Anniversary of the first single handed sailing
circumnavigation in 1969 by Sir Robin Knox-Johnson and Memories from the tragic 1979 ill-fated Fastnet
Race - both from BBC Radio Solent).
Thanks to Steve aboard his canal barge and sailing friend George, both in the UK, to my granddaughter
Katie and to Juan the owner of my rented apartment for staying in touch with me today. You made my day
much more tolerable.
The Queen made an emotional speech to the nation this evening calling on everyone to fight for the common
good, in the spirit of the wartime sacrifices made when children were taken from their homes and relocated
to safety in isolation in more remote parts of the country. She called on everyone to obey the rules set out by
the government to self-distance. This was only the sixth time she has spoken to the nation other than at
Christmas, since she came to the throne in 1952. I do hope that the British people will take notice of her
message, and start taking this dreadful Coronavirus more seriously.
Monday 6th April 2020:
Today marks the start of the third week of lockdown here in Spain, a lockdown that is more severe than
many other countries, including the UK. But it is working here, as evidenced by the day by day reduction in
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the cases of new infections and fatalities. But it is a difficult time for everyone – the Spanish economy is, like
most other countries, suffering badly. For the people including myself, total self-isolation was a lonely and
boring existence, and was not conducive to fitness and good health.
There were 637 Coronavirus deaths over the past 24 hours in Spain. That’s the lowest daily death toll the
country has seen since March 24, when there were 514, and marks the fifth day of falls after the total
number of fatalities peaked on April 2, when there were 950 deaths in a 24-hour period. The lockdown, selfisolation and social distancing appear to be working well, albeit that there’s still a long way to go before the
country emerges from this dark period.
The UK Prime Minister Boris Johnson, who has been in self-isolation since displaying the symptoms of the
Coronavirus 11 days ago and was admitted to hospital for observation 2 days ago. Sadly he was taken into
the Intensive Care this evening, when his condition worsened. I wished him a full and rapid recovery, so that
he could return to his vital work as the head of the UK government. But I had to admit that this development
was not entirely unexpected, because, although the first death of the Coronavirus was recorded on 31st
January, he apparently failed to take the threat seriously and continued to physically shake hands with a
significant number of people even up until mid March. It was only after then that he appeared to take the
pandemic seriously, despite the government having convened its first emergency “Cobra” meeting on 3rd
March (but not attended by the Prime Minister). Under his leadership he and the UK was slow to react to the
onslaught of COVID-19.
It was a pleasant day on the Costa del Sol today with mostly clear skies and the temperature reaching 21℃.
I took the opportunity to visit the supermarket to top up with provisions, and for a much needed walk in the
fresh air. It took the usual 15 minutes to walk to Mercadona, but I also had to wait 20 minutes to get to the
front of the queue for entry.
I had no contacts with family or friends today. I missed you!
Tuesday 7th April 2020:
th
A grey but dry day today, as I endured my 15 day in self-isolated lockdown. I watched a lot of Netflix today,
mainly the satirical series “The Windsors”. I also watched live Sky News and some music videos (including
beautiful Andrea Bocelli duets with Ariana Grande and Katherine Jenkins) on YouTube. It seemed a very
long day!
Spain recorded 743 coronavirus deaths in the last 24 hours, according to official figures released today by
the Health Ministry. This represented the first rise in daily deaths in four days. The total number of deaths
today stood at 13,798, with confirmed infections at 140,510, a rise of 5,478 in the last 24 hours. New
infections grew by just 4% of the total in the last 24 hours.
The UK Prime Minister Boris Johnson remained in intensive care on today, with cabinet colleagues
confirming that he had received oxygen treatment for his worsening Coronavirus symptoms, but was not on
a ventilator. It was reported that Mr Johnson’s deteriorating condition yesterday afternoon had been “a cause
for concern” but it was unclear whether he had been diagnosed with pneumonia.
I had contact today with Juan the owner my rental apartment here in Spain, my friend Steve aboard his canal
barge in the UK, one of my sailing chums Bruce, with my granddaughter Katie and my daughter Anne’s
partner Jason. I raised the question of why my son Ian and his partner Kate living in York had declined to join
our WhatsApp group.
Wednesday 8th April 2020:
Sadly the number of Coronavirus deaths in Spain over the past 24 hours was 757, which represents a small
rise over yesterday, which also saw a slight spike in overnight fatalities, to 743. The upward trend breaks a
series of daily drops that began on Saturday and fed hopes that Spain’s strict lockdown measures were
beginning to curb the effect of the Coronavirus. As one of the world’s hardest-hit countries, Spain has
already surpassed Italy in terms of the number of deaths as a proportion of the population. The latest
statistics have been provided on the final pages of this document.
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I spent another day in lockdown inside the apartment, working for several hours with spreadsheets on my
laptop (the start of the new Financial Year means that last year’s numbers have to be prepared for despatch
to my Accountant), and otherwise busying myself in an effort to stave off boredom. During the afternoon
Juan, my rental apartment owner, visited to deliver a face mask that he had purchased for me. Until now I
had been using the paper type that gave little protection and which could only be used once. The new
product has greater protection and will allow me to use it multiple times. Thank you Juan for being such a
kind and thoughtful landlord. I also had a brief WhatsApp chat with my buddy Steve aboard his canal barge
in the UK, but they were my only contacts with the outside world today.
The weather today was grey, but a brighter shade of grey in the afternoon, but the temperature during the
afternoon managed to peak at 19℃.
Thursday 9th April 2020:
The number of daily Coronavirus deaths in Spain over the past 24 hours was 683, representing a drop from
Wednesday when 757 people died over the course of 24 hours. However despite this new drop in daily
deaths the total up until today exceeded 15,000. It was confirmed by the government that the lockdown was
th
to be extended to 26 April.
I had a regular type of day, some time on my laptop, some time watching television and listening to music,
some cooking and eating, and a little time exercising. But what made today special was the number of
friends I was in touch with, including Lotti from Durban, South Africa, Linda from Nova Scotia, Canada, Anita
and Evelyn both from North Carolina in the United States, Karen from Sheffield, Michelle from Stevenage,
Sue from Newcastle, Terri from Eastbourne, Sheila from Hartlepool and Jilly & Lance, all from the UK,
Wendy & Ian my Brit friends living in Greece, Peter my old naval buddy living in Tampa in the United States,
Keith another ex naval chum and Sue the owner of the Málaga apartment I rent during the autumn, both
living here in Spain, Irene a fellow sailor living in Greece, and Steve my buddy living aboard his canal barge
in the UK. Much of this flurry of chat was precipitated when I sent them reminders of the Andrea Bocelli
“Music for Hope” concert taking place in Milan on Sunday. We’ll all be watching for sure. Let’s hope he sings
“The Prayer”, “Ave Maria”, “E PiṺTi Penso”, “I Believe”, “If Only” and many of his other famous masterpieces.
Friday 10th April 2020:
It was a beautiful day here on the Costa del Sol and a walk along the waterfront or drive into the mountains
would have been fantastic, but of course in these odd times, neither was possible. I did actually get out from
the apartment intending to walk to the supermarket, but after only a few minutes remembered that it was
Good Friday and the supermarket would be closed. I did though get far enough to dump the garbage!
I started my day with a bundle of laundry through the machine, which was dry on the balcony by later in the
afternoon. I also spent an hour catching up on Vitamin D on the balcony, whilst listening to music from my
phone, via Bluetooth to my remote speaker. It was a good start to the day for me, trying to forget the tragic
events all around and the loss of life worldwide. When will this nightmare ever end?
Over the past 24 hours Spain saw 605 coronavirus deaths, marking the lowest daily number of fatalities
since 24th March. But the country hasn’t dropped its severe lockdown, although from Monday workers in
non-essential employment are to be permitted to return to work, if unable to work from home. Travel
restrictions will remain in place, as will self-isolation and self-distance rules.
Today it was nice to be in touch with my friend Carol who lives in a small town in British Colombia in the west
of Canada. It’s a pretty remote place so it wasn’t a surprise to learn that they had no lockdown or cases of
Coronavirus. I guess it will come to them eventually, but it was good to learn that there is somewhere in the
world that has not yet been affected by the global pandemic.
Saturday 11th April 2020:
Spain’s Coronavirus death toll over the past 24 hours stood at 510 this morning. This was the lowest number
rd
of overnight deaths since 23 March and appears to confirm a downward trend following the April 2 peak of
950 fatalities. In the UK 917 new Coronavirus deaths were recorded over the past 24 hours until this
morning, taking the total number of people who have died from the virus to 9,875. For the second day in a
row, the UK's daily death toll exceeded 900.
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It was a bright start to the day today but as the afternoon wore on there was an increasing cloud cover. But it
was a dry day – I took advantage of the fine weather and walked to two supermarkets this afternoon trying to
buy bananas, which at the end of the week were nowhere to be found. But I did find everything else I
needed.
I didn’t have any communications with my family today, but exchanged messages with Mary, a friend living in
Tenerife, one of Spain’s Atlantic islands. Mary, who I first met when I spent the fall staying at the coastal
resort of Costa de la Silencio in my friend Inga’s apartment 3 years ago, also had to cope with the extreme
lockdown, as I was here in Torremolinos.
I spent the day watching a lot of television, mainly episodes from the multi part Netflix serial “The History of
the Second World War in Colour”. The number of deaths during the European and Asian Wars make the
Coronavirus fatalities seem insignificant. In the 5 years of war, it is estimated that there were 50 million
deaths, including 6 million Jews murdered by the Germans in pursuit of their “final solution”.
Sunday 12th April 2020:
Today marked a sombre day in the impact of the Coronavirus in the UK as it joined the list of countries who
had seen more than 10,000 deaths since the first infection on 31st January this year. And in Spain the news
was not so good either, with 619 deaths recorded over the past 24 hours, a worryingly significant increase
over yesterday’s total of 510. Spain’s total confirmed infections now stand at 166,019, with an extra 4,167 in
the last 24 hours.
It was a grey sky Easter Sunday here on the Costa del Sol of Spain, with temperatures only reaching a
maximum of 20℃ during the afternoon. I continued hibernation inside my rental apartment for most of the
day, spending the morning on my laptop and afternoon watching more television. I received a nice Easter
message from my friends Terri in the UK and Leticia in California in the United States, a Facebook message
from my cousin Margaret in Tasmania and had a brief chat on WhatsApp with Karen in Sheffield in the UK,
but no other contacts including from my family. During the afternoon I visited my car in the parking lot and
tried to start it to charge the battery, but unfortunately found it wouldn’t start – a flat battery will be a problem
for me when the time comes to begin travelling again. I’m hoping that my rental apartment owner Juan friend
will come to my rescue (which I am sure he will!).

Today Easter Sunday saw the Italian tenor and global music icon Andrea Bocelli giving a solo performance
at the historic Duomo, the cathedral of Milan, Italy, representing a message of love, healing and hope to Italy
and the world. There was no audience present, but the concert was exclusively streamed live globally on
Andrea Bocelli’s YouTube channel, uniting the world in the face of a global pandemic. According to YouTube
there were 3.4 million who watched Music for Hope, including me. It was an emotional performance and
tears came to my eyes as he sung “Ave Maria”, whilst I closed my eyes trying to comprehend just how many
people in the world had died since the outbreak of the Coronavirus late last year. The concert only lasted 25
minutes and started 5 minutes late, but was nevertheless a powerful expression of hope to the world.
Monday 13th April 2020:
Spain’s 24 hour death toll from the Coronavirus stood at 517 this morning, which was a fall on yesterday’s
figures, which spiked at 619 fatalities, but nevertheless appears to confirm an overall downward trend. Sadly
another 717 Coronavirus patients have died in UK hospitals, taking the nationwide total to 11,329 (which do
not include fatalities that have occurred in Care Homes, private residencies of elsewhere).
It was a generally grey day here again on the Costa del Sol, but with some sunny periods and light rain
showers during the afternoon. I spent time on my laptop during the morning and some of the afternoon,
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stumbling on the fact whilst cleaning up some directories that my car European Recovery Insurance Cover
had not been renewed at the end of December last year, as it should have been. Luckily the car has not
needed any attention since then, so today I quickly renewed the policy. I also ordered some jump leads from
Amazon in preparation for the date when I have to get the car started and am able to become mobile again.
It was a lonely day for me today without any contacts with the outside world, and I didn’t leave the apartment.
Tuesday 14th April 2020:
The number of fatalities in Spain related to the Coronavirus in the last 24 hours was 567, a slight rise on
yesterday’s figure. There were 3,045 new infections over the past 24 hours, which was a 1.8% rise on the
total, the lowest new contagion rate seen so far in Spain. Meanwhile in the UK a further 778 patients have
died in hospitals across the UK over the past 24 hours, taking the nationwide total to 12,107. According to
the Department of Health, 93,873 people have now tested positive for the Coronavirus in the UK.
Today was a quiet day, but as the weather was so good I took the opportunity to top up with Vitamin D on
the balcony during the morning and to walk to two local supermarkets (Aldi & SuperSol) after lunch (giving
me 3.2km worth of walking exercise in the bright sunshine and warm temperature). I was fully booted and
spurred throughout my time away from the apartment, with rubber gloves and the excellent new face mask
donated to me by Juan, the owner of my rental apartment. Today I exchanged emails with my friend Tanya
from the Ukraine and Anita from North Carolina in the United States, but had no contacts with anyone from
my family today.

This interesting chart confirmed what I had long suspected, that the UK lost valuable time before introducing
lockdown measures on 23rd March, when they had logged their first infection on 31st January. The
government seems to have not recognised the urgency of the threat, despite being able to learn from
Chinese experiences in Wuhan. I’m sure that the delay in the UK probably contributed to the higher numbers
of infections and fatalities in the country being experienced now. In contrast, Spain introduced lockdown on
16th March, a week earlier.
Wednesday 15th April 2020:
The number Coronavirus fatalities in Spain over the past 24 hours were 523, slightly down from the day
before. According to the latest figures, new infections rose 3% of the total over the same period, to reach
177,633 since the outbreak began in Spain. In the UK another 651 patients with Coronavirus died in
hospitals in England over the past 24 hours (761 nationwide), including a 20-year-old with no underlying
health conditions. This increased the total number of hospital deaths in the country to 11,656.
It was a generally wet and miserable day here on the Costa del Sol, with the occasional sunny period during
the afternoon. Temperatures never climbed above 20℃ all day. I spent the day locked away in the
apartment, but gave myself some amusement in the afternoon by flying my drone from room to room. I was
really struggling getting smooth flight paths – I need much more practice to achieve spontaneous control
over the little beast! Because of the often erratic flight paths I had the occasional crash – they weren’t
serious and nothing was damaged because I had the propeller guards fitted. At one point I flew into the
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shower cubicle and couldn’t escape other by landing and lifting the device physically to a safe place for a
new takeoff. The resultant video editing took a long time because so much had to be cut out and the
remainder joined to make a free flowing production. It definitely wasn’t an Oscar winning performance!
I had brief contact this morning with my British friend and ex naval colleague Keith who has lived here in
Spain for several years. There was bad news – his wife Enid had fallen down some steps and broken a leg,
and was taken to hospital for treatment. Luckily the hospital had the capacity to admit her, and Keith was
given a pass to break the lockdown rules to be able to travel to visit her during her hospitalisation. Best
wishes to both of you.
I also exchanged emails with my friend Anita in North Carolina in the States, and briefly had a short flurry of
WhatsApp messages to and fro with my family (following my great grandson Max posting a picture of him
holding a self made “Save the National Health Service” poster).
I was pretty disgusted with myself today by eating too much, not only too much but of the wrong things!
Through boredom I managed to eat four doughnuts during the day and a slice of chocolate cake, only
making up for it by having a slightly lighter dinner! Without any real exercise I must curb these lapses!
Thursday 16th April 2020:
Spain saw 551 Coronavirus related deaths in the last 24 hours - a slight increase on yesterday’s total of 523.
The rise in reported cases overall for the country was 2.9% today, when two weeks ago the rate was 7%. It
was also reported today that at least 11,600 people in Spain have died in social service residences (seniors’
homes, etc) since the outbreak of the Coronavirus. These numbers have not been included in the main
reported statistics for the country’s fatalities, because they happened outside hospitals. It seemed that in the
UK there have been similar large numbers of previously unreported fatalities – it will be a long time before
the full horror of this deadly virus is fully known.
It was another grey morning on the Costa del Sol today with some heavy black clouds threatening but not
delivering rain, although in the afternoon it became brighter. The outside temperature reached 22℃, giving
me a pleasant after-lunch walk to and from the supermarket. Inside the apartment the temperature holds at
20-21℃ day and night, but also sometimes feels chilly (probably more connected with the amount of activity
I’ve had, rather than the temperature).

In the apartment at my desk
It was nice to be in touch with my friend Steve aboard his canal barge in the UK and Anita my friend in North
Carolina, the United States. I also had several WhatsApp contacts with my family this evening, including my
daughter Anne and her partner Jay, and my two granddaughters Jessica and Katie. They are a strong-knit
family and strongly support each other, especially now that none of their jobs are secure and present risk to
them as they go out to work each day. Finally late into the evening my friends Peter and Sharon from Tampa
Bay in the United States called for a chat using Facebook Messenger. Thanks to everyone for the company.
Friday 17th April 2020:
Spain saw 585 Coronavirus-related deaths in the last 24 hours, another slight increase from yesterday, whist
in the UK the daily death toll today dipped slightly to 847, fuelling hopes that the fatality curve is finally
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flattening, after days of uncertainty. Fewer than 900 deaths have been recorded in British hospitals for six
days in a row, suggesting the darkest days of the crisis could now be over. April 10 was Britain's deadliest
day with 980 deaths - it was the worst day on record for any country in Europe only recording hospital
deaths, overtaking Spain's previous high of 950 on April 3. The British Virgin Islands who had only 4 reported
infections of the Coronavirus, today reported it’s first death.
I spent some time today in touch with my friend Steve aboard his canal barge in the UK discussing car
battery charging solar panels. After I get my car running and have a new battery fitted, it will be essential to
find the best product to keep the battery fully charged whilst the car is not in use. The dimensions, voltage
and amps are essential to get right, but also to find a supplier using Amazon that offers a reasonable price
and delivery date. It’s also important to have a device that is protected from over-charging and fitted with a
diode to prevent backwards drain of the battery during times when there is insufficient light to power the
panel. I ordered a unit meeting most of my requirements this morning. Thanks to Steve for his invaluable
advice.
I also spent time exchanging WhatsApp message with my friend Scott in Dallas, Texas in the United States
and Peter and Sharon in Tampa, also in the US. Otherwise I remained locked into my apartment prison, not
leaving all day – it was a beautiful day and it would have been great to be able to go for a walk along the
beachfront path.
Saturday 18th April 2020:
The number of Coronavirus deaths in Spain over the past 24 hours was 565, a slight fall from Friday when
585 victims were reported for the previous 24-hour period. Sadly, over the same 24 hour period UK fatalities
rose by 5 per cent to 888, dashing hopes that the country's fatality curve may be flattening. The total death
toll in the UK had now reached 15,464, although it was feared there were thousands more, due to a delay in
recording hospital fatalities and the failure to include those in care homes.
I spent some time this afternoon in conversation with my granddaughter Katie on WhatsApp discussing the
Coronavirus situation, particularly when we thought that the lockdowns in both the UK and Spain would end.
We finished our chat with me promising to post Family Tree information in our shared WhatsApp Family
group. It was nice to have been in touch with family.
It was a pleasant day today, gradually getting warmer and the sky clearing as the day progressed. It was the
warmest for some time, reaching 24℃ mid afternoon.
Sunday 19th April 2020:
The number of daily Coronavirus deaths registered in Spain over the past 24 hours fell to 410, which was the
nd
lowest figure seen since 22 March, when there were 394. Meanwhile in the UK 596 have died over the past
24 hours, almost a third down on yesterday: The governments of both countries are fleshing out an exit
strategy, although there are huge risks if it happens too soon.
It was a very pleasant day here on the Costa del Sol, with temperatures reaching 27℃ on a bright sunny
afternoon. Of course I wasn’t able to take advantage of the good weather and remained inside all day,
mostly working on my laptop. But I did have WhatsApp chats with Katie, one of my granddaughters, and my
friends Steve aboard his canal barge, ex navy colleague Stan, Sue in Newcastle and Karen in Sheffield, all
in the UK. Thanks for your company everyone.
Monday 20th April 2020:
The number of daily Coronavirus deaths registered in Spain fell to 399 over the past 24 hours. The latest
data follows the significant fall in daily fatalities recorded yesterday, when the number of deaths went from
565 to 410, the biggest drop in daily deaths since the crisis began. However, the government view is that the
data should be viewed with some caution, given that there have been regular underreporting of Coronavirus
statistics from Spain’s 17 regions at weekends and on public holidays. Meanwhile in the UK another 596
people have died with Coronavirus in UK hospitals - the smallest increase in nearly two weeks.
It was a pleasant day today and I took the advantage of the morning sunshine to top up Vitamin D on the
balcony. During the afternoon there was increasing cloud cover and the temperature only reached a
maximum of 23℃. I spent much of the day on my laptop, continuing Family Tree work updating individuals’
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personal histories. I also had brief contacts with my friends Scott in Dallas, Texas in the USA and Steve my
friend in the UK aboard his canal barge. We both ordered solar panel chargers for our car batteries at the
same time, so the race has started to see who receives theirs first! Quite exciting during these very dull days!
Tuesday 21st April 2020:
The number of daily Coronavirus deaths registered in Spain was 430 over the past 24 hours, which is a
slight rise from yesterday’s figure of 399. Meanwhile the UK announced a further 828 more victims over the
same 24 hour period, pushing the death toll to a total of 17,337 (still less than the over 20,000 reported in
Spain).
I spent the day on my laptop, sorting through images of documents from the schooldays of my two children.
Both had significant problems resulting from the breakup and divorce of their parents and this is abundantly
clear in the litany of problems experienced by them both at all the schools they attended. Added to the
effects of the divorce was that I was forever moving the family around as I followed my naval career from one
location to another. My children experienced a very difficult situation during their schooldays and it is
remarkable that they have achieved so much and ultimately became normal members of society. When I
was sifting through all the documents today I realised how traumatic it must have been for them and am a
proud father that they came through the ordeal of several years of turmoil without serious psychological
damage. I would like to discuss all of this with them someday, but I’m not sure when? As I plow through the
autumn of my years, I hope that there will be time and opportunity for a reckoning.
I had intended to walk to the supermarket today, but eventually remained in the apartment to receive delivery
of the Jump Leads I had ordered from a UK company just over a week ago – after the solar panel has been
delivered I’ll hopefully be able get the car jump started and the batteries on the road to recovery. The
package with the jump leads arrived late in the afternoon, by which time I had lost the urge to venture
outside, especially as it had been raining most of the afternoon.
Wednesday 22nd April 2020:
The number of Coronavirus deaths registered in Spain over the past 24 hours was 435, a slight rise from
yesterday’s figure of 430. There was also a slight rise in the number of new infections over the past 24
hours. The situation in the UK appears to be stable, although over the past 24 hours there were a reported
823 deaths, almost the same as yesterday.
It was a beautiful day here today in Torremolinos with clear skies – even in the morning temperatures
reached 25℃, but remained pretty much the same through the day until early evening. I took the opportunity
to catch up on Vitamin D on the balcony this morning and walked to the supermarket after lunch – it felt very
warm. It was nice to listen to the excellent jazz trumpeter Chris Botti whilst I was sunbathing.
I had contact with my friend and ex naval colleague Keith this morning, checking on his wife Enid’s progress
after her serious fall, when she broke a leg, last week. Her progress is as good as can be expected, and she
has returned home from hospital. Later I was in touch with my friend Steve aboard his canal barge in the UK
to discuss the wiring of the solar panel I am expecting to be delivered on Friday. I’ve not mentioned the
matter to Juan the owner of my rental apartment here in Torremolinos yet, but I’m hoping that he will visit on
Saturday or Sunday to help me get my car running. During the day I also received an email from Kate, my
son’s partner, to confirm that they are both well – they live in York in the North of England. Also today, I
received news that Katie’s husband Ross’s Brother Joe and his wife Laura had just had a son born unto
them. Welcome into the world Austin James Cherry. I also had contact with my friend Anita in North Carolina
in the United States. She thinks that she has had a mild attack of Coronavirus, but has now recovered.
Finally I had a very brief contact with my granddaughter Katie on WhatsApp.
rd

Thursday 23 April 2020:
The number of Coronavirus deaths registered in Spain over the past 24 hours was 440, a slight rise from
yesterday’s figure of 435. Meanwhile the UK registered 616 deaths.
I briefly sat on the balcony collecting Vitamin D this morning, but gradually thin cloud hid the sun and made it
cooler, so I gave up and returned inside the apartment. I spent more time on my laptop today, working on the
my Family Tree, filling in detail obtained from the various scanned documents I have stored away in my files.
It is proving a time consuming task to plough through the information contained in the many letters and other
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documents, but thankfully it has revealed a wealth of details, much of which I had either forgotten or never
knew (because the documents were often scanned at a time when I had little time to take note of the
content). The next stage in the process is to ask my family for further details, so that I shall be able to fill in
the gaps to my record of their lives. I am doing this so that I may be able to leave a greater and more
detailed family history legacy to my descendants, with far more information than was left for me by my
ancestors.
I’m listening to a great deal of music in the apartment, especially whilst working on the laptop and outside on
the balcony. Some of my favourite music comes from Mark Knopfler and Emmylou Harris (including My
Shangri-La), Chris Botti (including Wonderful World) and Andre Bocelli (including Ave Maria). I have
thousands of tracks to entertain me on my phone, but YouTube is proving a great source of new music and
artists previously unknown to me, such as Chantal Chamberland, a really excellent jazz singer who I could
listen to over and over again. Her music is so relaxing and soothing and a great to listen to at the end of the
day.
It was haircut day for me today. As during the last 20 or more years I did it myself! It was ruthless this time!
Today it was nice to communicate with my friends Michelle in Stevenage, Sheila in Hartlepool, Karen in
Sheffield and Steve aboard his canal barge, all in the UK and Scott from Dallas, Texas in the United States.
Thanks everyone, you were my lifeline to sanity during these long days of lockdown here in Greece.
Had it not been for the pandemic, today is the day that I should have been embarking on a ferry from Bilbao
to Portsmouth in the UK. It could be a long time before I actually do!
Friday 24th April 2020:
The number of Coronavirus deaths registered in Spain over the past 24 hours was 367, the lowest number
since March 21, when there were 324 fatalities. It was a positive drop on yesterday’s figure of 440.
Meanwhile another 684 people have died from Coronavirus in Britain over the same period, taking the total
number of fatalities to 19,506. Despite this the number of citizens flouting the lockdown was increasing
significantly, probably encouraged by the warm weather they were experiencing in the UK.
DHL let me down today, when they failed to deliver the car solar panel I had ordered from the UK, despite it
being out for delivery from their Málaga base. I was obviously here all day waiting for the delivery, but the
driver didn’t even try. The next working day for them is Monday, so had to wait another couple of days? Bad
news DHL - all other deliveries including two others this morning have been made without any problems.
I continued to work on my Family Tree today, digging out new information from the Internet including that two
of my uncles (John and Samuel - my mother’s two brothers) were both awarded the OBE (Order of the
British Empire) by the Queen (1967 & 1970). Researching the Family Tree could go on forever!
I had several contacts with Steve aboard his canal barge in the UK today, mainly chatting about car batteries
and solar powered charging! I also had contact with my friend Sue, the owner of the apartment I usually rent
in Málaga during the fall each year. She offered to help start my car using her jump leads, but as Juan lives
much closer, I’m hoping that he’ll provide the service.
Saturday 25th April 2020:
The number Coronavirus deaths registered in Spain over the past 24 hours was 378, slightly up from
yesterday when the number of fatalities was 367. In the UK there were a further slight increase in fatalities,
bringing the number of Coronavirus victims over the past 24 hours to 813, whilst taking the total number of
fatalities in the UK to 20,319. These were grim statistics for sure, but in both countries the average number
of fatalities is reducing.
I had a fairly busy day, although was not in touch with anyone from the outside world. During the morning I
spent more time researching Family Tree information, and after lunch walked to the Mercadona supermarket
for some provisions. In the afternoon I flew my drone around the apartment to improve my skills in the
confines of the apartment – I used a slightly different control box configuration, which seemed to be effective
for me. Later I watched a couple more episodes of the “History of Vietnam” Netflix series. It was a dull
cloudy day outside with a light shower of rain late in the afternoon.
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Sunday 26th April 2020:
The number of daily Coronavirus deaths registered in Spain over the past 24 hours was 288, a significant
drop from yesterday. However, the government stressed that the data should have been viewed with
caution, given that there had always been regular underreporting of statistics from Spain’s 17 regions at
weekends. However, the numbers provided a mood of optimism that the strict lockdown that the country has
been enduring for the last continuous 41 days had been effective. Meanwhile in the UK the 24 hour count of
fatalities dropped to 413, a significant drop since yesterday and the lowest for a month. It means that just
over 20,000 people have died since the outbreak began and there have been more than 148,000 cases
overall.
Here in Spain as of today children under the age of 14 were permitted to leave their home under supervision
for exercise, as long it was within 1km of their home and only lasted a maximum of 1 hour. From the balcony
this morning whilst I was having my daily top-up of Vitamin D I saw several taking advantage of the new
relaxation to the lockdown rules. The children certainly looked happy! The church bells also rung out, as they
do most Sunday mornings despite no attendances permitted.
In one of the Spanish newspapers it was reported late this afternoon that the arrangements for children
under the age of 18 was to be extended to include seniors from 2nd May! That would be good news if
confirmed – I’ll be keenly watching for more on this story tomorrow.
I spent more time working on the Family Tree today, including exchanges of information with my cousin
Margaret living in Tasmania, Australia. I was also in touch with me my daughter Anne and granddaughter
Katie, and friends Terri from Eastbourne, and Steve aboard his canal barge, both in the UK.
Monday 27th April 2020:
The number of Coronavirus deaths registered in Spain over the past 24 hours was 331, a significant rise
from yesterday when the number of fatalities was 288. Meanwhile the UK announced 350 more deaths,
taking Britain's total toll past 21,000.
DHL again failed to deliver the car solar panel that should have been delivered before the weekend. Juan the
apartment owner again called them and has now arranged for the package to be delivered to his address,
and he has promised to deliver it to me after he is in receipt. This has been most frustrating.
Today I spent some hours on my laptop working on the Family Tree, assisted by my two granddaughters
Jessica and Katie. Their interest was awakened when I told them that my grandfather (my mother’s father)
had been born in Ilkeston, which is quite close to where they live in Derbyshire. Between us we dug out a
huge amount of additional information, which increased my family tree by two generations beyond that of my
grand parents. It’s amazing the amount of information that’s available online, and with us all having to remain
in lockdown inside our locations, there’s plenty of spare time to devote to the effort.
Tuesday 28th April 2020:
The number Coronavirus deaths registered in Spain over the past 24 hours was 301, another slight fall from
yesterday, when the number of overnight fatalities was 331. There was also a fall in the number of new
infections, down to 1,308 compared to yesterday’s figure of 1,831. Meanwhile in the UK saw a huge jump in
the numbers of fatalities from yesterday, with a further 639 victims of the Coronavirus outbreak being
reported over the past 24 hours, taking the official total to 21,731.
I spent a lot of today continuing my work on the Family Tree, with a great deal of very useful assistance from
my granddaughter Katie. I was also contacted by one of my distant relatives, Kelsy, who is Australian, but
now lives and works in London. She provided me with a heap of detailed new family information, which I was
able to input to the Family tree. And later I was contacted by Margaret, my cousin in Tasmania, Australia who
has also promised to provide additional information from her branch of the family. Today was a very
productive day for the Family tree.
Today I also had chats on social media with my Japanese / Canadian friend Miyuki in Tokyo and with my
Russian friend Katya, who is currently living in Wiltshire in the UK.
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I was visited by Juan the owner of my rental apartment, bringing with him my new solar panel, at last
received from the UK. He took delivery from DHL this morning! Later in the afternoon I went to the car to
prepare for his return tomorrow, for the car to be started with the jump leads I purchased from Amazon last
week. I am hoping that after the engine has been run for an hour or so, the solar panel will be able to keep
the battery from losing charge. Luckily the weather forecast for the coming week or longer is for plenty of
sunshine, which will provide the best possible conditions for the panel to work.
Wednesday 29th April 2020:
The number of Coronavirus deaths registered in Spain over the past 24 hours was 325, a slight rise from
yesterday when the number was 301. The total death toll since the beginning of the pandemic now stands at
24,275. However, in the past 24 hours 6,399 Coronavirus patients have recovered and been discharged
from hospital. This is the highest number recorded since the beginning of the crisis, and brings the total
number of recoveries to 108,947. Meanwhile in the UK the government has decided to include records of all
deaths in the country, rather than just hospital fatalities in their daily numbers. And so today they announced
a total of 4,419 deaths, which includes the past 24 hour deaths in hospitals, but also those who have lost
their lives in retirement homes and other places since the start of the epidemic in the UK. It will be interesting
to see if other countries do the same.
I walked to the SuperSol supermarket this just after lunch to top up with provisions – it was a beautiful day
for the walk with the temperature reaching 25℃ during the afternoon. I spent much of the remainder of the
day working on my Family Tree on the laptop, discovering a huge number of relatives from far and wide.
Today was the day that, had it not been for Coronavirus I should have flown to Athens to rejoin my yacht
“Tradewinds of Emsworth” for another summer sailing in the beautiful waters of Greece
Thursday 30th April 2020:
The number of Coronavirus deaths registered in Spain over the past 24 hours was 268, the lowest figure
since March 20. It is also a drop from yesterday, when the number of overnight fatalities was 325. Meanwhile
the UK has recorded a total of 674 fatalities, which includes those from all locations including hospitals and
care homes.
It was announced by the Spanish Government today that, from this Saturday 2nd May 2020, people in my
age bracket will be permitted to have exercise outside of home from 1000-1200 or 1900-2000 each day,
whilst remaining within 1km of their self isolating location. This new concession is in addition to being able to
walk to the supermarket for provisions as before. Good news for sure – I’m looking forward to getting out
more.
Juan came to the parking lot today to help me get my car running using my jump leads. The Audi started
without any problems – I ran it for an hour, moved it to a more sunny spot in the parking area, and connected
my newly acquired solar powered charger. I checked the battery voltage whilst the engine was running and it
was only 13v, which was a clear indication of the poor condition that battery was in. I would have expected a
higher voltage, perhaps in the region of 13.8v. After stopping the engine the voltage fell to 12.1v but
gradually rose to 12.3v whilst the sun was shining brightly. Later in the afternoon not long before the sun set,
the voltage had dropped back to 12.1v again. I shall be interested in the results of a full day charging
tomorrow before making the decision to purchase a new battery.
It was a beautiful day today with clear skies, and afternoon temperatures reaching 26℃. Apart from time
spent with the car today I had a quiet day, which started with a bundle of laundry and an hour on the balcony
topping up Vitamin D. Later I had contact with my friend Miyuki in Tokyo – she told me that there was no
lockdown or social distancing in Japan! Whatever their strategy is, there were only 12 new fatalities today!
Later I had brief exchanges with members of my family and my friend Stave aboard his canal barge in the
UK.
Friday 1st May 2020:
I checked the car’s engine battery before the solar panel had received any sun this morning and found 12v –
that was very good news and probably means that the battery has not been totally destroyed following the
long days of inaction during lockdown.
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There has been a step change in the weather – last night the temperature outside the apartment remained at
20℃ all night, and 23℃ inside the apartment. That was the warmest night this year! And following the warm
overnight temperature today dawned bright and cloudless, and soon the temperature in the sun on the
balcony was registering 30℃. It seemed that summer had arrived!
The number of Coronavirus deaths registered in Spain over the past 24 hours was 281, the second
consecutive day that Spain has reported fewer than 300 daily fatalities. Also over the same 24 hour period,
there was a drop in the numbers new infections, 1,175 compared to 1,309 yesterday. Meanwhile in the UK
the number of deaths and new infections remains high, although with a slight reduction in overall 24 hour
totals.
I walked to the supermarket today, but discovered something that I already knew but had forgotten, that it
was Mayday public holiday today and the supermarket would be closed all day! I therefore had a 2km walk
under false pretences!
I was in touch with my friend Steve aboard his canal barge today, but that was all.
Saturday 2nd May 2020:
It was a special day today for me today, because it was the day that the government permitted the
population to break lockdown and go to the outside for exercise, at specific times and restricted distances.
For my section of the population the allocated time was between 1000 and 1200 - I took full advantage of the
opportunity by walking 8km during those two hours, but never ever venturing more than 1km from the
apartment. It was a beautiful morning for my walk, with clear skies and temperatures up to 24℃ during my
walk. I added a further 2.5kms after lunch to walk to the supermarket.
I spent a great deal of time today working on the Family Tree, with help from my cousin Margaret in
Tasmania, Australia. Her side of the family bred like rabbits, with one couple from Cornwall having 14
children.
I had chats today with my friend Steve aboard his canal barge in the UK and with my friend Patience, in
Malaysia.
Sunday 3rd May 2020:
The Spanish Prime Minister Pedro Sánchez announced that the number of daily Coronavirus related
fatalities had fallen to 163 over the last 24 hours, the lowest since 18th March just after the strict lockdown
was imposed on the population. Meanwhile the number of deaths over the past 24 hours in the UK has also
dropped, although is still high at 621.
It was another gorgeous summer’s spring day here on the Costa del Sol today, with temperatures reaching
27℃ mid afternoon. For my 2 hours of exercise this morning it was a comfortable 24℃, with a slight onshore
breeze. I walked 8.25km, although my body is beginning to complain (sore knees and calves), after getting
relatively unfit over the 47 days of the lockdown. I took a painkiller for my sore knees and ordered some
multivitamin tablets from Amazon.
I checked the battery of the car before the sunlight arrived on the solar panel this morning, and found that it
had dropped to 11.9v overnight, whereas yesterday it had dropped to only 12v first thing in the morning. So,
it appeared that I was losing the battle to keep the battery in good condition, although only slowly. I’ll need to
keep a close watch on the daily trend and start the engine to charge the battery occasionally, depending on
the speed of voltage drop.
I spent much of the rest of the day today working on my Family Tree, using the wealth of information that
exists online from national censuses and other archives. I’ve also been helped by my Tasmanian cousin
Margaret. Meanwhile I had contacts with my friend Stave aboard his canal barge in the UK. My daughter
also left a message on WhatsApp for me, which I responded to. However I seem to be being forgotten by my
other family members in the UK!
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The church bells again rung over Torremolinos Playamar today, maybe in celebration of the reduced number
of Coronavirus deaths or the easing of the lockdown, but for sure also because churches are going to be
able to start conducting services in the near future.
Monday 4th May 2020:
Official figures from the Spanish Health Ministry released today showed that there were 164 Coronavirus
related fatalities over the past 24 hours, the same number reported as yesterday, and in keeping with the
falling trend of recent weeks. Meanwhile Britain's preliminary daily Coronavirus death toll today rose by 229 the lowest daily jump since the end of March. Good news from both countries.
I had a good day today – firstly the car battery before the sun arrived on the solar panel was 12v. A positive
trend. Next - For my exercise period today I took my drone to the beach for some long distance flying along
the waterfront. It was excellent weather with light winds and my piloting skills had definitely improved since
last time I was able to fly in the open outside the apartment. Bad news that the automatic sprinkler system
under the palm trees where I was piloting from suddenly activated! I followed with a 5.35km walk for the
second half of my allocated exercise period.
After returning to the apartment I had a WhatsApp voice call with my friend Terri from Eastbourne in the UK.
Thanks Terri, it was a real boost to my morale to be able to chat with you. Later I also had contact with my
friend Steve aboard his canal barge I the UK. We discussed “Saint Boris Johnson” and how he is milking the
current Coronavirus situation and his recent hospitalization for all he can, for political gain. Eventually I
expect his poor handling of the situation to be established, but for the time being he’s riding the crest of a
wave and can do anything her wants with impunity!
I also spent time in conversation with my friend and former naval colleague Peter who now lives in the United
States. He is a keen drone man and is building his own, although a much bigger version than mine. He also
has another drone that he has been using for some time.
Over the remainder of the afternoon I spent more time on my laptop, first uploading drone videos to my
Dropbox account and to my drone YouTube playlist. Later I spent a considerable amount of time working on
the Family Tree, digging back to the 1600s and finding a great deal of information pertinent to my family. It’s
incredible how much detail there is to be got!
A good day today! One of the best for a long time.
Tuesday 5th May 2020:
Official figures from the Spanish Health Ministry released this morning showed that there were 185
Coronavirus related fatalities over the past 24 hours, the third day in a row that Spain has recorded fewer
than 200 fatalities. Meanwhile in the UK 693 deaths were recorded over the same 24 hour period. The UK
public, according to one of its national newspapers is calling the lockdown Draconian, which appears to be
very far from reality! The numbers count for themselves - both the UK and Spain registered their first
Coronavirus case within a day of each other, but through government slowness to introduce containment
measures and a weak lockdown being disregarded by whole swathes of the population, they are achieving
nowhere near the success of Spain. At one point Spain was the hardest hit of any country in the world and it
is a measure of how the strict lockdown that was imposed that such miraculous results have resulted.
I spent the first hour of my exercise period at the beach, flying my drone again, as I did yesterday. Today’s
objective was to further improve my piloting skills by making more complex maneuvers, which I did with
some success. There was a worrying moment whilst the drone was over a kilometer away and at 100m
altitude when the device lost connection with the controller. Luckily the automatic “return to home” system
worked and before long the drone was back to its launch position without the need for any involvement from
me. Overall it was a good day flying, and I definitely improved my piloting skills, which was my objective. For
the second part of my exercise period I walked the waterfront path as usual, today covering a total of 7.2km.
The car battery seems to be surviving, with the help of the solar panel. First thing this morning it was
registering 12v, which within a couple of hours had risen to 12.1v.
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I spent another few hours today on my laptop working on the Family Tree, with more relevant data sourced
from the Internet. I also received further information from my cousin Margaret in Tasmania. The information
online was patchy, with endless information about some relatives, but hardly anything about others.
It’s now almost a week since I had any meaningful online conversations with members of my family, and
wonder if there’s a problem that hasn’t been told to me yet? Time will tell!
Wednesday 6th May 2020:
Sadly the number of Coronavirus related fatalities in Spain over the past 24 hours had risen to 244, a rise
from the 185 recorded yesterday. This new figure breaks a three-day run of fewer than 200 daily deaths, and
brings total fatalities since the beginning of the pandemic to 25,857. The Spanish government today
th
extended the “State of Alarm” to 24 May, thus continuing its policy of lockdown and containment.
Meanwhile the UK announced 449 more victims, taking the death toll to 29,876. However, inexplicably the
UK government has announced that there will be a significant easing of the lockdown from next Monday, and
the “Stay at Home” policy is to be dropped. With the UK about to become the country with the highest
number or cases and fatalities it’s amazing that such relaxations are envisaged.
I spent the first 45 minutes of my exercise period flying my drone again. I was happy with the airborne antics,
but today’s videos required a fair amount of editing, which took much of the afternoon. It was another perfect
day, with only a light breeze and sunny skies with a temperature of 28℃ mid afternoon. I went to the
supermarket after lunch, adding some distance to the kilometers I had already covered during the exercise
period. My total was 9.27km.
Thursday 7th May 2020:
It was a very grey morning here on the Costa del Sol today, with some seriously black clouds in the west
threatening rain, although it didn’t come. Gradually over the afternoon the cloud cleared leaving a sunny and
warm early evening. The temperature rose to 25℃ mid afternoon and was still at 23℃ as late as 2000 in the
evening. Despite the greyness it was quite pleasant for my 2 hours of exercise walking (9.25km), although
the humidity was higher than of late.
Official figures from the Spanish Health Ministry released today reported that there were 213 Coronavirus
related fatalities in the past 24 hours, a slight fall from the 244 recorded yesterday. But the total number of
Covid-19 deaths in Spain had now passed another grim milestone, with 26,070 recorded victims.
I was in touch with my friend Steve aboard his canal barge in the UK and also with Karen in Sheffield in the
UK. I also had email exchanges with my Tasmanian cousin relating to the Family Tree.
Despite the cloudy weather the solar panel charger in my car continues to deliver sufficient power to keep it
at a reasonable level of charge. Today when I checked before the sun had reached the panel the voltage
was 11.9v, but by mid afternoon it had risen to 12.2v. There are some cloudy and wet days forecast during
next week, during which time I’ll have to keep a close watch and run the engine if necessary.
Friday 8th May 2020:
It was a beautifully sunny day here in Torremolinos today and afternoon temperatures reached 26℃. There
was a fantastic sunrise just I was becoming mobile from a good night’s sleep. I went for my usual 2 hours of
exercise, but spent the first 45 minutes flying my drone along the beach waterfront and above the buildings
close to the shore. There was hardly anyone else out walking, the place was deserted and I saw only a
handful of other people like myself taking advantage of their two hours of freedom.
nd

I was in touch with Jenny from Cornwall in the UK – according to my Family Tree website she is my 2
cousin once removed! She drew my attention to the fact that this diary is not launching from my website – I
started to search for the reason and to fix it! I was also in touch with Margaret from Tasmania, who is my
father’s half sister’s daughter! She has been helping me with the Family Tree for some time and a great help
solving apparent inconsistencies identified in official national censuses.
Today was a very important day in the western world – VE Day (Victory in Europe Day) is celebrated
annually to remember the end of the Second World War, and to commemorate those who gave their lives in
the struggle to defeat Hitler over the 6 years of conflict, that resulted in over 20 million dead. This year was
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the 75th anniversary of VE day. Within my family we remember the husband of my 2nd Cousin Stanley Elmer
Liddicoat (known to all just as Elmer) who was a Pilot Officer Wireless Operator with 227 Squadron operating
Lancaster Bombers from RAF Balderton in Nottinghamshire. Elmer's tally with 227 Squadron was 17
missions but he had previously completed a further 16 operations with 207 Squadron. A hero indeed, as a
significant proportion of his flying colleagues never returned from their long distance bombing missions over
Germany. Over 200 of his colleagues were shot down and died during those dark days.

In this picture, Flying Officer RAF Stanley Elmer Liddicoat, is second from the left – The picture was taken
after returning from a daylight bombing mission to Essen on the 11th March 1945. Stanley flew his final
sortie with 227 Squadron at RAF Balderton the following day on 12th March 1945, as a member of the same
crew - the target that day, his final bombing mission, was Dortmund.
I watched the special VE Day concert from the Royal Albert Hall on YouTube this evening, starring the
incredible Welsh opera singer Katherine Jenkins. She sung several of the famous WW2 songs made famous
by Dame Vera Lynne, the so called Forces Sweetheart of the war years. Included were “The White Cliffs of
Dover” and “We’ll meet again, don’t know where, don’t know when”. For me it was a very emotional concert,
bringing back memories of my very young days in my birthplace of Plymouth in the southwest of England,
which had been so heavily bombed by the Germans during the war. I remember well the devastation that my
city had suffered and the difficulties of living a normal life in the years from the end of the war in 1945 until
well into the early 1950s. The city was one large bomb site and even the most basic foodstuffs were subject
to rationing – shops were mainly constructed from corrugated iron and often resembled the famous Tin Pan
Alleys of the time. I was perhaps almost 8 years old before I knew what an ice cream was, and 15 years old
before I had my first Coca Cola! The concert this evening brought much of those years back to me, and the
struggles we had in our family to provide for us all. Thank you to the Royal Albert Hall and to Katherine
Jenkins for delivering a truly memorable concert. It brought tears to my eyes!
The Spanish government announced this morning that there had been 229 Coronavirus related fatalities
over the past 24 hours in the country, a slight rise from the 213 recorded yesterday. Meanwhile the UK
declared 414 more Coronavirus deaths, including a six-week-old baby, who is thought to be Britain's
youngest known victim, taking the UK's official fatality toll past 31,000. Britain's death toll this week
surpassed Italy's, meaning it had recorded more victims than any other nation in Europe.
My drone flights this morning were similar to those that I have flown over the past few days, although I tried
several new maneuvers, including at a higher speed than before. I had some close misses of trees and other
obstacles, but my trusty little device was unscathed. I had to curtail today’s flight programme because of
increased wind speeds at altitude, with the controller taking charge and returning the aircraft home with no
personal input. Anyway I got some good video footage before ending today’s session, which kept me busy
editing for much of the rest of the day.
Saturday 9th May 2020:
I started my day leaving the apartment for my 2 hour exercise period, although used the first 45 minutes
flying my drone. I learnt a few more flying tricks and also some limitations, when I attempted to fly into the
8km radius exclusion zone around Málaga Airport. Of course I was a long way from the airport and my
drone only weighed 250g, so no real danger to commercial aircraft. But no matter what I tried, it just wouldn’t
head in any direction that would take it into the exclusion zone. A good safety and security feature.
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My thoughts today turn to my father John Henry Dyer, whose birthday it would have been today. He was
born in another era, in 1901, just 4 months after the death of Queen Victoria. He lived through two world
wars, served in the Royal Flying Corps (later the Royal Air Force) joining at the age of 17 shortly after the
end of WW1, worked in the naval dockyard in Plymouth during WW2 (1939-1945) and finally died in April
th
1991, just short of his 90 birthday. He had enjoyed a full life, was married to 3 fine women and gave birth to
three offspring including myself. His two brothers, Ewart and Gordon predeceased him.

My father John Henry Dyer, at the age of 17 whilst
serving in the Royal Flying Corps (later the Royal Air
Force)

The number of Covid-19 fatalities reported in Spain over the past 24 hours was 179, representing a
significant drop from the numbers reported over the past few days. Meanwhile in the UK, where the
population appeared to have given up on the lockdown and were apparently pouring onto the nation's beauty
spots, parks and beaches to soak up the bank holiday sunshine, there were 346 fatalities. Every death,
regardless of nationality is a tragedy, but I fail to see why the British public are unable to take things
seriously, and continue to be a danger to themselves and others.
The weather here on the Costa del Sol today was warm and sunny, with afternoon temperatures topping at
26℃ mid afternoon. I had little contact with the outside world, although did have a flurry of email exchanges
with my cousin Margaret in Tasmania and with Jenny (Elmer Liddicoat’s daughter) in Cornwall in the UK,
both on the subject of the Family tree.
Sunday 10th May 2020:
The number of Coronavirus related fatalities in Spain reported over the past 24 hours was 143; the lowest
figure seen since March 18, just a few days after the lockdown was imposed. Meanwhile the UK death toll
rose by 346 to 31,587 over the same 24 hour period, including more than 200 healthcare workers - another
grim day for the two countries, and any more worldwide.
As usual on a Sunday the church bells of Torremolinos Playamar rung out during the morning. The church is
in the next street from my apartment, so they are very clear.
The weather changed here today, with cooler temperatures, the threat of rain and increasingly higher wind
speeds. I managed to have my daily walk, but the threat of rain was never far away and without my shirt, it
felt quite chilly! So I curtailed my usual 2 hours, and only spent an hour, but still managed 4.65km at my
usual leisurely pace! I was soon back in the apartment, spending the remainder of the day working on my
laptop, researching Family Tree stuff and editing some of the videos I’ve shot over the past few days from
my drone. Later in the afternoon there was a heavy rain shower, which cleaned my car quite well!
For the first time in a few days I had contact with my family, when both my daughter Anne and
granddaughter Katie chatted to me on WhatsApp. They were telling me what a great VE Day they had
enjoyed, with BBQs on their front lawns, whilst chatting to their neighbours across the street. The weather in
the UK was exceptional, with a temperature of 27℃ being recorded, even in the midlands of the country. I
envied their freedom to be able to enjoy some level of social contact, albeit from a distance and only with
neighbours. The best I can do is to exchange “Hola” with other people exercising along the beach path at the
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same time as me! Anyway, as Spain was officially neutral during WW2, albeit a sympathiser and helper of
Hitler, I doubt if there would have been any VE Day celebrations here, even without the lockdown.
I also had contact with my friend Anita from North Carolina in the United States. It was Mothers’ Day today,
so she was telling me how she spent it with her daughters and their partners, and other friends, seven in all.
She also explained how she had been walking in the local national park. It certainly seemed from her email
that there was no effective lockdown where she lives, despite the Unted States having the highest number of
new Coronavirus new cases and fatalities in the whole world. She was also discussing her travel plans to
Europe in the summer, as if the pandemic didn’t exist! How different from Europe, and particularly Spain!
I spent some time today editing the drone videos I had taken over the past couple of days. I succumbed and
spent money on the purchase of some software that attracted me, and will provide a professional touch to
my productions. Sadly I had to pay for the software, but not after spending some time trying to obtain the
activation licence from “crack” sites on the Internet, without success. As a consolation I found a site that
helped me get a 15% discount, which was better than nothing! It took me some time to climb the learning
curve for the new software, but by the end of the day I had assimilated sufficient knowledge to create my first
3 titles in the “Tradewinds Video Productions” studio!
Monday 11th May 2020:
Reported Coronavirus related fatalities here in Spain over the past 24 hours dropped to 123, whilst new
cases dropped to 373. These were very good figures, but still tragic for the families involved. In the UK the
number of fatalities recorded over the past 24 hours was 269, bringing the total to 31,855, the highest in
Europe. Meanwhile the Prime Minister preached to the nation yesterday evening, but didn’t convince me! He
referred to the lockdown that the country was in, whilst allowing people or go out for as long as they want
each day, to visit anywhere including parks, beaches, etc., for exercise and for everyone to return to work if
not possible to work at home! A very odd lockdown for sure! One of the Tory press articles hit the nail on the
head by saying that “Boris Johnson likes to think he is Churchill reincarnated but in our new darkest
hour, he has stood for confusion, weakness, dithering and incompetence. And his shameful mixed
messages will cost many more lives!” I agreed 100%. And following the Prime Minister’s speech
yesterday evening the £GBP reacted to the lack of confidence in the government by going into freefall this
afternoon, although recovered somewhat after the debate in parliament this afternoon! I was not a happy
bunny, because I have some big bills to be paid soon in Euros!
It was a generally fine day here today, but with a gale force wind from the Atlantic funnelling through the
Straits of Gibraltar into the Mediterranean and along the Costa de Sol, making it feel very chilly. I shortened
my walk this morning, reducing it to only one hour, covering just 4.35km. I returned to the apartment to
continue working on my Family Tree and to edit drone videos.
During the day I had chats with my friend Steve aboard his canal barge in the UK – we agree on many
things, but when there is disagreement there is no animosity or hard feelings! We have been friends for
several years – I first met Steve and his partner Julie on the Caribbean island of Grenada in “The Big Fish”
restaurant at Prickly Bay and we all have many happy memories from those times. He has been very
supportive of me during my period of lockdown here in Spain and has provided me with much of the daily
company that I have so much needed. Later I had brief contacts with my granddaughter Katie.
Tuesday 12th May 2020:
The weather forecast predicted heavy rain for much of the night through until about 1200 today, and sunny
periods for the remaining hours, which is exactly what happened! Good timing because the sun emerged
from behind buildings at about 1200 to shine on my car battery solar panel for 7 hours. But after the rain had
stopped and there had been some sun during the afternoon I nevertheless started the car and ran in for 15
minutes, just to be sure that the battery had not suffered. The voltage whilst running the engine was 14.5v, a
very reassuring figure and better than ever before. Unfortunately the windscreen wipers are still not working
and will need to be fixed before I eventually drive the car again. I posted messages requesting help and
advice on the two Audi Facebook groups of which I am a member.
The number of Coronavirus related fatalities in Spain over the past 24 hours was 176 on Tuesday, slightly up
on yesterday but nevertheless the fourth day in a row that Spain has recorded fewer than 200 fatalities.
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Meanwhile the UK announced 627 more deaths over the past 24 hours, taking the official total number of
victims to 32,692.
The poor weather prevented me from taking my 2 hours of exercise today – I spent all day locked away
inside, but for much of the day editing videos from my drone flights of the past few weeks. Today I learnt how
to integrate a musical background, with fading in and out of the audio tracks.
I had no contacts with the outside world today, except for one distressing WhatsApp message from my
granddaughter Katie, telling me of the death of a very good friend of the family (not a Coronavirus victim). I
had spent Christmas Day 2019 with Mark and his family – he was a great guy and much too young to have
passed away into the life hereafter. It was a complete surprise and a dreadful shock to all of us. I expressed
my sympathy to the family, by way of my granddaughter.
Wednesday 13th May 2020:
The Spanish Health Ministry this morning reported that there had been 184 Coronavirus related fatalities
over the past 24 hours, a slight increase compared to 176 yesterday. The total number of victims in Spain
now stands at 27,104. Meanwhile the UK announced 494 more Coronavirus deaths over the same period,
taking the official fatality count to 33,186.
I had a quiet day, spending the first 45 minutes of the daily exercise period flying my drone over the beach
and hotel and shopping areas immediately inland from the beach. I then walked 7.84km during the remaining
1.25 hours of the 2 hour exercise period, before having to return to the apartment. It was a pleasant morning,
although with a temperature that only just permitted my shirt to come off to catch some essential Vitamin D. I
checked the car battery on my way out and on return from my walk, and was happy with the 12.2v achieved
over the first hour that the solar panel had been exposed to direct sunlight.
I had a brief exchange of WhatsApp messages with my friend Steve aboard his canal barge in the UK, and
also with another friend Bruce, who lives in Brightlingsea on the north coast of the Thames Estuary in the
UK. Finally I also had contact with Irene, a French Canadian friend, who lives and sails her own 32ft boat in
Greece. Thanks everyone for your company.
I again today spent time on the laptop editing videos captured by my drone – my laptop seemed to chug
along sluggishly whilst carrying out the editing process, which includes cropping, snipping, joining, adding
audio, and start and finish logos, and fading and transitions! That’s quite a lot, so I decided that the laptop
needed more RAM and ordered some from a UK company for delivery within 5 days to my address here in
Spain. It should be easy to fit.
Today I’ve been giving serious consideration to remaining here in Spain for an additional month. With
revised travel restrictions still being introduced in Spain, Greece and the UK, it’s becoming increasingly
unlikely that my return to the UK and onward flight to Greece at the end of June would be viable. I contacted
the apartment owner here in Torremolinos today to check if the apartment will still be available, if I decide to
remain until the end of July. He’ll be thinking about it, because by the end of the day I had not had a
response!
Thursday 14th May 2020:
The Spanish Health Ministry reported that there had been a rise in Coronavirus related fatalities over the
past 24 hours, which had jumped worryingly to 217, compared to 184 yesterday. This is the first time in five
days that the number of daily fatalities has exceeded 200. It’s too late in the week to blame the numbers on
weekend under reporting, so it’s of concern that there has been this gradual increase over the past few days.
It’s unclear if the numbers are localized in a particular area, or if this is a general trend countrywide?
Meanwhile the UK has reported a further 428 fatalities.
My day – exercise for 2 hours this morning, supermarket shopping after lunch, Family Tree work on my
laptop in the afternoon, and a movie in the evening. It was a part sunny and part cloudy day, with a rather
keen northwesterly wind, making it feel rather chilly during my 7.35km walk this morning. Rain was forecast
for later this evening. The car battery maintained between 11.9v and 12.2v with the help of the solar panel
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I had three people to wish a Happy Birthday to today – my ex wife Sue in Cheshire in the UK, my Chinese
Australian friend Shuhong in Tasmania, Australia and my buddy and ex naval colleague Stan in Somerset in
the UK. I wished them all a Happy Birthday in this crazy world! I had no other contacts with the outside world
except for the Spaniards whom I regularly exchange a friendly “Hola” with during my daily walk.
Friday 15th May 2020:
I had early notification before 0800 this morning that one of my Amazon orders had been locally sent out for
delivery and was expected this today before 2200 – the tracking App on my phone showed it approaching
my location from about 1000 onwards, which meant that I couldn’t leave the apartment for my daily exercise
until it had arrived. Being able to track the exact location of the delivery is an excellent system, which shows
the actual location of the delivery person in real time, thus theoretically resulting in me not missing the
delivery. However, although the delivery driver came close to my location on several occasions his route
meandered seemingly haphazardly around the area, coming close at times and then wandering off further
away, before returning to my vicinity again later! He eventually delivered the package just before 1400 well
after my allotted exercise period.
To make up for my missed exercise period this morning I took a walk to one of the local supermarkets, using
a rather longer route than is direct! It was still under 2km, but better than nothing.
The number of Coronavirus related fatalities over the past 24 hours in Spain fell to 138 today. This was a
drop from yesterday, when 217 victims were recorded, and the second-lowest figure recorded since the
beginning of March. Meanwhile it was thought that the number of fatalities over the same period in the UK
was 384, although the UK press contains no officially announced figures.
Some rare (and hopefully accurate) good news from the Prime Minister in the UK today was that he was
planning a war on obesity, after deciding his own touch-and-go battle with Coronavirus was exacerbated by
him being overweight. The PM was ready to ditch long-standing opposition to 'nanny state' policies and
launch a crackdown on the nation's bulging waistlines, after Coronavirus was defeated. He's told senior
advisers that the experience had left him determined to lead a public health drive. With several members of
my immediate family in that category, I hope that this is something that the Prime Minister will pursue and
achieve results, although based on his track record of lie telling and purely politically motivated campaigns, it
won’t come to much.
I spent much of the day working on my laptop further adding information and people to my Family Tree. I
now have over 720 people, stemming from the earliest ancestors I have been able to trace, back in the
1500s. There is an incredible amount of information available on the Internet and much of it is fairly easily
obtained, but sometimes the particular thread that I am interested in, doesn’t reveal anything new. I suppose
that some people unintentionally or possibly deliberately avoided national censuses, for unknown reasons!
Anyway, sifting through all the births, marriages and death dates makes me realise how short a time we exist
on this earth, before becoming history, or just an entry into some Family Tree! It’s easy to forget that each
one of those many characters had a unique life, teenage years, ambitions, disappointments, challenges,
working years, marriages, excitements, parenthoods, old age, friendships, illnesses, death, and so on.
Saturday 16th May 2020:
The number of fatalities related to Coronavirus over the past 24 hours in Spain was 102, the lowest figure
registered in the country since March 18. This represents a massive endorsement of the strict lockdown that
has been government policy for the last 2 months. Meanwhile the number of fatalities reported over the
same 24 hour period was 468. The UK is almost in a non-lockdown period now, so it was difficult to predict
the future of Coronavirus there!
It was a rather grey morning today, although for my daily exercise period it still felt warm for my 8.35km brisk
walk along the beachside path. Over the afternoon it gradually brightened, with the temperature rising to
23℃. The afternoon sun helped keep the car battery up to 12.2v, from having dropped to 11.9v overnight.
I had contact with my granddaughter Katie on Family Tree stuff today, and also with my friend Sheila from
Hartlepool, who told me that she was able to go golfing for the first time since the lockdown had started in
the UK (54 days ago). Finally I had a long chat with Irene, my French Canadian friend in Greece. She is
currently spending a great deal of time refurbishing her sailing yacht, and hopes to launch in 7-8 days time.
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There was some sad news in my life today – one of my second cousins passed away. Philip was just 62 and
died of pancreatic cancer, which had been diagnosed a year ago. He was born in Cornwall, but moved to
Australia with his parents in his schooldays. He eventually married an American and finally moved to Rhode
Island for the last years of his life. Like me he was a passionate sailor, but much more accomplished, at one
time crewing for Australia in the Americas Cup and also offshore racing in both Australia and the United
States. Professionally he was a landscape gardener and owned his own company.
Sunday 17th May 2020:
Spanish Prime Minister Pedro Sánchez this morning announced that the number of daily Coronavirus related
deaths fell over the past 24 hours to 87. This marked the first time that fatalities related to the Covid-19
disease had dipped below the 100-mark in two months. Meanwhile in the UK there were 170 fatalities over
the past 24 hours - there was a mass disregard for the lockdown over the weekend, leading to great danger
that infections and deaths might start to increase. And the Prime Minister is facing mounting criticism over
the way he and his government have handled the crisis, particularly the lack of co-ordination between
different nations of the UK, and within departments within his own government. An opinion poll published this
weekend reported that public support for the government's handling of the COVID-19 crisis had slipped
sharply. The survey found only 39% backed the government's response, down from 48% a week ago, and
those saying they disapproved had risen from 36% last week to 42%.
I had an early start to the day with a bundle of laundry. It was a rather grey morning at first, but during my
exercise walk the sun began to appear and it got warmer. I tread my usual path one way and back along the
beach path, again covering 8.35km over the 2 hour period. It was warm enough to be able to take my shirt
off and soak up some Vitamin D, which has now been recognized as a positive ingredient for fighting off
Coronavirus.
I spent more time today on my laptop on my usual pastimes, the Family Tree and drone video editing. I
would dearly have liked to have hopped into the car to drive off to some new location to fly the drone, but of
course that was impossible whilst in the strict confines of Spain’s lockdown. As of today I’ve only flown in six
locations; inside the apartment, Torremolinos Beach, the Conda de Guadalhorse Reservoir (2 separate
locations on the shores), Velez-Málaga and Antequera.
I had brief communications today with my cousin Margaret in Tasmania, my friends Linda in Nova Scotia,
Canada, Helena in Latvia and Inga in Lithuania. They all reported being fit and well, but in various versions
of lockdown in their different countries.
Monday 18th May 2020:
The number of Coronavirus related fatalities for the past 24 hours in the UK today were 134. This
represented a positive drop in numbers since yesterday. Meanwhile in Spain there were 59 Coronavirus
related fatalities in the past 28 hours, down from 87 yesterday. This is the second day in a row with fewer
than 100 overnight fatalities. The Costa del Sol (which is part of Málaga province) eased the severity of the
lockdown today, by allowing some shops to open and restaurants to open (outside use only). Unfortunately it
didn’t allow for me to be able to travel to different areas in the car or extend my permitted exercise period.
However, it was one small step towards normalisation, which is encouraging.
I missed my daily exercise today because of a couple of Amazon deliveries – I had an email announcing that
they were out for delivery first thing this morning, and eventually was able to track the delivery driver as he
approached my location. He arrived at the apartment at 1230, after a more direct route around the area than
the last one had token. But it was still too late for me to get out for my walk.
I had plenty to do on my laptop today, spending most of the time amending metadata on my thousands of
audio music tracks, to ensure that they are recognized by the music App on my phone! It was an easy job
but time consuming.
I was in touch with my friend Steve aboard his canal barge in the UK today, and with my cousin Margaret in
Tasmania, Australia. I had no family contacts!
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Tuesday 19th May 2020:
It was a warm and cloudless day today on the Costa del Sol and I took full advantage of the weather during
my two hours of freedom. The first hour was spent flying my drone and the second hour walking. And then
for the rest of the day I devoted time to the Family Tree, to editing the drone videos I shot and to watching
television.
I was in touch with my cousin Margaret from Tasmania, Australia and members of my family (Katie and
Jessica my two granddaughters and Jason, my daughter’s partner) in the UK.
Britain today recorded another 227 Coronavirus deaths over the past 24 hours, an increase from yesterday
and taking the UK's total number of fatalities past 35,000. Meanwhile in Spain Coronavirus there were 83
fatalities reported over the past 24 hours, up from 59 yesterday but less than 100 for the third day in a row.
According to the local news there was a magnitude 1.6 earthquake at 0540 here under Torremelinos this
morning at a depth of 84m. I didn’t feel it!
Wednesday 20th May 2020:
Today was the warmest day that it has been since I arrived here in Spain early in January, with the
temperature this afternoon peaking at 30℃. I missed my morning exercise because of another mail delivery
but took the opportunity to walk for an hour in the evening, during my allocated exercise slot between 1900
and 2000. It was a beautiful evening for a walk and there were plenty of other people about, and some of the
beachfront restaurants open for business. I bumped into Juan (my apartment owner) and his family for a
brief chat. The area was not crowded and everyone respected the 2m social distancing rules, but it was
great to see people out enjoying themselves.
I had a busy day on my laptop, spending time further sorting out metadata on my huge number of music
files, rearranging my travel plans for leaving Spain and flying to Greece at the end of July and fitting new
RAM to the laptop (that’s what today’s delivery contained – a 8Gb RAM card).
The number of Coronavirus related fatalities in Spain over the past 24 hours was recorded at 95, a slight rise
from yesterday, although still the fourth day that daily deaths have been less than 100. Meanwhile the UK
announced 363 more Coronavirus deaths in hospitals over the past 24 hours, as official figures revealed that
London and the East of England reported no new infections over the past 24 hours. But in the UK there was
widespread disregard of the lockdown as tens of thousands of people headed to the parks and beaches on
the UK’s warmest day this year. I hope not, but wonder if there will be a price to pay.
I had brief exchanges today with my cousin Margaret in Tasmania, Australia and my friend Sheila in
Hartlepool in the northeast of England. Sheila would have been my first crew of the season had I been
aboard my yacht in Greece, and today would have been her final day before returning to the UK! Instead she
had a round of golf, in the great weather the UK is currently experiencing, even in the northeast!
Thursday 21st May 2020:
The Spanish Health Ministry today reported 48 Coronavirus fatalities over the past 24 hours, the lowest
figure since the state of alarm was introduced in mid-March. However, the number did not reflect overnight
fatalities in Catalonia, which has been posting the second-highest figures after Madrid. It was not known why
the numbers were incomplete. Meanwhile in the UK it was announced that there were a further 338
Coronavirus victims, taking the total death toll to 36,042.
I spent the first 45 minutes of my allocated exercise period today flying my drone along the beach and above
the main highway close to the beach. I have been able to fly up to just over 1km from the launch pad without
the drone losing its signal from the controller, and that’s what I did today. I little worrying was the drone being
zoomed by a flock of birds, often very close. For the remainder of my exercise period I walked my usual
trodden path along the waterfront, covering just under 8km. Later after lunch I walked to the supermarket,
increasing today’s total walked to 9.35km.
I had a brief contact today with my friend Terri from Eastbourne in the UK and also with my British friend
Keith, who lives here in Spain.
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Friday 22nd May 2020:
There were 56 Coronavirus related fatalities reported in Spain over the past 24 hours, which includes
fatalities in the last two days in Catalonia, which were not reported yesterday because of “a validation
problem.” Meanwhile the UK announced 351 more deaths over the same period, which took the official
number of victims to a total of 36,393. The UK is in chaos, with thousands of the population disregarding any
form of lockdown of social distancing. It was no wonder that today, Greece announced that it was opening its
st
borders to tourists from 1 June, but not to the British.
With plenty of time on my hands I thought that it would be interesting to analyse the walking distances I had
done since arriving in Spain in early January. As of today the total distance I have walked was 466km. From
today onwards I have included a bar chart on the penultimate page of this document showing daily distances
– the chart will be updated daily. It was clear from the statistics when the full lockdown period was, and when
I was only permitted to walk to the supermarket! It also shows that my daily walking distance after I had been
allowed two hours of exercise a day was higher than before the lockdown.
I went for my daily walk this morning, covering over 9km on the beach path. Several of the beach restaurants
were open for business as were a very small number of small shops and one kiosk. It was a warm day for
walking with the temperature rising to 26℃ even before midday. I’ve been getting plenty of Vitamin D on my
walks, but also other vitamins from the multivitamin tablet I take each morning. In my life I’ve never been a
person for taking pills, but have made this slight change because of the lengthy period of lockdown, and
although healthy, a diet that tends to not vary a great deal. But I have achieved intake of at least five fruit and
vegetables each day, which I’m advised is important for a healthy life.
Today I was in touch briefly with my French Canadian friend Irene who lives in Athens, Greece, with
Michelle, a friend from Stevenage in the UK and with my ex wife Sue who lives near Crewe in the northwest
midlands of the UK. Otherwise it was a quiet day for me, spending time on my laptop as usual, watching
some television and listening to music from YouTube. Whilst walking I also listen to music, using my
excellent “Anker Soundcore Neo Ear Buds”. They’re Bluetooth driven and sit comfortably and unobtrusively
in my ears and deliver quality sound. I have upwards of 2000 music tracks stored in my phone and about 50
in the Playlist of my favourite tracks.
Saturday 23rd May 2020:
I had forgotten all the lessons I had learnt over my years sailing and in the navy in warm and tropical
climates, and allowed myself to become dehydrated today. The temperature was 30℃ during my daily walk
and by the time I returned to the apartment I was feeling decidedly fatigued and physically unwell. At first I
thought that the reason was that today was my fourth consecutive day of completing over 9km on my
exercise walk, but still couldn’t understand why I was feeling so bad, because such exertions were not new
to me. It took me too long into the afternoon to realise that the cause was dehydration. Thankfully the cure
was quick, and within an hour, having drunk 2 litres of water, I was feeling much better! However I was then
struck with a bout of hay fever with lots of sneezing and eye watering! Later in the afternoon that also
subsided! It’s unusual for me to suffer illness!
The Spanish Health Ministry reported today that there had been 48 registered fatalities related Coronavirus
over the past 24 hours, which was the lowest since the middle of March, at the outset of the epidemic.
However, the Catalan government notified the central Health Ministry yesterday of an additional 635
Coronavirus related fatalities, which up until now had been registered by the regional authorities as
unconfirmed cases of the virus. Meanwhile Britain announced 282 more Coronavirus deaths including a 12
year old child, increasing the official total number of victims to 36,675.
I had no contacts with the outside world today and spent more time than I recommend for myself watching
television. But I did watch a new movie on Netflix that I enjoyed – “Sergio” was the true story of a high
ranking United Nations envoy that was tragically killed when terrorists bombed the UN headquarters building
in Baghdad, Iraq. It happened on 19th August 2003 when a suicide bomber drove a truck full of explosives
into the United Nations headquarters in the Iraqi capital, Baghdad, Iraq, and blew it up, killing 22 people ,
among them Sergio Vieira de Mello, the UN High Commissioner for Human Rights and head of the UN
mission in the country. The attack was one of the most lethal in UN history, and marked a turning point in
how the UN and aid groups operate in the field. It was the first time that a neutral international humanitarian
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organization, had been deliberately targeted in such a way. The UN Secretary-General at the time Kofi
Annan denounced the attack as an inexcusable "act of unprovoked and murderous violence."
Sunday 24th May 2020:
I walked for my two hours exercise period this morning, covering 8.75km without any stress or negative
physical problems. I had drunk plenty of water since yesterday’s bout of dehydration and more just before
starting out this morning. Despite the high temperatures during the walk (34℃ according to the pharmacy
thermometer) I suffered no dehydration and could have continued much longer than the two hours if I had
been allowed. The only drawback was that I needed to stop for a pee on two occasions, which is a small
price to pay for keeping hydrated.
Early this morning I had a long chat with my friend Jane in Shanghai, China using WeChat (the Chinese
equivalent of WhatsApp). She had been in lockdown in her apartment since January and was still only
venturing outside occasionally. Jane had sailed with me in both the Caribbean and Mediterranean and had
become a good friend, so I was pleased to learn that she was well and healthy. She was passing her time
taking professional singing lessons online – I remember her fine singing voice, so expect that she’ll do well.
Later in the afternoon I exchanged emails with my cousin Margaret from Tasmania, Australia on Family Tree
matters. The amount of information she has provided relating to her branch of the tree is remarkable and I
thanked her for her important contributions. Today she drew attention to an incorrect entry, which I was able
to rectify without any problem.
Britain announced 164 Coronavirus deaths over the past 24 hours, which is almost level with last week's
Sunday total, when under reporting at the weekend often affects the accuracy of the numbers. This number
only included hospital fatalities, so when the full number is known, the total could be expected to be many
more. Figures from Johns Hopkins University put the death toll today for the UK at 282. Meanwhile in Spain
there were only 246 new infections, 86 hospitalizations, and new intensive care unit (ICU) admissions only 3.
Over the past 24 hours in Spain there were 74 fatalities.
Monday 25th May 2020:
It was another beautiful day here on the Costa del Sol today with afternoon temperatures reaching 27℃
under a clear blue sky. There was a pleasant cooling breeze blowing along the coast from the Straits of
Gibraltar, making my walk considerably more comfortable than that of last few days.
I was in touch using WhatsApp with my friends Terri from Eastbourne and Steve aboard his canal barge,
both in the UK. I also had a video chat with Steve aboard his canal barge, as he and his partner Julie were
underway on a river amongst some very beautiful English countryside. The topic of conversation with both
Terri and Steve was when I would get to Greece, and when I would return to UK on the way to Greece, or if I
would drive direct from here in Spain (3,700km) to Greece. I currently have a ferry booking for 23rd July from
Bilbao to Portsmouth in the UK, but that can be amended or cancelled depending on what I decide. My
preference would be to return the car to the UK first and then fly to Greece, but that depends on cross border
quarantines or other immigration regulations in force in the countries I would need to travel. It seems that as
of now that European countries are progressing well towards opening their borders, but the UK remains in
chaos, with the population openly flaunting the lockdown opening the door to a resurgence of the pandemic
in the country.
At the time or writing this, there had been no updated number of cases or fatality statistics from the Spanish
Government. But they did announce that it is planning on lifting the two-week Coronavirus quarantine
st
requirement for overseas arrivals on 1 July. This of course was extremely good news for the tourist
industry, on which the country relies. Meanwhile the UK has announced a further 121 Covid-19 fatalities over
the past 24 hours, bringing the total number to 36,914, the second highest in the world after the United
States.
Tuesday 26th May 2020:
There was some confusion over the number of fatalities and total cases reported by the Spanish government
today – overall it was calculated that there were 35 deaths over the past 24 hours and the total number of
fatalities showed a drop of 1,918, or 7% of the total. There was also a report of 281 fatalities today, but this
number took account of unreported deaths from previous weeks. It was also reported that 10 of Spain’s 17
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regions had not reported a single Coronavirus related death in the past week. Whatever the true numbers,
there is little doubt that Spain is progressing well in its fight against the Coronavirus. Meanwhile no accurate
numbers could be obtained for the number of fatalities in the UK over the past 24 hours, although it was
noted that there had been over 10,000 more fatalities in the UK than in Spain. The UK press seem preoccupied over the shambles around the Prime Minister and his advisor Dominic Cummins, who was accused
of breaking the lockdown to travel to see his parents over 240 miles from London.
It was another fine day in Torremolinos today, with afternoon temperatures reaching a comfortable 27℃
under a clear blue sky. I went for my daily walk 1000-1200, and with a further walk to the supermarket,
covered a total of over 10km. See the graph on the penultimate page of this document for details.
Today I had contact with my friend Steve aboard his canal barge in the UK and with my French Canadian
friend Irene living in Athens. She runs her own sailing charter and travel company, and is helping me to find
a suitable apartment in Lefkada on the Ionian island of the same name to rent in November, after I finish
sailing and before I return to the UK for Christmas. Finally I was in touch with Lotti from South Africa and
Tanya from the Ukraine regarding sailing. Both of them should have crewed for me in Greece this year, but
now of course that’s doubtful. It was nice to be in touch with them, and for us to discuss the various options.
Duding the Coronavirus crisis I’ve ordered two face masks from Amazon at different times. The first was at
the start of the lockdown in mid March and the other about a week later, when the first supplier reported
difficulties and provided me with a full refund. The second was being supplied from China, and I knew that it
might take longer because of airlines not flying! At long last, after the delivery date had passed the second
supplier asked me to wait a little longer! Eventually, out of the blue, the first face mask arrived, although I
thought that it was the second, because I had received a refund for the first. And then today there was a
surprise, the second face mask arrived! I had therefore received both, although had only paid for one! But I
didn’t need either, because Juan had provided me with all the face masks I needed!
Wednesday 27th May 2020:
As of today I have walked a total of over 500km on my daily walks, since taking my first walk this year in
Spain on 7th January, with an average of almost 5km per day. Today’s walk was 8.93km, under a clear blue
sky and a temperature of 26℃.
I spent a lot of time today updating my websites – by now I should have been aboard my yacht Tradewinds
of Emsworth in Greece and have been cruising the islands with my friends and crew. Each day whilst
cruising I update an itinerary online and write a daily log for publication in my websites, neither of which of
course have been possible over the past weeks that I should have been on board. And so I updated several
website pages explaining the situation, not for people now who fully understand the situation, but for others
who might read the logs in years to come.
I had contacts today with my friends Bruce in Brightlingsea and Steve aboard his canal barge, both in the
UK, and with my friend Irene (who is trying to organize me with some accommodation in Lefkada in
November and early December) in Athens.
The number of reported Coronavirus related fatalities in Spain over the past 24 hours was just one! In
complete contrast in the UK it was announced 412 more Covid-19 deaths, taking the official number of
victims to 37,460. This was three times higher than yesterday and 13.5% higher than a week ago.
Thursday 28th May 2020:
Everyday whilst on my walks I see an increasingly large army of local government employees preparing
Torremolinos for the summer tourist season, which they’re hoping will start on f before 1st July. They were
cutting grass, trimming palm trees, renewing paving stones, clearing debris from open areas, repairing litter
bins, cleaning warning and street signs, and a host of other jobs. Because of the pandemic, this year was of
course unique, which added to their workload - sanitizing park benches, showers and water fountains, and
cleaning the pavements.
My walk today was over the same path that I’ve trod everyday since mid March, when the lockdown started.
Today I walked 10.45km in two sessions, one during my allocated exercise period, and the other whilst
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walking to the supermarket after lunch. It was another pleasant day, although with quite a strong wind from
the west to keep the temperature down to 25℃, making it was more comfortable that of late.
The Spanish Health Ministry recorded 39 Coronavirus related fatalities over the past seven days, bringing
the total number of victims to 27,118. Meanwhile in the UK the Department of Health has announced the
deaths of 377 more Coronavirus patients.
Friday 29th May 2020:
After peaking in early April, Coronavirus cases in Spain have reduced to a trickle, with the Health Ministry
reporting just one death in the past 24 hours, for the second consecutive day. There were just 38 fatalities in
the last seven days and the official total death tally had now reached 27,119. Meanwhile Britain announced a
further 324 Covid-19 deaths over the past 24 hours. The official total number of victims therefore surpassed
38,000, whilst separate data showed that the UK's real number of fatalities was at least 10,000 more.
It was another fine day here on the Costa del Sol today with the afternoon temperature peaking at a
comfortable 26℃. I went for my usual 2 hours of exercise from 1000 to 1200, covering just 8.5km today, at a
slightly slower pace than usual. There was plenty of activity on the beachfront area, local government
workers gardening, cleaning, painting and so forth, and local restaurant staff preparing for customers. The
phased easing of the lockdown in Spain allowed restaurants to open their outside areas as of two weeks
st
ago, but as of this coming Monday 1 June, when the Málaga Province enters Phase 2 of the post lockdown
rules, restaurants will also be able to open the insides of their establishments to customers, as long as no
more that 50% of the tables are occupied, and the 2m distancing rule of maintained. Phase 2 also introduces
new rules for taking exercise for most of the population. However, because I am over 70 years of age,
nothing is expected to affect my lifestyle because the rules for those of my age are not changing – I shall
continue to have just three hours a day (1000-1200 & 1900-2000) during which I can exercise. Actually the
period of time is quite sufficient for me, but it would have been nice to have been able to get into my car and
drive to another location to take my exercise. The different Coronavirus lockdown easing Phases (0-4) that
various parts of the country have been implementing are based on the infection and fatality numbers within
regions and provinces – by far the most seriously affected areas in Spain have been Madrid and Catalonia,
both of which are only just moving to Phase 1 of the lockdown easing. The government has imposed a two
week period between each Phase, to ensure that new measures did not facilitate a resurgence of cases and
fatalities. As of Monday 1st June 70% of the Spanish population will be in Phase 2 (a little more than 32
million people), 30% will be in Phase 1 (around 15 million people), and 45,000 people in Phase 3.
The £/€ exchange rate continued to be of concern to me today, especially as I had still not paid Juan, the
owner of the apartment here, for the period up until 23rd of June. Today the exchange rate sunk to its lowest
level for a very long time, with only €1.08 being able to be bought for £1. The serious decline of the
exchange rate started in June 2016 when the UK public voted to leave the European Union, but more
recently had seen wild daily and often hourly fluctuations resulting from political turbulence brought about by
the UK/EU leaving negotiations, and more recently the serious affects to the UK economy brought about by
Coronavirus. The currency was struggling near its lowest levels in more than three decades, and a Brexit
trade deal looked distant. Meanwhile it was grappling with the prospect of negative interest rates in Britain, a
deep recession and a growing pile of debt. Talks between Britain and the European Union to nail down a
trade deal have not gone well so far, with the clock ticking on a Brexit transition period that runs out at the
end of 2020. I am lucky that Juan is being patient and is not pushing me for payment, but time is running out
and I shall have to transfer some money to him soon. I am waiting in the hope that the exchange rate will
improve.
I had no contacts with the outside world today except on Facebook, where I became friends with a former
naval colleague from the time I served aboard HMS Mermaid (1974-1977). I had lost touch with Keith many
years ago, but through the Facebook HMS Mermaid Group we got back in touch!
Saturday 30th May 2020:
It was a slightly cooler day today, with some fluffy cotton wool clouds drifting across an otherwise clear blue
sky late morning and early afternoon. Perhaps this was the prelude to the 50% chance of rain that was
forecast for tomorrow? Today’s weather was however perfect for my walk and I managed an additional
kilometer more than yesterday. I was feeling very fit and healthy and gobbled up the almost 10km without
any problem.
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The Spanish Health Ministry reported just two Coronavirus related deaths over the past 24 hours. Meanwhile
The UK today announced 215 more Covid-19 deaths, taking the official number of Coronavirus victims to
38,376 - but it is the lowest Saturday total since lockdown began. The government also revealed 2,445 more
people had tested positive for the virus. It is of concern that the UK is planning to significantly ease the
lockdown tomorrow, when their numbers of new cases and fatalities remains so high. I am absolutely
convinced that the country is being very poorly led by the government and they are making decisions based
on media pressure and wish popularity on themselves. There is little comparison with the Spanish
government’s approach to the pandemic and easing of the lockdown, which has seen numbers gradually and
consistently decrease, whereas the UK’s situation seems to have little changed and the numbers fluctuate
alarmingly. The “test & track” system being introduced by the UK is in my opinion a political gimmick – noone is going to want to self isolate for 14 days just because an App tells them that they had been close to a
person who has tested positive for Coronavirus!
I had a brief exchange of WhatsApp messages with my granddaughter Katie today, the first contact from any
family member for over a week. It was nice that she contacted me first, asking if I was okay. She told me that
the whole family was attending the funeral of their friend Mark on Monday; he died of a heart attack a couple
of weeks ago. A larger than life, warm hearted and popular character I became friends with him when
attending last Christmas Day’s lunch at his and his wife Belinda’s house near Belper in Derbyshire in the UK.
Apparently 20 people are permitted to attend the funeral under the government’s latest lockdown rules,
which is why all my family is able to attend.
Later I had contact with my other granddaughter Jessica – she is a Producer with BBC local radio in Derby in
the UK, and I enquired how safe her job was, given that the BBC are on a mission to cut their operating
costs. The BBC is funded by a license fee paid by all the UK population and there is significant pressure to
reduce their operating budget.
Sunday 31st May 2020:
The last day of the month was a rather grey day on the southern coast of Spain, although it remained warm
with a temperature of 25℃ most of the day. Later in the afternoon heavy dark clouds arrived and there was
thunder and lightening, and some light rain! But then it cleared and for the evening there were clear skies!
For my walk this morning it was slightly cooler, but still sufficiently warm for me to shed my shirt and have my
daily Vitamin D top up.
The Spanish Government announced today that there had only been 2 Coronavirus deaths over the past 24
hours and just over 200 new cases. Meanwhile in the UK there were 113 fatalities over the same period but
the number of new cases was almost 2000.
I had WhatsApp exchanges with Juan the owner of the apartment today to discuss the period from 23rd June
nd
to 22 July, which is “High” season in Spain and therefore a more expensive time to be renting an apartment
here. We agreed a new rental figure, obviously more than I’m currently paying, but less than the normal fee
for this time of the year. I also confirmed that I would return from early January to early April, and possibly
from early November until just before Christmas. We agreed rental rates for all these periods, although we
agreed that I would confirm dates over the next few days. Juan is a great guy to deal with and we have
become trusted friends.
I also had brief WhatsApp contacts with Steve aboard his canal barge in the UK. We were discussing the
period after I finish cruising aboard my yacht Tradewinds of Emsworth and if he would be taking his yacht to
Lefkada in Greece for that period. If he does I’ll probably continue to find a suitable rental apartment there,
but if not revert to Torremolinos, as disused with Juan earlier today. My French Canadian friend Irene in
Athens is checking accommodation in Lefkada for me, should that be my ultimate choice.
The Spanish Prime Minister announced today that timetables for taking walks and exercise, which in areas in
Phase 2 had been reduced to just specific times for seniors, are to be completely eliminated in Phase 3. If all
goes well and there is no resurgence of Coronavirus in the Málaga province that should mean that I’ll be
able to start travelling further for my daily exercise and to walk in other places (within the Málaga province)
from 15th June onwards (Málaga province enters Phase 2 tomorrow and should move to Phase 3 two weeks
later). This looks like the light at the end of the tunnel, at last!
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Monday 1st June 2020:
I didn’t get out for my daily exercise this morning because I was awaiting the delivery of an Amazon order,
which eventually arrived at 1330. But all was not lost because I took advantage of the second exercise
period that I am permitted, from 1900 to 2000 in the evening. I walked 4.41km during that period, a little less
than half my usual distance. As Málaga province moved into Phase 3 of the lockdown measures today,
there were many more people about during my walk, particularly on the beach and in the restaurants, which
are now permitted to have customers inside as well as outside. Although I am still restricted to a maximum of
three hours exercise, the rest of the under 70s population are permitted to be outside for as long as they
wish and are not required to remain within a certain distance of their homes. I looked forward to Phase 3,
which should happen in 2 week’s time, when I too will be permitted similar freedom.
Coronavirus related fatalities reported in Spain for the past 24 hours dropped to ZERO, for the first time
since the first reported death in early February. There was also a further fall in new infections, with only 71
confirmed positive over the past 24 hours. Both represented a great achievement for the people of Spain and
for the success of government policies that have steered the way through this dreadful pandemic. It’s not
over yet, but things were looking much better. Meanwhile in the UK health chiefs today announced 111 more
Britons have died after testing positive for Coronavirus. That’s a good figure for Europe’s most infected
country, but it remains to be seen how the widespread easing of the lockdown that took effect from today
affects the future.
I had contact today with Steve aboard his canal barge in the UK and with Scott, a friend from Dallas, Texas
in the United States. I first met Scott several years ago whilst sailing in the Windward Islands of the
Caribbean and we have remained in touch ever since. We have a common interest in sailing, but also share
some political views. I also met Scott’s friend Chris at the same time in the Caribbean – he is a keen drone
pilot, but has a larger specimen than mine!
Tuesday 2nd June 2020:
My plans for travel this year have been put into total disarray by the disruptions caused by the Coronavirus. I
have changed my travel arrangements on several occasions and still haven’t fully settled on arrangements
for the rest of the year. This is particularly aggravating because this is the final year of free movement in the
EU, as at the end of December this year it will end because of the UK’s departure from the union. By now in
any normal year I would already have departed from Spain and be aboard my yacht in Greece – my latest
plan now is to sail from Bilbao to the UK aboard a Brittany Ferries vessel on 23rd July, spend a few days in
the UK and then take another ferry to France, and drive to Greece, which will include a further ferry ride
across the Adriatic Sea from Ancona in Italy to Patras in Greece. At the end of the sailing season, which I
now intend to extend to the end of October rather than the end of September, I’ll then drive back to Spain for
the autumn, before returning to the UK for Christmas. Following that I’ll return to Spain for the winter, but
only for 90 days, which the EU’s Schengen immigration rules dictate (90 days in any 180 day period). I’ll then
have to return to the UK for 90 days before heading out to Greece next summer. These issues swirl around
in my mind continuously!
Today the skies were clear in the forenoon for my two hour walk – I achieved a modest 8.92km before lunch
and a further 1.9km after lunch on a walk to the supermarket. After lunch the skies clouded over slightly with
high level cirrus, but it nevertheless remained quite bright and very warm at 27℃. Inside the apartment it was
only a degree less, but quite comfortable.
For the second day running, the Spanish Health Ministry reported no new coronavirus deaths over the past
24 hours, although they did report a rise in infections, which came in at 137 compared to 71 the yesterday.
Meanwhile the UK recorded 324 more victims, although sobering statistics also showed that there had been
nearly 50,000 people killed by Covid-19 across the UK this year, cementing Britain's position as one of the
worst-hit countries in the world.
I had no contacts with the outside world today, although did receive an email from Margaret my cousin in
Tasmania, Australia on Family Tree matters. She tells me that she is printing her parts of the tree despite
that being over 20 pages big, and will undoubtedly take up a fait amount of wall space when pinned for
viewing!
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The battery on my car has been surviving well with input from the small solar panel. It was only getting less
than 2A from the 20W panel for about 7 hours of each day, but that seemed sufficient to keep the battery at
11.9v-12.2v, which is enough for keeping running systems such as the burglar alarm running, and for starting
the engine when the time comes. But today I purchased a second solar panel (from Amazon to be delivered
early next week), because later in the year in Greece, especially in late September and October there will be
much less sun, and the extra amps will be needed to keep the battery serviceable during the shortening days
of the fall.
Wednesday 3rd June 2020:
Britain announced today 215 more Covid-19 victims over the past 24 hours, as the official death toll edges
closer to 40,000. Meanwhile Spain recorded one fatality. In the Spanish parliament the government secured
a vote to extend the current “State of Alarm” until 21st June, although Prime Minister Pedro Sánchez
indicated that this was the final extension the he would seek. Future decisions over the easing of the
lockdown would devolve to regional governments from then onwards. Furthermore, the Spanish Health
Ministry’s Coordination Centre for Health Alerts, explained that at this stage of the epidemic, trends are the
most important factor, and that data on fatalities will in future only be provided on a weekly basis.
It was a very warm day today and I was pleased that my allocated exercise period was in the morning,
because when I went out to do a little shopping after lunch it felt that it would have been too hot for the
lengthy walk I always complete. The temperature today peaked at 31℃ under a clear blue sky. On the
beaches there were a few people, but on the water a strong contingent of windsurfers and kite surfers. There
was a relatively strong wind later in the afternoon, likely brought by the high temperature over the land
causing the air to rise, thereby drawing the cooler air from the sea towards the land. It was a perfect day for
watersports, but maybe not so for those who like to just lie on the beach sunbathing.
I had a quiet day with my only contact being with my friend and ex naval colleague Keith, who with his wife
Edith lives here in Spain. Otherwise I spent some time on my laptop, some time watching television and did
a laundry bundle. It was a very lonely day for me!
Thursday 4th June 2020:
Luckily I was able to do my exercise walk this morning, because by mid afternoon cloud and rain arrived.
The rain was fairly heavy for a while, but after a couple of hours it stopped and the blue sky quickly started to
reappear. The temperature through all this didn’t drop below 25℃, and my car got a free wash!
The UK today announced 133 more Coronavirus deaths over the past 24 hours, as it was also confirmed
that the outbreak is killing more people each day in the country than in the rest of EU countries
combined. The Prime Minister is widely reported in the UK press as being quoted as saying that he was
proud of the UK’s achievements against the pandemic. Meanwhile the number of fatalities in Spain over the
past 24 hours has not been reported, but is thought to heave been up to five over the past 24 hours.
I had another day largely devoid of contacts from the outside world. I exchanged one email each with my
friend Inga in Lithuania and with the shipyard in Greece where my yacht is awaiting my return.
Friday 5th June 2020:
I lost out on my 2 hours of exercise this morning, because of an Amazon purchase that I knew was going to
be delivered sometime during the day, but not exactly at what time. It arrived just before 1300. Luckily, with
excellent weather, I was able to take advantage of the 1900-2000 exercise time allocation in the early
evening. The Amazon delivery was a second Solar Panel for the car, which I quickly installed.
There was some very good news announced today, which was that the Andalusia provinces of Málaga and
Granada have been granted permission to enter Phase 3 of the lockdown easing process as on Monday 8th
June. This was one week earlier than the normal two weeks between phases. As Torremolinos is within the
Málaga province it seems likely that I’ll be able to exercise at any time of the day, and drive my car to other
places within the province. I’ll have to wait to confirm the exact Phase 3 arrangements as to how they affect
me, but I understood that ALL time slots for personal movement will be removed. Having been effectively
locked down in the apartment except for 2 hours a day for the past three months, I cannot wait for escape
and freedom! This was the final stage of the easing process and, subject to the Coronavirus new infections
and fatalities not seeing growth, in two weeks time the “New Normal” should be introduced.
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Walking along the beachfront path this evening was like a normal summer’s day. The temperature, even at
1900, was 29℃, the sun was bright, there were lots of people on the beach, games of volleyball were taking
place, there were several windsurfers and kite surfers on the water and the restaurants were doing good
business. There was a happy atmosphere, as the people of Spain finally emerged from a long and very strict
lockdown, one of the most severe lockdowns in the world, and a lockdown that has been spectacularly
effective – the number of fatalities had dropped to single figures nationally (just one today), and here in
Andalusia there has not been a single fatality for almost a week. The people and government have every
right to be proud of their achievement. But Spain had to be careful at this point, because, as the number of
tourists from more infected countries start to arrive, they will have to introduce measures to prevent it all
happening again. In particular, as the British are the most important tourists for the Spanish economy, they’ll
have to ensure that the still high rates of infection in the UK do not transferred here.
Meanwhile the UK's official Coronavirus death toll today raised to 40,261, as health chiefs announced a
further 357 more Brits have lost their lives to the disease over the past 24 hours.
Today I had contacts with my friend and former naval colleague Keith who lives here in Spain, and with Sue,
the owner of the Málaga apartment I usually rent in the fall. They were relatively brief exchanges – for the
remainder of the day I was alone and devoid of any company.
Saturday 6th June 2020:
The Spanish Health ministry reported just one Covid-19 fatality over the last 24 hours, with a total of 51
deaths over the past week. The official death toll since the crisis began now stood at 27,134 victims in Spain.
Meanwhile the UK today announced 204 more Covid-19 deaths over the past 24 hours, the lowest Saturday
rise since before lockdown, but taking the total number of victims to 40,465. Today's figure was down
significantly from the daily high of 1,115 recorded on Saturday April 18 during the peak of the crisis, and
marks a consistent downward trend in fatalities.
I was in touch with several friends today – Terri from Pevency Bay, Michelle from Stevenage, Sue from
Newcastle, Sheila from Hartlepool and Steve aboard his canal barge, all in the UK. Additionally I exchanged
a few WhatsApp messages with my granddaughter Katie – it became rather political, and unfortunately we
don’t agree! Later my other granddaughter Jessica and my daughter’s partner Jay entered the conversation
to stop Katie and me bickering, resulting in more positive results and interesting conversation. It was nice to
be in touch with them all again – the first time for over a week. All my friends mentioned that the incredibly
good spell of weather that the UK has been experiencing for several weeks had come to an end, and it was
back to storms, rain and relatively cool days for everyone. Actually the UK needed rain after so many weeks
of dry weather.
My walk today was 8.99km under a clear blue sky with a temperature of 28℃ - of course I soaked up plenty
of Vitamin D as usual. Whilst I was walking, as every day, I said Hola to the small number of people who
have begun to recognise me from my daily exercise along the beach path over the past 3 months. We never
get any further than Hola because, when I have tried in the past, none of them speak English, and I of
course don’t speak Spanish, which by now I should! But it’s good to be recognised and it gave me some
level of company.
Today I started planning my escapes that I’ll be able to do after Monday – I’ve been adding routes to my
SatNav in readiness, to visit many of the places that I haven’t been to since before 15th March when the
lockdown was first imposed, and some new places not visited before. I’ve been like Steve McQueen and
Richard Attenborough plotting their escape from Stalag Luft III in the 1963 movie The Great Escape! It’s very
exciting and I did hope that the car would fully function!
Sunday 7th June 2020:
The Spanish Health Ministry reported just one Coronavirus related death over the past 24 hours, with 67
fatalities over the last seven days. The official death toll since the crisis took hold in Spain today stood at
27,135 although in reality, it could have been many more. Another way of looking at statistics shows that
Spain was the country with the second-highest number of excess deaths (more than the number during
previous years over the same sample periods) registered during the Coronavirus pandemic. Since the
beginning of March to the end of May, 47,000 extra deaths were registered compared to previous years,
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which resulted as an excess rate of 45%. Only Peru, with 54%, had seen a higher figure, with Spain followed
by the United Kingdom (40%), Belgium (37%) and Italy (36%). The advantage of using excess death
statistics to compare the impact of the Coronavirus pandemic is that there were no limits due to testing
capacity, nor were the statistics subject to different clinical criteria, as was the case with the official Covid-19
statistics. It did not however account for additional lives that may have been lost as a result of the lack of
treatment available to other serious medical conditions.
rd

Meanwhile Britain announced 77 more victims over the past 24 hours, the lowest since 23 March, when 74
deaths were recorded before the crisis in the UK spiralled out of control. However, today’s numbers were
cautioned because there had traditionally been a dip in reported figures over weekends. The rolling average
of daily fatalities still stands at over 200.
When I started my daily exercise walk this morning there was a fair amount of black fringed cumulus cloud
drifting overhead, but within 45 minutes it had cleared and I was able to take my shirt off to collect my daily
dose of Vitamin D. During my walk the wind gradually increased as it does most days, which made it very
pleasant walking weather, despite the 30℃ temperature. I only saw one of my regular “Hola Friends” (as I
name them) today, but there were plenty of other people out walking, cycling and rollerblading, and several
games of volleyball being played on the beach. The Spaniards are a generally fit race and it is extremely rare
to see an obese person!
I spent time working on my Family Tree today, and found 11 new family, ancestors of my grandmother on my
mother’s side. It’s so interesting to be able to go back so far (this time to the 1780s), but it would also have
been great to have known more about the backgrounds and lives of these people, other than sometimes just
their birth and death dates, and where they had lived. Anyway, I now had well over 800 names in my Family
Tree, which gave me a further tiny insight to where I came from and who I am!
After yesterday’s flurry of contacts with friends and relatives, today was completely different, although I did
have a brief conversation with my friend Steve aboard his canal barge in the UK. Despite a quiet day I was
nevertheless on a high, thinking about and planning for my Great Escape tomorrow!
Monday 8th June 2020:
My Great Escape didn’t happen quite as planned today, because I received a message from Amazon early
this morning that they would be delivering a package during the day. When the second solar panel was
delivered several days ago the box didn’t contain the panel’s Controller – this is what was eventually
delivered today! But the delivery didn’t come until mid afternoon, too late for me to start a journey around the
mountains as I had planned – there were plenty more days ahead, and good weather forecasts to take
advantage of.
I spent more time today researching my Family Tree, and found several new ancestors, bringing the total
number of ancestors and descendents to 966. It was a never ending task – almost every census I
researched had someone or some new snippet of information that could be added to the tree. The amount of
information out there on the Internet is staggering and it would take years to capture everything that is
available.
I finally escaped to the great outside in my car about 1430 and drove to the Shell Garage a couple of
kilometres from the apartment, where I checked the tyres and gave the car a wash. I then drove out into the
countryside to give the battery a charge and to take in some views. First I stopped high above the village of
Ardales and then at Carratraca – I had been to Ardales before, but not to the location that I stopped on this
occasion. Carratraca was completely new to me – a pretty little village of whitewashed buildings and narrow
streets built on the hillside close to the A-357 road between Malaga and Campillos. It was a pleasant drive of
just less than 80 miles, which gave me a sense of freedom and normality after the long period of lockdown.
In fact everything seemed pretty normal and it was easy to forget that the country was still in the grips of the
pandemic, although not as tightly as before. I took my drone on the drive, but there was too much wind in the
places I stopped to even give flying a try. Tomorrow I’ll try again.
Today I was unable to find Coronavirus statistics from Spain for the past 24 hours in any of the websites that
I usually use. However there was plenty of analysis from government sources emphasising that the country
is split in two with respect to the severity of the pandemic. Luckily I am in the less serious area. Meanwhile
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Britain announced only 55 more Covid-19 deaths over the past 24 hours, as Scotland and Northern Ireland
recorded no new fatalities for a second day in a row. Department of Health bosses said that the official
number of victims now stands at 40,597.
Tuesday 9th June 2020:
The number of fatalities during the last week in Spain was 56, according to the latest health ministry data,
with no new deaths detected over the previous 24 hours. Meanwhile the UK’s Coronavirus death toll over the
past 24 hours jumped by 286. Northern Ireland has now gone three days in-a-row without recording a single
fatality. Department of Health figures shows 277 of today’s Covid-19 victims were from England, while the
other nine were in Wales. No laboratory-confirmed deaths were recorded in Scotland.
I had a full 8 hour day out today, visiting a few of the small “white” villages in the high ground to the
northwest of Malaga. I also stopped at the Conde de Gualdalhorse Reservoir to fly the drone. My villages
were Ardales, Teba, Canete la Real, El Burgos, Yunquera and Alozaina, all of which I have visited before. I
had a short walk in each location, but only added just over 4km to my exercise total! On my return travels I
stopped at both Lidl and Dia supermarkets for shopping, and at the Shell garage here in Torremolinos for
some diesel. On return to the apartment it took hours catching up on the day’s activities, editing the drone
video, uploading flight statistics, sorting pictures taken in the villages, naming them and uploading them to
my Dropbox account. It was a tiring but rewarding day.
The only contacts I had with the outside world today were brief – with my friend Terri from Pevency Bay in
the UK first thing in the morning, and with my friend and ex colleague Peter later in the day, who is now in
the United States, but normally lives in the Cayman Islands in the Caribbean.
Wednesday 10th June 2020:
I was out of the apartment before 0900 this morning, to take advantage of the cooler conditions and lack of
any wind (best for flying my drone). I decided to drive straight to the small town of Teba about 50km away,
and climbed the zigzag road to the Castillo, high above the town. There was no wind by the time I arrived
and in no time I had the drone airborne. The drone is quite a complicated beast and relies on a number of
sensors to be able to do what it does. The most important sensor is of course a GPS, but height a sensor is
also crucially important, not only for landing but also for determining the height that it is flying. The problem
this morning was that the take-off location was on a plateau, with deep drops on all sides – this confused the
drone and on a couple of occasions it stopped, not knowing where it was! At the same time, for some
unknown reason, it also lost contact with the controller, with the danger that for safety it might decide to just
land vertically below its position. If that happened it would be difficult to find, and if off the plateau, it would
present me with a difficult climb to retrieve it. The other problem this morning was that the heat and lack of
wind brought out swarms of flies that were attacking me! It wasn’t the ideal situation, but I did get some flying
and video footage, although there might be a fair about of editing to do to make the output presentable.
Later I found another location to fly the drone, this time in some farmland with views of the Teba Castillo in
the background. The flying here was trouble free, although the huge number of flies was sufficient for me to
call an early halt and give up for the day. Driving with all windows of the car open eventually cleared them.
The temperature whilst I was away from the coast was up to 29℃; with no wind it was rather too warm and
uncomfortable. I gave up and returned to Torremolinos by 1400, where on the coast there was a cooling
breeze and a temperature of 25℃. After returning I went for a walk along the beachfront.
The Spanish Health Ministry reported that 84 new Coronavirus cases had been registered in the last 24
hours. This is nearly double Monday’s figure of 48, which was the lowest seen since March 5. 75% of the
new infections were detected in two regions; Madrid and Catalonia. The number of fatalities for the same
period was not reported. Meanwhile Britain's Coronavirus death toll jumped by 109 over the past 24 hours,
as Northern Ireland recorded no new fatalities for a fourth day in a row.
Thursday 11th June 2020:
I went on the road again today, heading up into the mountains to the north of the Costa del Sol to the villages
of Almogia, Villanueva de la Conception, Valle de BDALAJIS and El Chorro, also stopping on the shores of
the Conde de Guantalhorse Resevoir for a walk. The drive to Almogia was particularly spectacular, winding
through the hills clinging to the sides of huge valleys and with views for big distances and over the lakes and
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rivers. One of the most spectacular views was of the vertigo inducing Cominito del Ray, with its walkway
clinging to the side of huge cliff faces over the gorge. I wasn’t able to fly the drone today because of very
high winds, but I had it with me just I case!
The UK Department of Health statistics reveal the number of daily lab-confirmed Covid-19 fatalities is just 14
per cent lower than the 176 recorded last Thursday. The official number of victims now stands at 41,279.
Northern Ireland recorded one death today, spelling an end to its four day spell of no Coronavirus fatalities. I
was unable to source any statistics from the Spanish Government, but understand that there have been just
40 fatalities over the past week.
Friday 12th June 2020:
The Coronavirus related numbers of new cases and fatalities in Spain remains uncertain because of
conflicting information being issued by the Health Authorities. However, it was reported in one newspaper
that there have been just 32 Coronavirus related deaths in the last seven days, with just nine fatalities added
to the official toll in the past month, which today stood at 27,136 for the fifth consecutive day. Meanwhile
equally inconsistent data is being published in the UK suggesting that only 33,000 people in England
currently have the Coronavirus - the same estimates published two weeks ago suggested that there were
133,000 people carrying the virus, many without knowing it. Over the past 24 hours the UK has however
reported 202 Coronavirus related fatalities, bringing the total to 41,481 since the start of the pandemic in the
country.
It was a cloudy, dark and overcast morning here in Torremolinos today so I remained in the apartment to
catch up with some video editing, some Family Tree research and other chores on my laptop. I also gave
myself a haircut and did a bundle of laundry. After lunch the weather started to improve and the temperature
climbed to 25℃, so I went for a walk along my old lockdown stomping ground, the beachfront path. It was a
brisk walk whilst feeling a bit chilly in the very strong westerly wind. I only achieved a little over 4km, but it
was worth the effort to get the exercise and fresh air.
It was my granddaughter Jessica’s birthday today, and her Facebook timeline was full of best wishes and
pictures from her friends, work colleagues and me. She’s a very popular girl and has a huge number of
friends, as well as being a member of a very strong supportive and loving family group headed by my
daughter Anne. Today Jessica was 29 years old, which made me think of what I was doing at that age – I
had already been in the navy for almost 13 years and had risen quickly through the ranks, achieving
promotion to commissioned rank on 14th June 1971, at the age of 28 years. At my granddaughter’s age I was
therefore serving in my first ship as a Sub Lieutenant Royal Navy, the aircraft carrier HMS Ark Royal. Jessica
had done equally as well, having earned a degree in journalism from Derby University and subsequently
working at BBC Derby, latterly as a Producer. I wished her every success in the future and happiness with
her partner Jono.
I exchanged emails with my buddy Bruce this morning – we both have yachts in Greece and are both of us
looking forward to when we can return to start our summer sailing season. We were not sure when that
would be. Travel between EU countries is opening, but unfortunately the UK with its high Coronavirus
statistics is not included. I also exchanged a few WhatsApp messages with my friend Steven aboard his
canal barge in the UK.
Saturday 13th June 2020:
I was out of the apartment at 0830 this morning setting out for another day of sightseeing. I took the drone
and had the La Vinuela Reservoir on the itinerary hoping that I would find a place on the shores to fly
somewhere new. Unfortunately I didn’t find a suitable launch pad, but the wind was also too high anyway, so
I didn’t get to explore the area from on high! During the day I visited the villages of La Vinuela, Periana,
Riogordo, Colmenar and Casabermeja, covering 158km many of which were winding, zigzagging, vertigo
inducing narrow roads often clinging to the sides of deep valleys. I walked at each village, often not realising
I had been to them before, until spotting some distinctive church or town hall. I was back in the apartment
again at 1530 after an enjoyable but tiring day out. The weather of course was clear and warm. It was easy
to forget that the world was still gripped by the Covid-19 pandemic, but reminders were there in all the
villages, as the local people generally wore face masks evening when much further than 2m from other
people.
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The Spanish Health Ministry reported that there had been 25 Coronavirus related deaths in the last week
and the total death toll from the pandemic in Spain was 27,136. Meanwhile Britain today announced 181
more Coronavirus deaths, in the lowest Saturday rise post-lockdown, taking the total number of victims to
41,662. But in my opinion it seemed inevitable that the UK numbers would increase again – there have been
and still are large (Black lives matter) demonstrations taking place in many of the large cities and with warm
weather, the population are crowding to the beaches, parks and other outdoor beauty spots. To add to that,
the government has eased the lockdown thus allowing larger groups of people to congregate together.
Sunday 14th June 2020:
According to the Spanish Health Ministry there have been 25 Coronavirus related fatalities and 102 new
cases reported over the last seven days. 74% of these have been in the Madrid and Catalonia regions of the
country and none in Andalusia, where I was. During his weekly video conference with Spain’s regional
premiers today, Prime Minister Pedro Sánchez announced that the country will reopen its borders with all
European Union and Schengen-area countries on June 21 (including the UK, which is neither a member of
the EU or Schengen). Meanwhile in the UK the Department of Health announced a further 36 fatalities over
the past 24 hours in people with a positive Covid-19 test result across all settings, taking the Government
total to 41,698. This was the lowest Sunday figure since early in the pandemic.
I had a day off from driving today, and spent all morning on my laptop bringing together and sending
information for my accountant in the UK to produce my annual Tax Return. Normally this has all been done
and dusted by mid April, but this year it had not been possible because he was subject to lockdown far away
from his office. My laptop also needed to download a new Windows 10 upgrade, so that consumed time (too
much time!).
I had a relaxing afternoon recovering from the excesses of the past few days, but did go for a 5.65km walk
along the beachfront path later in the afternoon. The beach was busy, as were the restaurants. There were a
large number of windsurfers and kite-surfers on the water, enjoying excellent conditions.
Today I exchanged messages with Steve aboard his canal barge and with Michelle form Stevenage, both in
the UK. It was a brief window for me into the outside world!
Monday 15th June 2020:
I made an early start this morning for my day of sightseeing, first ravelling east along the A7 Autoroute and
then inland to several villages high in the hills. Today’s trip was 188km long and included Competa, Canillas
de Albaida, Archez, Salares, Sedella, Canillas de Aceituno, Corumbela and Arenas. The highest above sea
level was over 610m (2000ft). Luckily I started early (at 0815) because it became a very warm day (33℃),
and by the time I returned to Torremolinos I was glad to get back into the cool of the apartment (which faces
east and benefits from the daily strong cooling breeze). I took a huge number of photos today, and it took a
while after returning to sort them out into correctly named directories. I tried to remember to take a photo of
each village’s name both on arrival and departure, but I sometimes forget!
The UK reported a further 38 deaths from the Coronavirus over the past 24 hours, the second lowest oneday increase since the lockdown began in March, taking the total death toll to 41,736. Meanwhile the
Spanish Health Ministry reported that 48 new Coronavirus infections had been detected in the previous 24
hours over the whole country. Any fatalities were not reported. In the UK today most high street shops
opened, having been closed for the past 3 months because of lockdown. According to the media there were
huge queues, sometimes of up to a mile long, to get into the more popular stores. The low cost clothing
outlet Primark was apparently a very popular destination for many of the shoppers. The UK government was
keen to get people into the shops again, to kick start the economy. I hoped for success and for the UK
Pound to recover as a result (although there are of course many other factors that effect exchange rates).
I had an email from my friend Anita from North Carolina in the United States, but didn’t get round to
answering! I also had contact with my friend Jane from Shanghai in China. Unfortunately with a 10 hour
difference in time zones, I wasn’t able to respond to her until I returned to the apartment, and that was too
late for her!
It was a very warm evening today, with the temperature at 2100 still 30℃. This was the first night that I used
the ceiling fan to keep cool after retiring to bed!
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Tuesday 16th June 2020:
The UK today announced 233 more Covid-19 deaths over the past 24 hours, with the total number of victims
now reported 41,969. However separate data shows the actual number of fatalities is in the region of 53,000.
The numbers have been difficult to find for Spain, although the number of fatalities for the past 24 hours is
thought to be just 25.
I had a quiet day today, remaining in the apartment except for walking to the supermarket this morning and
taking a walk along the beachfront path is afternoon. The weather was again very warm today, hitting a high
of 32℃ during the afternoon and early evening. Even though I left my walk until late in the afternoon I still
found it hard going, and am making sure to drink plenty of water to stave off dehydration.
I set the solar panels up in the car again today, and was astonished that the battery was recording 13.5v
during the heat of the afternoon. Considering that the battery had drained sufficient to not be able to start the
car back in the days of lockdown, I’m very pleased that so much has been achieved. I had thought that a
new battery would be needed, but have now changed my mind.
Wednesday 17th June 2020:
The UK announced another 97 deaths from the Coronavirus over the past 24 hours, taking the country's total
number of victims to 42,066. There were no statistics that I could find from Spain.
I left the apartment early this morning to start my sightseeing of more Andalusia villages. With temperatures
now reaching a minimum of 30℃ by midday, I have now resorted to travelling as much as possible during
the morning, because sightseeing after midday has become a little too warm. Today’s itinerary included
Comares (one of the highest altitude villages in Andalusia – over 600m), Benamargosa, Cutar, Almachar,
Moclinejo and Benagalbon. I had visited all these locations before, but they were nevertheless worth another
visit. It was a beautifully clear and sunny day for my 132km drive around the mountains, and perfect for my
walks around the villages. They were all pretty deserted, with just the normal groups of elderly gentlemen
drinking coffee outside the cafes, and the occasional builder or tradesman carrying out building and repair
work. I returned to Torremolinos by 1415, stopping at the Mercadona supermarket briefly to top up with
provisions before getting back to the apartment.
I had WhatsApp chats with my granddaughter Katie and my daughter’s partner Jay this evening. It was nice
to be in touch with my family, after a break of a few days.
Thursday 18th June 2020:
I decided on a day of rest today, which was a good choice because the weather was very grey and misty for
almost all the morning. I spent my morning watching a movie, but also did a bundle of laundry. Eventually the
skies cleared, and by lunch time the sly was again clear. But the temperature remained relatively low, only
climbing to 24℃ during the afternoon and early evening. This was a welcome relief from the hot days of the
past week or so.
Spain didn’t report the number of Coronavirus new cases or fatalities over the past 24 hours again today, but
conceded that excess deaths are one of the best ways to determine the impact of the Covid-19 epidemic.
They were calculated by comparing the number of people who have died in a given period of time, against
the average number of deaths during that same period in prior years. In Spain as a whole, there were 46,089
excess deaths over the period of the Coronavirus outbreak this year, which represents a 38.8% increase
from the expected number, based on the last 5 years of historical trends.
The UK confirmed 135 more Coronavirus related deaths over the past 24 hours, but that a third of hospital
trusts in England have gone a week without recording a single fatality. The Department of Health also
announced that the death toll of lab-confirmed patients now stands at 42,288, although it was suspected that
the actual number of victims had already topped 50,000.
One of the British media reports today published a study had concluded that nearly 99 per cent of Covid-19
patients who are Vitamin D deficient become fatalities. The report added to mounting evidence that the
'sunshine' nutrient could be a Coronavirus life-saver – my daily dose of Vitamin D collected from walking has
therefore very likely to have been adding to my health, which of course I always knew! But I also take a
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multivitamin tablet every day, as I have always been certain of the health benefits that they provide, to
supplement my active lifestyle, regular exercise, healthy diet, low alcohol consumption and no smoking!
I exchanged emails with my friend Anita from North Carolina in the United States today.
Friday 19th June 2020:
Britain today announced 173 more Coronavirus deaths including a 12-year-old. Department of Health
officials said that the death toll now stands at 42,461, although the tally only includes lab-confirmed patients.
Meanwhile the Spanish Health Ministry reported that 52 Coronavirus deaths had been recorded in the last
seven days. This was an increase on the numbers reported the day before, when 30 weekly fatalities were
recorded. Of the 52 weekly deaths, 25 were reported by the Madrid region. Ten of Spain’s 17 regions,
however, recorded no deaths in this period.
I made an early start today, driving first to the town of Ardales, about 35km from Torremolinos. I first went to
the highest point of the town hoping to fly my drone to include spectacular views of the castle and town.
Although the weather was perfect and my launch location suitable, I decided against flying because of the
huge number of birds in the vicinity – birds and drones are not friends! So I drove back down through town
and found another place to launch – I intended to fly high at over 100m to get the views I wanted, but as
soon as the drone was above about 75m the birds arrived, a whole flock of them! And they were being
aggressive, flying close to the drone with several near misses – I decided to abort and land. I then drove
back to my usual flying location on the shores of the Conda de Gualdelhorse Reservoir, where the conditions
were also perfect, including no birds! I flew my drone for about 25 minutes until the battery caused me to
return to base. My flight was a meandering wander along the shoreline and over the hills nearby. I got good
video and stills, and was happy with the results.
After leaving the reservoir I then drove to the town of Antequera, located about 65km north of the Costa del
Sol coastline. I’ve visited the town several times before, but on today’s walk I discovered areas of the town,
including a very impressive cathedral, that I had never seen before. The weather though was by then quite
war, at 32℃ it wasn’t the perfect temperature for sightseeing, although some of the streets had been fitted
with sunshades! I was in Antequera for about 2 hours before driving back to Torremolinos.
I exchanged a couple of WhatsApp messages with my friend Sheila from Hartlepool in the UK, but otherwise
I had no contact with the outside world.
Saturday 20th June 2020:
Today the Spanish health authorities announced that the overall Coronavirus related death tally was 28,313,
a significant increase from the figure of 27,136 that had been provided for the last 12 days. The head of the
Coordination Center for Health Alerts and Emergencies admitted that this figure was still far from the 43,000
excess deaths reported, and that it would be a long time before the true death toll would be accurately
established. There were 7 fatalities over the past 24 hours.
Meanwhile in the UK today recorded 128 more Coronavirus fatalities over the past 24 hours, in the lowest
Saturday rise post-lockdown, taking the total number of victims to 42,589.
I spent a lot of time on my laptop today (8 hours), sorting out metadata and directories in my huge music
collection, uploading videos to YouTube, researching former naval colleagues, updating my car data
statistics, updating links in my websites that were upset when my host company moved my website files to
Linux from Windows, and many other tasks. With so much time on my hands I found that there was always
something to be updated or sorted out on my laptop!
I was in touch with my friend Anita from North Carolina in the United States today, discussing the possibility
that she might join me in Greece once I am able to get my yacht launched and am able to start cruising.
Sunday 21st June 2020:
In the UK today it was announced that there had been another 43 victims of the Coronavirus over the past
24 hours, taking the total number of people to have died to 42,632. Meanwhile in Spain the daily numbers
were not officially announced, although the Worldometre website reported just one fatality. The Spanish
Prime Minister spoke to the nation yesterday afternoon, to mark the end of the State of Emergency that was
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first imposed on 14th March, and the commencement of the New Normal. From now on measures to control
the virus will be in the hands of regional governments – here in Andalusia a raft of restrictions have been
ordered, affecting everyone. It will be interesting to see how British tourists are able to abide by the rules
when they start returning to the country in the near future, because they didn’t seem to in the UK!
I left the apartment early this morning for a long drive around the mountains of Andalucia, visiting the
pueblos blancos (White Villages) of Canete la Real, Algamitas, Villanueva de San Juan, Alcala del Valle and
Serrato. It took a long time and I didn’t get to walk a great deal – the temperatures were high, often reaching
36℃. I had planned a couple more villages, but by 1400 I had had enough, put the air conditioning on, set
the SatNav to home and took the most direct route back to Torremolinos. Today I covered 252km, which was
far too far! However, I enjoyed the walks that I did achieve, especially in the village of Canete le Real, with its
medieval castle, which unfortunately was still closed to the public.
I had contact with my friend Steve aboard his canal barge in the UK today. Most importantly I also received a
Father’s Day message from my daughter Anne. She and I don’t communicate a great deal, so it was very
welcome xxx
Monday 22nd June 2020:
I spent much of the day in the apartment today waiting for an Amazon package to be delivered by the
Spanish postal service Correos, but it didn’t arrive! Over much of the morning I was working on my laptop,
spending much of the time updating and repairing links in my website (www.tony-dyer.com). The change
from a Windows to Linux server by my website host company caused a number of problems that needed
fixing, which I completed this morning. The change took place a couple of weeks ago, but it was only in the
past few days that I realised that there were so many issues to be resolved.
Britain today announced just 15 more Covid-19 deaths in the lowest daily toll since 10 days before lockdown
was introduced. Department of Health statistics showed that 42,647 Britons had now died after testing
positive for the Coronavirus, but the actual number of fatalities had already topped 50,000 when all
suspected fatalities were taken into account. Meanwhile no figures were available from the Spanish press
today, although it was reported that a small area in the northeast of the country took several steps back due
to larger than expected fresh outbreaks of the virus, mostly involving mainly Moroccan fruit pickers. There
were around 50 new known cases so far over the past day.
It was nice to be in touch with my friend Linda from Nova Scotia in Canada today. I have known Linda for
several years as she had crewed for me both in the Caribbean and Mediterranean, and as a result has
become a good friend. She often posts pictures on Facebook of memories from our sailing times together,
but also of the beautiful part of the world she lives.
Later in the afternoon I went for my daily walk.
Tuesday 23rd June 2020:
According to a Spanish Health Ministry report released yesterday, there were 125 new Coronavirus
infections detected nationwide over the previous 24 hours, and in the past seven days 21 related fatalities.
Meanwhile the UK announced a further 171 Covid-19 deaths over the past 24 hours and an overall total of
42,927.
I spent much of the day inside the apartment, only leaving for my daily 5km walk along the beach path at
1600, after the highest temperatures of the day had started to wane. But it was still 31℃ when I started my
walking, and with little wind, it still felt very warm. Even in the apartment it was 28℃, but the ceiling fan
helped to keep it comfortable – air conditioning was provided, but I prefer the fresh air and the fan was quite
sufficient for my taste.
Today I exchanged WhatsApp messages with my friend Terri from Pevency Bay in the south of England. I
also exchanged emails with my friend Anita from North Carolina in the United States. Both are considering
joining me in Greece later in the summer after I start cruising aboard my yacht in Greece.
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Wednesday 24th June 2020:
I drove the one hour to the small town of Lora De Estepa this morning to see my friends End and Keith. I had
been friends with Keith for many years since first meeting whilst we both served at the Royal Navy
Engineering School, HMS Sultan in Gosport, in the UK. It was great to see them after so long and to catch
up with their news. Enid had fallen down some steps and broken her leg 10 weeks ago, but thanks to the
excellent Spanish health service she had recovered remarkably well, albeit that she still has to use a
wheelchair and crutches. For me it was fantastic to be able to chat to real people for the first time in 6
months, rather than virtual people online!
After returning to Torremolinos I did some shopping at the Mercadona supermarket and went for my daily
walk along the beach path. The temperature at Lora De Estepa when I departed was 33℃ but a more
comfortable 27℃ on the coast, thanks to the sea breeze.
The UK today announced 154 Covid-19 fatalities over the past 24 hours and 653 new cases, in the lowest
daily jump for more than three months as they inexplicably believe that the outbreak is continuing to fizzle
out. For some odd reason they seem to think that these numbers are good? Department of Health figures
show that the overall number of victims had now topped 43,000, but it is believed that the true figure could
be at least 53,000. Meanwhile in Spain the government announced a further 2 Coronavirus related deaths
and 334 new cases.
Thursday 25th June 2020:
The UK seems to be in another world, with the population totally disregarding or not understanding what
social distancing is all about, and if they want the Coronavirus to be defeated. This picture says it all:

th

Bournemouth Beach, UK – 24 June 2020
I did some additional walking today, in the morning to the centre of Torremolinos and in the afternoon for my
usual walk along the waterfront. The morning walk was to Correos the Spanish Post Office, trying to trace a
missing order from Amazon that should have been delivered by now. That was an unsuccessful trip for me,
as the Correos computer didn’t even recognize the tracking number, despite Amazon reporting that Correos
had tried to deliver the package last Friday!
The temperature for my afternoon walk along the waterfront was 30℃, but with a fairly stiff westerly breeze
from the Atlantic it wasn’t uncomfortable. I got my usual hour of Vitamin D to help keep my body fit and
healthy! But things were changing, there were people appearing in the beachfront hotels for the first time
since mid March and all but two of the restaurants were open for business, and doing well. It’s also
noticeable that there are additional commercial aircraft flying into and out from Malaga International Airport.
The UK announced 149 more Covid-19 fatalities and recorded 1,118 more cases over the past 24 hours.
The laboratory-confirmed death toll today stood at 43,230 but other data shows 65,000 excess deaths have
been recorded since the crisis began. Meanwhile in Spain the government reported the highest number of
new daily infections in three weeks, and health experts are expressing concern about the public’s
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increasingly relaxed attitude towards prevention measures. No actual numbers were available from Spain
today.
I had no contacts with friends or family today. I seem to be forgotten!
Friday 26th June 2020:
The UK announced 186 more Coronavirus related fatalities over the past 24 hours, as worrying official data
showed the average number of daily victims had risen for the second day in a row. Department of Health
data showed the official daily toll was 7.5% higher than the 173 recorded a week ago, amid mounting fears
the UK could be heading for a second wave of Covid-19, as the lockdown is eased and much of the
population ignores social distancing rules. Meanwhile in Spain the Health Ministry reported 157 new cases,
which were down from Wednesday’s figure of 196, but above the number recorded in previous weeks, when
it fell below 100. In the past seven days, 11 people have died from Coronavirus, bringing the total death toll
nationally in Spain to 28,330, although seven of those were yesterday!
I had a day in the apartment today, except for going on a 5km walk along the beach path, for exercise and to
top up Vitamin D. It was a beautifully sunny day with the temperature in the mid and late afternoon up to
31℃. It wasn’t at all crowded on the beach today, and the restaurants were only partly full. There was an
excellent cooling breeze for walking, but also for the many windsurfers with their short-boards and six metre
sails thrashing in and out from the shore on comfortable sailing reaches! It reminded me of my years as a
windsurfer, although my genre was racing long-boards rather then surfing aboard short-boards.
I was in touch with Juan the owner of the apartment I am renting here in Torremolinos, asking him to speak
to Correos Customer Services in an effort to locate my missing delivery. It has been a week sine Correos
claimed to have attempted to deliver the package, but nothing has been heard since and the main office in
Torremolinos claimed that the tracking number was not on their computer. Unfortunately Juan was not able
to contact Correos today because they close for the weekend at 1430 and would not open again until
Monday.
Saturday 27th June 2020:
Britain today announced 84 more Coronavirus fatalities over the past 24 hours, but this figure did not take
into account deaths in care homes in England. The total figure has therefore the potential to be significantly
higher. No updated numbers were reported by the Spanish government today.
Apart from watching a movie this afternoon and taking my daily 5km walk along the beach path, I spent
some time on my laptop today working on the Family Tree. The amount of information online is inexhaustible
and it was just a matter of making sure that new finds were indeed linked to people in the existing tree
structure. I now have over 1000 people in the Dyer Family Tree.
I exchanged WhatsApp messages with my friend Terri from Pevency bay in the UK this evening. She’s giving
thought to joining me late in the summer aboard my yacht in Greece, and perhaps for longer as I travel back
to Spain after the boat has been hauled ashore for the winter.
Sunday 28th June 2020:
I was out of the apartment at 0845 this morning having researched Google Maps and identified a place that I
thought that I would be able to fly my drone. Unfortunately the off road highway I had found had a barrier
preventing access, to that was the end of my drone flying dreams for the day. The town of Mijas was quite
close so I decided to go there for a sightseeing walk around town, but it was parking-gridlock there, so I
didn’t stay! Next that came into my sights was the small town of Monda, which was just a few kilometres
away - As it was a place that I had never explored before, I decided to go there. It was a pleasant enough
little place, with the usual whitewashed houses, pretty narrow streets and attractive church. There was also a
castle on the hill overlooking the town, so I found myself walking (climbing a steep path) there, only to find
that it was no longer a castle, but was now a hotel. Anyway, nothing was lost because the views were good
and I needed the exercise! I liked Monda!
On return to the apartment I couldn’t find a space for my car within the secure area that the apartment block
is in! After driving around the outside for about 15 minutes I found somewhere to leave the car, but it was far
from ideal. This was the first time ever that I had not been able to park close to the apartment! Later in the
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afternoon after I had been for a walk a space appeared within the apartment parking area, so I quickly got
my car into it. A sunny Sunday in Torremolinos was obviously not the best day of the week to give up my
parking spot! A lesson learnt.
Neither Spain nor the UK issued any Coronavirus figures today, but Johns Hopkins University data collected
from governments around the world showed that over 10 million people had been infected with the
Coronavirus by today and 499,486 had died. The US had borne the brunt of the global outbreak's numbers,
recording more than 2.5 million confirmed cases - a quarter of the total - followed by 1.3 million in Brazil,
633,000 in Russia and 311,000 in the UK. Grim reading for sure.
I had a brief chat on WhatsApp with my granddaughter Katie this evening. This was my first contact with
anyone from my family for over a week!
Monday 29th June 2020:
Britain today announced 25 more Coronavirus deaths, as data showed half of NHS trusts in England have
gone a week without a death and no fatalities have been recorded in Scotland for four days in a
row. Meanwhile here in Spain, there has been no official government announcements regarding new cases
or fatalities, but Johns Hopkins University has reported 200 new cases and 3 fatalities in Spain over the past
24 hours.
I walked to the supermarket for some shopping this morning, and along the beach path this afternoon for
exercise and Vitamin D. Altogether that amounted to 6km today.
I had contact with my friend Steve aboard his canal barge in the UK today, and with Juan the apartment
owner here in Spain. He managed to obtain some useful information from Correos regarding the missing
package, which he thinks will now be delivered later this week. Apparently Correos do have the tracking
number on their computer, despite them telling me the opposite a few days ago!
Tuesday 30th June 2020:
I made a late decision to go out today, because the winds were very light on the coast, and there was a new
possible drove flying place that I wanted to try. I was out of the car park by 1030 and heading off to open
countryside just past the town of Ardales. I was attracted too the area because of the spectacular views and
the wind farm, which would make for interesting video from my high flying drone. Unfortunately when I
arrived at the location it was blowing hard, too hard for drone flying! I parked briefly by the trunk of one of the
huge wind turbines and was overwhelmed by its sheer size, but also by the sound of the wind as it passed
over each blade, a resonating loud gale force wind noise, but without the actual wind other than was
prevailing at the time. But I’ve noted the location for the future – it was an ideal location and next time I visit,
hopefully there will be little of only light wind.
After leaving the wind farm I drove to the small hillside pueblo blanco of Guaro, to do some sightseeing. By
the time I got there it was almost 1400 and the temperature 32℃, too warm for me to walk about! I drove into
the village, getting quite lost amongst the extremely narrow and sometimes very steep streets. At one point I
had to stop, reverse away from the distance between each side of the street, which I was pretty sure would
not accommodate my car to safely pass. A couple of the streets were so steep that the car was labouring to
climb, even in first gear. I should have parked outside the village as I usually do, but made the mistake of
getting into the tangle at the centre of the labyrinth.
I returned to the apartment by 1530 and went out for my daily exercise along the beach path later in the
afternoon.
The UK today announced 155 more Coronavirus deaths as a leading scientist claimed the first wave is finally
over, with the number of excess deaths dropping to below average for the first time since the crisis
began. The official laboratory-confirmed death toll in the UK now stands at 43,730. There was no official
Coronavirus numbers announcement from the Spanish government today, although Johns Hopkins
University reported 301 new cases and 9 fatalities in Spain over the past 24 hours.
The only contact I had with the outside world today was with my friend Steve aboard his canal barge in the
UK.
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Wednesday 1st July 2020:
I started my day early this morning with a bundle of laundry through the machine. It was already 28℃ by
0800 this morning, so I had no worries about it all drying before evening. But my main thoughts first thing this
morning were about my departure from Torremolinos, exactly 3 weeks today, and whether or not I should
travel to the UK on my way to Greece. My conclusion this morning was that there was little point in returning
to the UK, especially as my reasons for going there were not strong, and the country seemed to be still
tightly in the grip of the Coronavirus, making it a potentially dangerous place to visit. From my risk
assessment it therefore seemed that to travel to Greece direct from here in Spain, through countries that are
having far fewer new cases and fatalities, carried the reduced risk. I have to make my final decision within
the next 6 days, as that is the latest date that I can cancel my ferry crossing back to the UK from Spain with
a full refund. I spent some time on my laptop investigating the route to the Port of Ancona on the coast of
Italy, in the northwest Adriatic, where I would get a ferry to Greece. The distance to Ancona from
Torremolinos is 1517 miles, so it’ll be three long distance days behind the wheel.
Britain today announced 176 more Coronavirus deaths over the past 24 hours, bringing the total of fatalities
up to 43.906. Meanwhile in Spain there were 8 fatalities over the past 24 hours, bringing the total to 28,363.
I walked to the supermarket this morning and along the beach path for exercise this afternoon, a total of over
6km. In the evening I was in touch with my friend Steve aboard his canal barge in the UK. The temperature
reached 34℃ today, the highest yet this summer in Torremolinos.
It was Canada Day today – By way of Facebook I was briefly in touch with my Canadian friends Linda,
Andrea, Carol, Donna, Gillian, Irene, Ruth and Delores. Have a great day all of you, xo.
nd

Thursday 2 July 2020:
It was a very warm here on the Costa del Sol today, with temperatures during the afternoon 34℃ but rising
to 37℃ even at 2000, as the winds of the day died. I walked to the supermarket before 1000 and left my
exercise walk along the beach path until late afternoon, but didn’t manage avoid the high temperatures. The
best moment of the day is when I hopped into the shower after my walk!
I made a firm decision this morning to not travel to the UK after leaving Spain, and will therefore drive directly
to Greece leaving on Wednesday 22nd July. There was a lot to be done having made the decision, to cancel
my Bilbao to Portsmouth ferry and the hotel I had booked for the night before embarking on the ferry. I had
also booked an MOT for the car in the UK, three nights of hotel accommodation in the Portsmouth area, a
ferry crossing to France and a hotel on the first night of travel towards Greece. All had to be cancelled. And
then I had to research my travel to Greece from Spain, a long journey with three hotel nights to be booked at
evenly spaced distances along the 1517 mile route. And then I had to book the ferry from Ancona in Italy to
Patra in Greece. All was accomplished, although as of this evening refunds from the cancelled bookings had
not arrived into my credit card. They took money at the speed of light, but refunds moved at the sluggish
speed of Boris Johnson’s reactions to the Coronavirus! I feel more comfortable about getting to Greece now,
but was having some anxiety over the probability of being stuck in the UK if I had taken that route.
Five Coronavirus fatalities and 400 new cases were reported over the past 24 hours in Spain today. Figures
from the UK were late being announced, so I missed them for today’s diary.
Friday 3rd July 2020:
After yesterday’s very high temperatures, which persisted overnight until this morning, an easterly wind
arrived mid morning, which seemed to blow the high temperatures away leaving a comfortable 28℃ for the
rest of the day. But the wind that did so much good didn’t last long and by midday had dropped to just a light
breeze – for my walk late in the afternoon the lack of wind made it feel warmer than yesterday!
I transferred the final balance of my rental for the apartment here in Torremolinos to the owner today. I shall
be departing on 22nd July 2020 for my journey to Greece.
Britain today recorded 137 more Covid-19 deaths over the past 24 hours, meaning the official toll of labconfirmed victims has now topped 44,000. Meanwhile the Spanish Health Ministry’s Coronavirus report
released today announced 17 Coronavirus related fatalities in the last 24 hours, compared to the five
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reported on the day before, with daily infections rising to 174 compared to the 134 notified by the regions the
previous day. And so the news is not so good in either the UK or Spain – it’s a worrying time.
Following yesterday’s cancellation of reservations in hotels in the UK and Germany, and the cross channel
Dover to Calais booking I made, I have been waiting patiently for refunds. The two hotel reservations in the
UK were both with Travelodge – I was irritated to discover that they had previously cancelled one of my
reservations with informing me. I called Travelodge today to complain and they were unable to confirm when
refunds would be forthcoming. The German hotel was booked and cancelled with Booking.com, but no
refund has been received today either. The ferry crossing reservation was with P&O Ferries, and they
refunded promptly today.
I had brief communications with my daughter Anne and granddaughter Katie today and with Steve aboard
his canal barge in the UK. I went for my usual 5km walk along the beach path late this afternoon.
Saturday 4th July 2020:
Happy Independence Day to my many friends in the United States of America. Have a good day, xo.
It was an overcast morning today, but with a temperature of 28℃ and high humidity, which made my walk to
the Lidl Supermarket 2km away a very warm experience, which caused me to sweat buckets! It became
brighter late in the morning and in the afternoon the sky cleared, leaving another beautiful summer’s day.
In the UK over the past 24 hours there have been a further 67 Coronavirus fatalities and the total has now
reached 44,198. Of the 40+ who died in England they were aged between 45 and 99 years old, but all had
known underlying health conditions. There were five deaths in Wales today and none in Scotland. There
were no announcements from Spain today regarding numbers of new cases or fatalities although they did
report that the Catalan regional government had today confined up to 200,000 residents of an area near the
town of Lleida, because of the rising number of Coronavirus cases that have been detected there.

No social distancing in sight as Brits celebrate pubs, restaurants and clubs opening yesterday after being
locked down since late March
As of today, the UK has the third highest number of Coronavirus fatalities worldwide, with Spain seventh.
The United States was #1 and Brazil #2.
Apart from a brief exchange of WhatsApp messages this morning with Juan, the apartment owner, I had no
other contacts with the outside world today. Juan acknowledged receipt of my recent rental payment, but
also enquired about the Amazon package, that has still not been delivered by Correos. He has promised to
pursue the matter on my behalf after the weekend.
Sunday 5th July 2020:
I had a quiet day today spent mostly in the apartment except for my daily exercise and Vitamin D top up walk
along the beachfront path late in the afternoon. It was a clear sunny day with temperatures reaching 31℃
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late afternoon – there was only a light breeze to make it feel slightly cooler. During my walk my recent DIY
repair of my sandals fell apart, but thankfully I was still able to walk with them.
I enjoyed a long WeChat (Chinese equivalent to WhatsApp) exchange of messages and video clips with my
friend Jane in Shanghai, China this afternoon. She has been in lockdown since late February and can now
travel if she wishes, but has actually remained at home except for essential shopping etc. I also had a brief
WhatsApp exchange of messages with my granddaughter Katie, when she sent me a copy of some
extremely misleading news relating to Spanish Coronavirus cases and fatalities published by The
Independent newspaper in the UK. I don’t think that she could have been aware of the actual number of
fatalities – today’s figures were Spain (28,385) and the UK (44,220). Daily data was not available from either
Spain or the UK at the time of writing this diary today.
Monday 6th July 2020:
I was up early this morning and out of the apartment before 0730, so that I could take advantage of the light
winds and cooler temperatures of the earlier part of the day. I drove to the Teba Wind Farm located half way
between Ardales and Teba, about 50km from Torremolinos. The views from the range of hills where the
windmills were located was spectacular, but most importantly the wind was very light and there were hardly
any trees or birds to disrupt my drone flights. I flew twice, once climbing to an altitude above the highest of
the windmills, and once for a longer distance to take in the distant views. The sun was low (of course rising
from the east) – Today’s videos turned out well, but I think that I’ll probably return to the location again just
before sunset one day, so that I can video the scene with several of the other windmills silhouetted by the
setting sun.
I have three batteries for my drone, and each gives me approximately 20 minutes in the air. Having used two
at the wind farm I then drove to the Conde de Gualdlelhorse Reservoir, not far from Ardales, to use the
other. Luckily the winds stayed away, allowing me another flight over the beautiful scenery of the reservoir,
calm, reflections of the trees over the water, and perfect flying conditions. I have flown at the location on
several occasions before, but today was as good as any.
I was back in Torremolinos by 1230, having stopped briefly at a Lidl supermarket on the drive back to the
coast. I spent the afternoon on the laptop, and went for my daily top up of Vitamin D and exercise later in the
afternoon.
Britain today recorded 16 more Coronavirus deaths over the past 24 hours, with none in Scotland, Wales or
Northern Ireland. The official number of victims has now risen to 44,236. Figures are always lower on
Mondays, because of reporting lags at the weekend.
I had a brief exchange of WhatsApp messages with my friend Steve aboard his canal barge in the UK today,
and with my daughter Anne who sent me scans of my latest post in the UK. I also had a refund from the
German hotel I had booked and cancelled. The two outstanding refunds are now with Travelodge in the UK.
th

Tuesday 7 July 2020:
I spent most of the morning finishing off video editing the drone footage I shot yesterday. I also uploaded to
finished products to my Drone Flight Playlist on YouTube. It was quite a time-consuming undertaking. I also
spent time sending complaints to Travelodge, who still owe me refunds for cancelled nights at their hotels.
Unlike the other hotel groups I use regularly (Premier Inns and Ibis) and some smaller establishments
reserved through www.booking.com, Travelodge charges for the booking at the time of reservation. All
others don’t charge until arrival at their establishments. I shall definitely avoid Travelodge in the future!
The UK announced 155 more Covid-19 deaths over the past 24 hours, although many of those were
probably weekend fatalities not reported before because of the usual weekend reporting lag. Department of
Health data showed that, on average, 95 Brits were now dying of the Coronavirus each day. The UK total
number of fatalities stood at 44,391 as of today. Meanwhile in Spain several new spikes of new cases have
been occurring, often originating from the large numbers of predominately Moroccan fruit pickers that have
congregated in some regions. As of today Catalonia and the northern region of Aragón are the worst
affected, although there are several more areas affected. The Spanish authorities are tackling these new
Coronavirus waves with aggression by imposing new restrictions on the population, hopefully with success.
Overall, today’s figures from Spain revealed only 4 fatalities over the past 24 hours bringing the nationwide
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total to 28,392. I am watching the situation carefully and if I need to move from Spain earlier than currently
planned to avoid any new lockdowns, I shall.
This evening after my dinner I drove back to the Teba Wind Farm to capture videos and pictures of the
sunset over the beautiful scenery and to catch the windmills silhouetted against the setting sun. It was an
hour driving to get there and another hour to drive back, but every minute behind the wheel was worth the
effort. Although the winds were slightly higher than I had wished, the videos and pictures I shot were
breathtaking, with the rolling hills, cultivated ploughed fields, hay bales, olive groves and long distance views
including as far as the Conde de Guadalhorse Reservoir all taking on those special colours that the sunset
magically created. My flights were marred sometimes by higher winds at higher altitudes, which made me fly
nearer the ground, when otherwise higher would have been better. With the temperature still at 34℃ well
into the late evening the setting sun was understandably rather hazy, but that didn’t affect the videos or
pictures in any way, although to have had a great ball of fire sinking into the horizon would have been
awesome – perhaps when I am back again in the winter that might happen. I arrived back in the apartment a
little after 2230 after a very enjoyable evening away in the hills.
Wednesday 8th July 2020:
My morning and much of the afternoon today was consumed with catching up on yesterday evening’s
activities - my drone videos and pictures all needed editing and flight records logging. I also deleted a few
videos that I had previously uploaded to YouTube because I had integrated commercial music, and probably
infringed copyrights. I edited the offending videos and uploaded them back to YouTube – quite a time
consuming process.
It was another warm day on the Costa del Sol today with temperatures, despite a thin covering of cumulous
cloud that drifted across during the afternoon, of 32℃. In the apartment it remained at 29℃ for most of the
day, despite the ceiling fan in continuous use. With little wind, walking for my daily exercise proved a hot and
sweaty experience!
Britain today recorded 126 more Covid-19 fatalities over the past 24 hours. Meanwhile in Spain, to counter
the rising number of new Coronavirus cases in the Lleida province, face masks will be compulsory in all
public spaces in Catalonia starting on Thursday. The protective gear must be worn regardless of whether
people are observing the social distance of 1.5 metres, or whether the area has a low Coronavirus incidence.
Two weeks today I shall be driving through Catalonia – I’ll be keeping a close watch on the developing
situation there. The number of new cases over the past 24 hours in Spain was 384, whilst the number of
fatalities was just four.
I exchanged a few WhatsApp message with my friend Steve aboard his canal barge in the UK this morning. I
also exchanged emails with Tanya from the Ukraine, who had booked to sail with me this summer. The
Ukraine was not included on the list of countries that were able to send tourists to the Schengen EU
countries, so she would not be able to join me. Tanya sailed with me in Greece three years ago, and has
said that she expects to return to join me in 2021.
I had an email from Travelodge Customer Services today advising that one of my cancelled bookings was
being refunded. I also had an email from Amazon advising that one of my orders that had not been delivered
was also being refunded. Neither has been received into my credit card yet! Just one refund remained
outstanding as of this evening – the Travelodge reservation I had cancelled for one night at their Dover hotel.
Thursday 9th July 2020:
I started my day today with a walk to the Mercadona supermarket, that place that has kept me alive since
arriving in Spain over 6 months ago! Although only just after 0900 when I started my walk, the temperature
had already reached 31℃ - it looked like it was going to be another warm day ahead.
I was in touch using WhatsApp with my friend Terri from Pevency Bay in the UK today. I also exchanged
emails with Tracey, a potential crew member from the UK who showed interest in joining me in Greece
aboard my yacht after I start my delayed sailing season in early August.
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I spent some time this morning working on my Family Tree, adding several new ancestors mainly on the
branches sprouting from my grandfather’s illegitimate daughter’s husband. I also found a number of links to
family members who immigrated to the United States.
Coronavirus outbreaks in several Spanish regions have led to a sharp spike in the number of Covid-19 cases
reported in Spain. According to the latest figures from the Health Ministry there were 257 new cases in the
past 24 hours, although the number of fatalities fell to the lowest number on record, with nine registered in
the last seven days. Most of the 257 new cases reported were detected in areas with already confirmed
Coronavirus outbreaks – Here in Andalusia, two more outbreaks were reported – one in a senior home in
Ronda and the other in Granada province, bringing the total to 17. It seems that other regions are likely to
introduce the mandatory wearing of face masks in all public places, as Catalonia had already done. I am
watching the situation closely. Meanwhile in the UK it was announced that there had been a further 85
Coronavirus related fatalities over the past 24 hours, which raised the total in the country to 44,602. Just 89
deaths were recorded on this day a week ago, meaning that the daily toll had barely changed in a week.
Friday 10th July 2020:
The UK announced just 48 more lab-confirmed Coronavirus related fatalities over the past 24 hours, taking
the official number of victims in all settings to 44,650. It was reported today that forty-three authorities in
England have suffered spikes in Covid-19 cases in the past week. Southampton endured the biggest weekon-week rise in Coronavirus infection rates, but Bromley and Islington also suffered massive spikes, with
outbreaks in the London boroughs also increasing. Leicester, the worst-hit part of England with an outbreak
three times bigger than the next worst-hit place, saw its infection rate decrease. Meanwhile in Spain it was
reported that six active Coronavirus spikes had been detected in the past 24 hours, bringing the total to 73.
However, an outbreak was defined as a group of three or more infections with an epidemiological link, and
was considered active if there had been transmission within the last 14 days. In the case of infections
detected in senior care homes, one positive case is considered an outbreak, even if the patient is
asymptomatic, due to the high level of risk. Despite the growing number of outbreaks, Fernando Simón, the
Spanish government announced that further lockdown measures were not be needed.
I spent more time today researching my Family Tree, again discovering several new ancestors stemming as
far back as the early 17th century. It was interesting that my Christian name did not appear in the names of
any other of my almost 1200 ancestors – it was definitely not a modern name when my parents chose it for
me - It was a Roman clan name of uncertain etymology, Anthony had been a hugely popular name in the
United States, and had been for years. Meaning “priceless one” it famously appeared in the Shakespearean
play Antony and Cleopatra. However, amongst my ancestors it was never used. I remember being told by my
mother that she had named me after Anthony Eden, the handsome UK politician who was a close confident
of the UK Prime Minister Winston Churchill, and was Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs and Leader of the
House of Commons at the time of my birth. He later also became Prime Minister for two years (1955-1957).

I was named after the handsome
UK politician Anthony Eden
I had a long voice-chat this morning with Tracey, my potential crew member who lives near Hamble in the
UK. She had a great deal of sailing experience to offer and seemed keen to join. She has promised to let me
know when she has made a firm decision.
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I want for my usual walk along the beachfront path late this afternoon to give myself exercise and a top up of
Vitamin D. It was comfortable walking weather, with a clear sky, a temperature of 27℃ and a moderate
cooling breeze. There were plenty of local people on the beach, but it was far from crowded.
Saturday 11th July 2020:
It was laundry day today, but I should have looked at the weather forecast first, because no sooner had I got
the bundle hanging on the drier on the balcony than the sun was obliterated by some cloud! It wasn’t serious
cloud, no threat of rain of anything like that, but enough to stop the sun’s rays arriving on the balcony until it
became brighter in the afternoon. But the cloud persisted on and off for much of the day – during my walk
some quite black clouds drifted across the sky but they never lasted long on this warm and humid day in
Torremolinos.
I spent time on WhatsApp today exchanging messages with my friend Steve aboard his canal barge in the
UK. He is a great source of wisdom on canal boats, the English canals and boating, and I was grateful for his
advice as I progressed ever so slowly towards buying a narrowboat to live aboard and cruise after I am
st
restricted to being in the UK for 6 months a year after the Brexit Transition period ends on 31 December
this year. After that date I’ll be subject to EU Schengen area immigration rules and will only be able to remain
in Europe for 90 days during any 180 days period. I also exchanged emails with my friend Anita in North
Carolina in the United States. She was telling me that during her recent few days hiking in the mountains all
of the small town and gas stations had Trump signs and nobody wore masks. They thought Covid-19 was
some kind of liberal conspiracy hoax and even had Covid-19 parties to try to get infected. Her assessment
was that Americans were really stupid morons!
With only 11 days remaining before leaving Torremolinos my days have begun to feel as if they are passing
very slowly, and are feeling increasingly lengthy! My days everyday have been more or less the same, with
laptop time in the morning, a movie in the afternoon after a sandwich for lunch, a late afternoon walk for
exercise and Vitamin D and dinner, followed by a roundup of the day on the laptop whilst listening to music. I
came to particularly like the classical music of the Croatian Cellist Hauser, especially his renditions of the
classic Benedictus (From the very moving “The Armed Man – A Mass for Peace” by Karl Jenkins). But I also
like the American trumpeter Chris Botti, the British guitarist and popular singer Chris Rea and Canadian jazz
singer Chantal Chamberland. I watched and listened to these favourite singers and musicians on YouTube –
Hauser’s locations were invariably shot in his native Croatia, with locations such as the Roman Theatre in
Pula well known to me from my cruising days in the country in 2017-2019. They bring back many happy
memories of sailing in a beautiful and historic country.
Sunday 12th July 2020:
I spent much of this morning working on my Family Tree, finding several new ancestors mainly from the
Cornwall and Plymouth areas of the UK. New finds also included one that linked me to an old naval
colleague, through a marriage back in the 19th century! Whilst on my laptop I was listening to video music on
YouTube, including a full The Armed Man concert conducted by Sir Karl Jenkins, the composer. Later I spent
time editing videos from previous years, mainly of sailing in Croatia and Greece.
Later in the morning I chatted with my friend Jane from Shanghai in China. She had been immobile inside
and close to her apartment since January, but had been taking professional online singing, music and piano
lessons. I also exchanged emails with Tracey, my new potential crew from the UK, who has made her
th
decision and will join me in Greece on or about 10 August. Late in the evening I had more exchanges of
WhatsApp messages, with my friend Steve aboard his canal barge, with Terri my friend from Pevency Bay
and with Sheila my friend from Hartlepool, all from the UK.
This afternoon I watched the newly released Tom Hanks movie Greyhound, the story of an American
warship carrying out convoy protection duties under the command of its new captain, during the Second
World War. It was an excellent and gripping movie indeed, but perhaps not quite as good as the all time
classic 1953 movie The Cruel Sea, starring Jack Hawkins.
In the UK a further 21 people have died from Coronavirus over the past 24 hours bringing the UK's total
death toll to 44,819. Today's figure - which covers deaths in care homes, hospitals and the wider community,
is the lowest Sunday figure since lockdown began in March. But figures released on Sunday are usually
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smaller due to a delay in processing data over the weekend. Meanwhile no figures have been reported by
the Spanish government today.
It was a pleasant day with afternoon temperatures rising to 29℃, with a light onshore cooling breeze. I did
my usual 5km walk along the beach path for exercise and to top up Vitamin D. The beach itself and the
restaurants were very busy, but most people appeared to be respecting social distancing rules.
Monday 13th July 2020:
I woke up late this morning having had a poor night’s sleep, partly because I had had too much sleep over
the past few days, but primarily because of the WhatsApp chats I had late in the evening, which gave me
plenty to think about and wouldn’t let my brain rest. In particular I decided that I’ll have to start keeping a
closer watch on developing news from Greece – the country had done particularly well at keeping
Coronavirus at bay through imposing tight border controls. I obviously didn’t want any new restrictions to be
imposed, because in less than two weeks that’s where I hoped to be!
And so today I started monitoring the Coronavirus situation in Greece and recorded that the latest data
provided by the government registered 41 new cases at the weekend, with 11 related to visitors to Greece.
As of today, infections since the start of the pandemic were now a total 3,772 and fatalities since January a
total 193.
In the UK the Coronavirus outbreak may be getting worse as government figures today revealed the average
number of new cases had jumped six per cent in the first week-on-week rise since early May. However the
daily death toll dipped to a 17-week low, with just 11 fatalities reported over the past 24 hours. The current
death toll stood at 44,830 as of today. Meanwhile in Spain, the number of regional governments making face
masks compulsory in public spaces keeps growing, and includes here in Andalucia from Wednesday this
week. The new rules make face masks compulsory in public, even when a social distance of 1.5 meters
between people can be observed, although exceptions are made for eating and drinking, at beaches and
swimming pools, and when exercising.
I exchanged WhatsApp messages with my friend Steve aboard his canal barge in the UK again today. I was
also in email touch with Tracey, my recently signed up first crew member for my cruising season in Greece.
She has agreed to bring things from the UK for me.
Tuesday 14th July 2020:
It was Bastille Day today in France. Best wishes to my French friends, Claudine from Cotignac and Brigitte
from Nice.
Today I was in touch briefly with my friend Terri from Pevency Bay in the UK. I also exchanged WhatsApp
messages with Juan the owner of the apartment I am renting here in Torremolinos, to discuss my future
renting proposals for November and December this year and again from January to March 2021.
Unfortunately I am having to shorten both periods, because in December I have to get my car back to the UK
th
for it’s annual Ministry of Transport (MOT) safety check by 12 December, and in March I’ll have to return to
the UK because the end of my 90/180 Brexit days will expire. I would have preferred to remain in Spain for
longer on each occasion.
Today I made the decision to leave Torremolinos a day earlier than planned, and will now leave on Tuesday
st
21 July. This will provide me with a day slack in my itinerary, just in case there are any delays along the
way to the ferry port in Italy. If all goes without a hitch, it’ll give me a day in Ancona to do some sightseeing,
and to collect my ferry tickets from the ANEK Ferries port office. I felt more comfortable with having the
additional day in my itinerary!
Britain announced 138 more Coronavirus fatalities over the past 24 hours, as the daily toll dropped, despite
the average number of new cases still higher than last week.
Meanwhile in Spain 666 new cases were reported over the past 24 hours, with just 3 deaths over the same
period. It was also announced that there are now up to 100 outbreaks of new cases in the country, of which
40% originate from family gatherings (weddings etc). Other areas that have reported larger numbers of new
cases in Spain have been amongst the many mainly Moroccan fruit pickers that travel to Spain at this time of
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the year for work. As of today in the bizarre worldwide league table of numbers of deaths from the
Coronavirus Spain remained the country in 7th place with 28,409 fatalities – The United States, Brazil, the
UK, Mexico, Italy and France all have more.
Meanwhile in Greece there were 58 new Coronavirus cases, 34 of them located among tourists. The number
of total infections had increased to 3,883 with the daily growth of 1.5%. No new deaths have been recorded
in Greece over the past week - the total death toll remains at 193.
Wednesday 15th July 2020:
I started my day by receiving an email from booking.com advising that one of the hotels I had booked near
Ancona in Italy next week had cancelled my reservation. The issue was well handled by booking.com and I
was easily able to find an alternative hotel without any difficulties. Actually the new property I booked looked
better than the original and only cost me an additional €10 for the two nights.
This morning I exchanged WhatsApp messages with Sue from the UK but lives here in Spain, who was the
owner of the apartment I used to use in the city of Malaga during the fall each year. We agreed to have lunch
together later this week. I also had WhatsApp contacts with my granddaughter Jessica, who was celebrating
being offered a mortgage to purchase a home with her partner Jono. I of course sent them my
congratulations. I was also in touch today with my friend Steve aboard his canal barge in the UK.
Today the regional government of Andalucia ordered a mandatory wearing of face masks whenever in public
places, regardless of whether within or outside the 1.5m social distance from other people. This new
measure reflects the region’s concern over the casual attitude being taken by some members of the public,
and of course the continuing risk of infection from the Coronavirus. During my exercise walk today I obeyed
the new rule, and only saw a very small number of people who were not.
Spanish health authorities today reported four deaths from Covid-19 and 390 confirmed cases in the last 24
hours, the worst figures since the end of confinement on June 21. The total official death toll since the
beginning of the pandemic was now 28,413. Here in Andalusia authorities reported 14 active outbreaks over
the past 24 hours.
Meanwhile in the UK the death toll today topped 45,000 with 85 more victims over the e past 24 hours.
Scotland had now gone an entire week without suffering a single fatality. On average 75 Britons were now
dying of Coronavirus each day, whilst in comparison the rate last Wednesday was 87.
Meanwhile in Greece health authorities announced 27 new confirmed Coronavirus cases over the past 24
hours, with 9 of them detected amongst tourists. No new deaths have been recorded over the last 8 days.
Thursday 16th July 2020:
It was a public holiday in Torremolinos today, which I didn’t discover until I had walked to the Mercadona
supermarket and found it closed! But the SuperSol supermarket was open, so that where I did my shopping
today. I also found the Printer Shop closed because of the public holiday, but the guy inside opened
especially for me. The public holday celebrates Feria de la Virgen del Carmen (the patron saint of
Fishermen).
This morning, Spain’s King Felipe VI presided over an official state tribute to the victims of the Covid-19
pandemic and essential workers on the frontline of the crisis. During the ceremony, held in the Plaza de la
Armería of Madrid’s Royal Palace, the monarch praised the Spanish people’s spirit of resistance and unity
during the pandemic, which has left an official death count of 28,413 victims. The King’s speech brought an
end to the ceremony, which was attended by more than 400 people, including all the members of
government, the leaders of the top state institutions, and every one of Spain’s 17 regional leaders. NATO
Secretary General Jens Stoltenberg, World Health Organization (WHO) chief Tedros Adanom Ghebreyesus
and the President of the European Commission, Ursula von der Leyen, were among the international leaders
who also attended the event.
The UK announced a further 66 Coronavirus fatalities over the past 24 hours today, with Scotland recording
one death, ending its seven-day spell without any victims. Britain's official Covid-19 death toll as of today
stood at 45,119.
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Meanwhile in Greece, 35 new confirmed Coronavirus cases were reported over the past 24 hours, with 18 of
them detected amongst arriving tourists. The number of total infections stood at 3,939, and there had been
no fatalities for the past 10 days.
I exchanged WhatsApp messages with my friend Steve aboard his canal barge in the UK today, and also
with my daughter Anne.
Friday 17th July 2020:
I awoke at just after 0500 this morning, having exhausted all the sleep that existed in my body! I didn’t
actually rise until about 0700, but took the opportunity to do a bundle of laundry to take advantage of the
morning sun on the balcony for drying. I then spent the remainder of the morning working on my laptop.
I was in touch this morning with Tracey, my first crew of the season aboard my yacht Tradewinds of
Emsworth in Greece. I was also in touch with my friend Sheila from Hartlepool in the UK, who is considering
being my second crew, and with my friend Terri from Pevency Bay in the UK, who is considering being my
third and final crew of the season. Later in the morning I exchanged several WhatsApp messages with my
daughter Anne, and with her partner Jay.
For the first time since before the lockdown I went out for lunch in a restaurant today. I met my friend Sue,
who was the owner of the apartment I used on three occasions in Malaga. It was nice to see her again and
have conversation again after a long break, and to sit in civilisation, and to enjoy the good food served up by
the La Morega Restaurant, 15 minutes walk along the beachfront path from my rental apartment. I also
enjoyed two large beers, but as I had not had hardly any alcohol for a long time, they went straight to my
head! Of course I didn’t get drunk, but I did feel the affects of the alcohol!
After we had finished lunch I went for my usual walk along the waterfront path, but as it was earlier than
normal, it felt very warm. Having to wear a face mask made it feel uncomfortable too!
According to the Spanish Government there have been nine Covid-19-related deaths in the last seven days
in Spain. The total number of fatalities during the crisis currently stands at 28,416. However the situation in
the Catalonia and Aragón regions is of great concern, where there were 580 positive cases over the past 24
hours, a figure that has not been seen for more than two months. My journey on Tuesday takes me through
Catalonia, so I am carefully monitoring the measures that the regional government will inevitably introduce in
an effort to contain the outbreak. I might decide to leave a further day earlier (on Monday) and will decide
tomorrow based on the news of the day.
Meanwhile in the UK today the situation was not good either, with 114 more Coronavirus fatalities reported
over the past 24 hours. Department of Health figures showed 82 Britons had on average succumbed to the
life-threatening infection each day over the past week, up from the seven-day mean of 74 a week ago.
In Greece one death and 28 new coronavirus infections were confirmed over the past 24 hours, 12 of which
were positives from tests conducted at ports or airports, according to authorities.
th

Saturday 18 July 2020:
There have been no further developments in the Catalonia region, and the recommendation by the regional
government, as a result of the high number of new Coronavirus cases reported over the past few days, for
the population to remain at home still stands. The restriction announced yesterday was unlikely to be
changed for at least 14 days. As a result, this morning I changed my itinerary for after I leave Torremolinos
and will now leave on Monday afternoon. I shall not leave until the afternoon because I am hoping that
Correos deliver the small package containing my French motorway tag, sent by my daughter Anne over a
week ago, before I leave. If they don’t I’ll leave anyway. Because of the late start I have decided to stop for
the first night outside Valencia and the second in Nives in France. My overnight booking in Barcelona has
therefore been cancelled, and all being well I should not have to make any stops in the Catalonia region.
This second wave of the Coronavirus has apparently been spread by fruit pickers, who move from area to
area following the crop picking ready dates. I was hoping that there was no similar problem in France!
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I had WhatsApp chats today with my friend Terri in Pevency Bay, and with Steve aboard his canal barge,
both in the UK. Otherwise I didn’t have any company, other than my own!
This afternoon I gave the apartment a clean, in preparation for my departure on Monday. I also went for my
daily walk for the penultimate time, along the beachfront path.
The UK had recorded 40 Coronavirus linked fatalities over the past 24 hours, bringing the total number of
confirmed deaths during the pandemic to 45,273. Additionally it was announced that 13 people between the
ages of 46 and 96 who tested positive for COVID-19 have died in hospitals in England.
Meanwhile in Greece the government announced 19 new cases of the Coronavirus but no new deaths over
the past 24 hours. The total confirmed cases since the outbreak of the epidemic was 3,983, with 194 deaths.
Despite the relatively low number of cases, authorities are concerned about increasing evidence that social
distancing guidelines weren’t being followed. Today the government extended mandatory the wearing of
masks to supermarket customers and are considering expanding the mask requirement to other areas.
There were no official numbers issued by the Spanish government today.
Sunday 19th July 2020:
I spent my morning today preparing for my departure from Torremolinos tomorrow. I packed my bags and
loaded some of them into the car, prepared food for my travels over the next week, did a final clean of the
apartment, created a Windows restore point, backed up data, files and emails on my laptop, charged my
Bluetooth earphones and battery banks and checked the oil, coolant and screen washer levels on the car.
Tomorrow morning I shall take the car to a garage, top up with fuel, inflate the tyres and give it a wash! I
intend to leave Torremolinos as soon as my letter from the UK has arrived from the UK or at 1400 if it has not
been received. With almost 400 miles to drive I just cannot leave any later.
I finally received two refunds from Travelodge today. They had kept my money for a month following some
reservations I made for when I had originally planned to return to the UK on my way to Greece.
A further 27 people who tested positive for Coronavirus have died in hospital in Britain today, bringing the
total number of confirmed deaths during the pandemic to 45,300. Just one person died from the virus in
Wales whilst Scotland reported no new deaths today. Northern Ireland no longer release updated figures at
the weekend.
Greek authorities announced 24 new Coronavirus cases over the past 24 hours, of which 16 concerned
arriving tourists. There were no new fatalities.
Spain didn’t release any Coronavirus statistics today.
I was in touch today with my friend Terri from Pevency Bay and Steve aboard his canal barge, both in the
UK. My sincere thanks to them both for their frequent exchanges of messages on WhatsApp and occasional
voice calls, which have helped me enormously during my many lonely days.
I also sincerely thank my many family and other friends from around the world who have kept in touch with
me over the period that I have been here in Spain – without their constant support and friendship I could not
have achieved such a lengthy period without physical company or contact. I love you all.
I also offer my thanks to Juan, the owner of the Torremolinos apartment where I have lived for the past 6
months, who has provided me with strong support and friendship throughout the period. Although it has not
been possible to physically meet him often, he has always responded positively and quickly to any
assistance, problems or requests that I have made of him. He became a very good friend.
I was carefully and frequently checking the Spanish news late last night and all through today, and the only
development was that the Murcia region had joined most other regions in the country ordering the mandatory
use of face masks whenever outside, or in public places inside. I shall be stopping for the night tomorrow
night near Valencia, which is in the Murcia region. By Tuesday evening I expect to have crossed into France.
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Today’s diary entry was my final into this document, which has chronicled my life since mid March at the start
of the Spanish lockdown. I’ve actually been in Spain for a total of 192 days, but this document has just been
about the lockdown period. At that time in mid March I had thought that the situation would have been
resolved by now, but it seemed today that the world was on the brink of a second wave, which could be as
bad as the first. My life over the past 6 months has been on virtual hold, without physical company and
relying on my family and friends and social media and news broadcasts to stay in touch, and to keep abreast
of developments and government announcements both here in Spain and in the UK regarding the different
levels of lockdown that the population was required to meet. The measures introduced in Spain brought
about a rapid decline in the number of cases and fatalities from a starting point where the country was one of
the worst hit in Europe, to the almost erasure of fatalities by early July. As I prepare to leave the country I
wish Spain all the best, and offer my thanks for being in a country where the people were able to abide by
the mandatory lockdown regulations without complaint. My sympathy goes to the family and friends of
people who have lost someone during the rampage of this horrible pandemic.
After leaving Torremolinos tomorrow I shall be driving to Greece via France and Italy – my itinerary takes me
to Valencia here in Spain, Nimes in France and Tovo San Giacomo, Monte San Vito and Ancona in Italy.
The journey from Spain along the western and northern coasts of the Mediterranean to Ancona on the coast
of the Adriatic Sea will be 2,328km (1,446 Miles) and take me 4 days of driving. After arriving in Greece on
Sunday at about 1200, and getting through Greek immigration, I have another 225km (140 miles) before
arriving at Kilada, my destination and the location of my yacht Tradewinds of Emsworth. It’s a daunting
journey!
From Ancona I have a ferry booked to Patras in Greece on Saturday 25th July 2020 and hope to be back
aboard my yacht Tradewinds of Emsworth on 26th July 2020 (One week from today). Anyone wishing to
follow my sailing adventures can read my Ship’s Logs at www.tony-dyer.com.
Finally, I sent my thanks to all my readers who have stood by me during this difficult time. Their comments
and suggestions have always been inspiring and supportive.

The End
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Latest available COVID-19 (Coronavirus) Statistics as of: 20 July 2020 (Updated 2000 daily):

Note that Spain reports numbers late each day, sometimes not sufficiently early for new cases or deaths to appear in this table.
However, I always endeavour to include statistics for Spain in my daily narrative if available from my sources.

(Note that statistics included in these graphs from Johns Hopkins University (Baltimore, United States) are always dated one
day earlier than the statistics contained in the table at the top of this page). As the UK and Spanish data has not been reported
on a daily basis I started to occasionally provide data from alternative countries with statistics of interest.
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Comparisons:
 Every year an estimated 290,000 to 650,000 people die in the world due to complications from
seasonal influenza (flu) viruses. This figure corresponds to 795 to 1,781 deaths per day due to the
seasonal flu;
 SARS (November 2002 to July 2003): was a Coronavirus that originated from Beijing, China, spread
to 29 countries, and resulted in 8,096 people infected with 774 deaths (fatality rate of 9.6%).
Considering that SARS ended up infecting 5,237 people in mainland China, Wuhan Coronavirus
surpassed SARS on January 29, 2020, when Chinese officials confirmed 5,974 cases of the novel
Coronavirus (2019-nCoV). One day later, on January 30, 2020 the novel Coronavirus cases
surpassed even the 8,096 cases worldwide which were the final SARS count in 2003;
 MERS (in 2012) killed 858 people out of the 2,494 infected (fatality rate of 34.4%).
Comments:
 On 31st January 2020 the first cases of the Coronavirus were reported in the UK, Spain, Sweden and
Russia;
 Wuhan (the city where the virus originated) is the largest city in Central China, with a population of
over 11 million people. The city, on January 23, shut down transport links. Following Wuhan lock
down, the city of Huanggang was also placed in quarantine, and the city of Ezhou closed its train
stations. This meant than 18 million people had been placed in isolation. The World Health
Organization (WHO) said cutting off a city as large as Wuhan is "unprecedented in public health
history and praised China for its incredible commitment to isolate the virus and minimize the spread
to other countries.
Data and news sourced (and sometimes plagiarized) from:
 https://www.worldometers.info/COVID-19 (Coronavirus)/
 https://english.elpais.com/
 https://news.sky.com/topic/coronavirus-8483
 https://coronavirus.jhu.edu/data/cumulative-cases
 https://www.dailymail.co.uk/home/index.html
 https://www.bbc.com/news/coronavirus
And finally my exercise statistics during the pandemic:
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